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Abstract. Heterogeneous computational platform offers a great ratio between the computational power and the price of the system. Static and dynamic scheduling methods offer a good way of how to use these systems efficiently and therefore many algorithms were proposed in the literature in past years. The aim of this article is to present the dynamic (on-line) algorithm which schedules multiple DAG applications without any central node and the schedule is created only with the knowledge of node’s network neighborhood. The algorithm achieves great level of fairness for more DAGs and total computation time is close to the standard and well known competitors.

1 Introduction

Homogeneous (heterogeneous) computational platform consists of a set of identical (different) computers connected by a high speed communication network [1, 2]. Research has been done last few years on how to use these platforms efficiently [3–5]. It is believed that scheduling is a good way on how to use the computation capacity these systems offer [1, 6]. Traditional attitude is to prepare the schedule before the computation begins [7, 8]. This requires information about the network topology and parameters and also node’s computational abilities. Knowing all of this information we can use the static (offline) scheduling algorithm. Finding the optimal value of makespan – i.e. the time of the computation in total – is claimed to be NP complete [9, 10]. Therefore research has been done and many heuristics have been found [11, 12].

Compared to static scheduling, dynamic (online) scheduling allows us to create the schedule as part of the computation process. This allows dynamic algorithms to use the feedback of the system and modify the schedule in accordance with current state of the system. Dynamic algorithms are often used for scheduling multiple applications [13–16] at the same time and therefore fairness of generated schedules is important.

The algorithm presented in this paper does not require the global knowledge of the network, it uses the information gathered from node’s neighbors only. The phase of creating the schedule is fixed part of the computation cycle. The algorithm is intended to be used for scheduling more DAGs simultaneously and tries to achieve fair division of tasks for all computing nodes.
The structure of this article, which is the enhanced version of [17], is as follows, in the section two we describe the problem of scheduling and make a brief summary of related work. In the section three we describe the algorithm itself and in the following section we describe the testing environment and results we obtained by running several simulations. In the fifth section we conclude the results from section four, show the pros and cons of the presented algorithm and discuss the future improvements.

2 Problem definition

The application model can be described as a directed acyclic graph $AM = (V, E, B, C)$ [12, 18], where:

$V = \{v_1, v_2, \ldots, v_v\}, |V| = v$ is the set of tasks, task $v_i \in V$ represents the piece of code that has to be executed sequentially on the same machine,

$E = \{e_1, e_2, \ldots, e_e\}, |E| = e$ is the set of edges, the edge $e_j = (v_k, v_l)$ represents data dependencies, i.e. the task $v_l$ cannot start the computation until the data from task $v_k$ has been received, task $v_k$ is called the parent of $v_l$, $v_l$ is called the child of $v_k$,

$B = \{b_1, b_2, \ldots, b_v\}, |B| = v$ is the set of computation costs (e.g. number of instructions), where $b_i \in B$ is the computation cost for the task $v_i$,

$C = \{c_1, c_2, \ldots, c_e\}, |C| = e$ is the set of data dependency costs, where $c_j = c_{k,l}$ is the data dependency cost (e.g. amount of data) corresponding to the edge $e_j = (v_k, v_l)$.

The task which has no parents or children is called entry or exit task respectively. If there are more than one entry/exit tasks in the graph a new virtual entry/exit task can be added to the graph. Such a task would have zero weight and would be connected by zero weight edges to the real entry/exit tasks.

![Fig. 1. Application can be described using DAG.](image1)

![Fig. 2. The computation system can be represented as a general graph.](image2)
Since the application can be described as DAG we use terms *application*, *DAG application* or simply *DAG* as synonyms in this paper.

The computation system consists of a set of computing units all of which are connected by a high speed communication network. It can be described using a general graph $C'S = (P, Q, R, S)$, where:

- $P = \{p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_p\}$, $|P| = p$ is a set of the computers,
- $Q = \{q_1, q_2, \ldots, q_p\}$, $|Q| = p$ is the set of speeds of computers, where $q_i$ is the speed of computer $p_i$,
- $R$ is a matrix describing the communication costs, the size of $R$ is $p \times p$,
- $S$ is a matrix used to describe the communication startup costs, it is usually one dimensional, i.e. it’s size is $p \times 1$.

### 2.1 Merging application and computation model

Since the structure of the application and the characteristics of the computation systems are known it is no problem to get the information about computation time of each application’s node at any computation node. This information is stored in a $W$ matrix, whose dimensions are $v \times p$, where the item at the position $[i, j]$ contains the information about the length of the computation of the task $i$ on a computation unit $j$. The value of $W[i, j]$ is computed by the following equation

$$W[i, j] = \frac{b_i}{q_j}, \quad (1)$$

where $b_i$ is the computation cost of task $v_i$ and $q_j$ is the speed of computer $p_j$ (e.g. instructions per second).

The total communication time for a message $m$ (corresponding data dependency for the edge $(v_k, v_l)$) that is send from the computer $i$ to the computer $j$ can be computed by this equation

$$c_m = S[i] + R[i][j] \cdot c_{k,l}. \quad (2)$$

### 2.2 Our model description

The content of the matrix $W$ is dependent on the properties of computation nodes. However, the computers differ only in a certain ways. The “fast” computers are $k$ times faster than “slow” computers. On that account the columns in the $W$ are usually only multiples of one column. This information can be reduced to the constant $k_p$ for each processor $p$. When the computation system is allowed to change, the matrix $W$ is not usable either since it does not reflect any dynamic behaviour.

The structure, we decided to use, can be described as follows. We selected one processor to serve as a reference – $p_{ref}$. The computation time of one instruction on this processor lasts one time unit. The speedup of the processor $p_i$ is then defined as

$$SU_{p}(i) = \frac{q_i}{q_{ref}}, \quad (3)$$
where \( q_i \) is the speed of processor \( p_i \) and \( q_{\text{ref}} \) is the speed of the reference processor.

The time duration of computation of a task \( v_j \) on the processor \( p_i \) is then computed “on the fly” by the equation

\[
time_{j,i} = \frac{b_j}{SU_p(i)}.
\]

(4)

Finally, the computation platform is described as a set of speedups and the communication matrices and the merging of application and computation model is being done as a part of the computation. Even the communication matrices may be reduced in our model. They contain only information about computation node’s neighbours and differ for all nodes. Still, this is a problem for implementation part and does not affect the description model, as the “neighbour’s” matrices are only a part of “global” communication matrices.

### 2.3 Related work

Task scheduling or task mapping has been in active research for a long time. Several static algorithms were introduced and dynamic algorithms were published too. Most of static scheduling algorithms are designed to work with one DAG. List scheduling algorithms are very popular and they are often used. HEFT [19] is a simple and effective algorithm used as a reference in our article. HEFT creates a list of tasks sorted by an upward rank\(^1\) and then it assigns tasks to the processor so that the execution time of the task is minimized. Another algorithm presented in [19] is Critical Path On a Processor (CPOP). This algorithm is more complex and optimizes tasks on a critical path. By modifying list algorithms and allowing the execution of tasks more than once tasks duplication algorithms were introduces. HCPFD [2] compared to the HEFT obtains better makespan in most cases. Task duplication achieves surprisingly good results when applied to the computation model containing multi core computers [18].

The way of computing multiple DAGs is usually presented in dynamic algorithms. In [20] there was introduced a static method how to schedule multiple DAGs and the aim was not only to optimize makespan but also to achieve the fair sharing of resources for the competing DAGs. The idea of generating a new graph by appending whole DAGs to the current one is used in [21]. Compared to [20] this algorithm is dynamic, i.e. the graph is build when a new DAG arrives to the system.

Truly dynamic algorithm is described in [14]. This algorithm divides the nodes into two groups. The first one contains nodes used for computation, the second one contains scheduling nodes. Scheduling nodes are independent and the knowledge about the activity of other scheduling nodes is received through the statistics of usage of the computing nodes. The quality of such scheduling is then dependent on the quality of statistics created by computation nodes.

\(^1\) See [19] for details
Unlike the previous one the algorithm presented in [16] is based on one central scheduling unit. The algorithm takes into account the time for scheduling and dispatching and focuses on reliability costs. Another model of completely distributed algorithm is presented in [15]. This algorithm divides nodes into groups and uses two levels of scheduling. The high level decides which group to use and low level decides which node in the group to use.

The algorithm described in [22] works a bit different way. The node works with it’s neighborhood and the distribution of task of parallel application is done according to the load of the neighbours. If the load of a node is too high, the algorithm allows the task to be migrated among the network. Genetic programming technique is used to decide where to migrate the task.

The problem of task scheduling is loosely coupled with the network throughput. The description of network used in this paper is not very close to the reality and the problems connected to bottle necks or varying delay may cause problems. The behaviour of task scheduling applications running in the network, which has different parameters, is very well described in [23]. According to this article we expect there are no bottle necks in the networks.

3 Proposed algorithm

In this section we present the algorithm Dynamic Local Multiple DAG (DLMDAG). The algorithm itself, described in Algorithm 1, is a dynamic task scheduling algorithm that supports both homogeneous and heterogeneous computation platforms.

The main idea of the algorithm is based on the assumption that the communication lasts only very short time compared to the computation (at least in one order of magnitude). The computation node, which is the creator of a schedule for a certain DAG application, sends a message to all of its neighbours where it asks how long would the computation of these tasks last if they were computed by the neighbour. Then it continues computing the task and during this computation replies for the question arrive. According to the data (timestamps) received, the node makes a schedule for the set of tasks (asked in previous step), then it sends a message to it’s neighbours with the information about who should compute which task and generates another question about the computation time for the next set of tasks.

The algorithm description (Algorithm 1) uses these terms. The task is called “ready” when all of its data dependencies are fulfilled. Ready tasks are stored in a tasksReady priority queue. The criterion for ordering is the time computed by computePriority. The task that is ready and is also scheduled should be stored in a computableTasks queue. Each task’s representation contains one priority queue for storing the pair information about finish time and neighbour at which the finish time would be achieved. The queue is ordered by the time.

computePriority method is used to make the timestamps for the tasks. It is computed when a DAG application comes to the computation node ($p_k$) and it
is generated according to this equation

\[
priority(v_j) = time_{j,k} + \max_{\forall i \in par_{v_j}} priority(i),
\]  

(5)

where \(par_{v_j}\) is the set of parents of node \(v_j\) and \(priority(v_0) = time_{0,k}\).

The final scheduling is based on the priority queue \texttt{task.orderingQueue}. The scheduling step described in Algorithm 2 is close to HEFT [19]. One big difference is that our algorithm uses the reduced list of tasks\(^2\) and is forced to use all neighbours\(^3\) even if it would be slower than computing at local site.

The algorithm is called local. It is because it uses only information about the node’s local neighborhood. Each node creates a set of neighbours in the initialization stage of the algorithm. Therefore there are no matrices \(R\) and \(S\) or there are these matrices but they are different for each computational node.

---

\(^2\) Only ready tasks are scheduled

\(^3\) If there are not enough ready tasks then not all neighbours are used.
Algorithm 2 Scheduling phase

\[
\text{schedule} \{\text{empty set for pairs}\} \\
\text{num} = \min(|\text{tasksReady}|, |\text{neighbours}|) \\
\text{for } i = 0; i < \text{num}; i + + \text{ do} \\
\quad \text{task} = \text{pop}(\text{tasksReady}) \\
\quad \text{proc} = \text{pop}(\text{task.orderingQueue}) \\
\quad \text{push}((\text{task}, \text{proc}), \text{schedule}) \\
\quad \text{removeFrom}(\text{proc}, \text{tasksReady}) \{\text{Once neighbour used it cannot be scheduled again}\} \\
\text{end for} \\
\text{return } \text{schedule}
\]

The size of matrix \( R \) for the computational node \( p_i \) is \( R_{p_i} = (s_i \times s_i) \) where \( s = |\text{neighbours}_i| \) is the amount of neighbours of the node \( p_i \).

3.1 Time complexity

The time complexity of the algorithm can be divided into two parts. The computation part is connected to the sorting and scheduling phase of the algorithm and the communication part is connected to the necessity of exchanging messages for the scheduling phase. The DAG consists of \( v \) tasks and the computation node has \( s \) neighbours. One question message is sent about every task to all of the neighbours. Question contains information from one to \( s \) tasks and the precise number is dependent on the structure of the DAG. The node which receives the question message always sends a reply to it. As the node finishes the scheduling phase of the algorithm another message with a schedule is sent to every neighbour who is involved in the schedule. The last message (schedule information) can be put together with the question’s one and there is from \( 3v/s \) to \( 3v \) messages sent in total.

Computation part is based on the sorting operations of the algorithm. There are two types of priority queues being used all of which are based on the heap. The first one is the \( \text{tasksReady} \). Every task from a DAG is put once in this queue and the time complexity is \( O(v \log v) \). The second priority queue \( \text{task.orderingQueue} \) stores one piece of information for every neighbour. The queue is used for every task and for every neighbour and the time complexity obtained by this queue is \( O(vs \log s) \) and therefore the time complexity of the computational part of the algorithm is \( O(v \log v + vs \log s) \).

4 Performance and comparison

The algorithm was implemented in a simulation environment [24] and it was executed several times for different scenarios. Makespan, unfairness and average utilization of computing nodes were measured.

Makespan is the total computation time of the application, it is defined as

\[
\text{makespan}(\text{DAG}) = \text{finishTime}(v_l) - \text{startTime}(v_s),
\]

where \( \text{finishTime}(v_l) \) is the time when the last task of DAG was computed and \( \text{startTime}(v_s) \) is the time when the first task of DAG began the computation.
Since several DAG applications compete for the shared resources the execution time for each DAG is longer compared to the execution time when there was the only one application in the system. The slowdown of the DAG represents ratio of the execution time when only one DAG was in system and when there were more in the system. It is described as

\[
\text{Slowdown}(DAG) = \frac{T_{\text{shared}}(DAG)}{T_{\text{single}}(DAG)},
\]

where \(T_{\text{shared}}\) is the execution time when more than one DAG was scheduled and \(T_{\text{single}}\) is the execution time when there was only this DAG scheduled. The schedule is fair when all of the DAGs achieve almost the same slowdown [20] and the schedule is unfair when there are big differences in the slowdown of DAGs. The unfairness for the schedule \(S\) for a set of \(n\) DAGs \(A = \{DAG_1, DAG_2, ..., DAG_n\}\) is defined

\[
\text{Unfairness}(S) = \sum_{\forall d \in A} |\text{Slowdown}(d) - \text{AvgSlowdown}|,
\]

where average slowdown is defined as

\[
\text{AvgSlowdown} = \frac{1}{n} \sum_{\forall d \in A} \text{Slowdown}(d)
\]

The utilization of a computation unit \(p_j\) for the schedule \(S\) is computed by this equation:

\[
\text{Util}_S(p_j) = \sum_{\forall t \in \text{tasks}_S} \frac{\text{makespan}(t)}{\text{totalTime}_j},
\]

where \(\text{tasks}_S\) is a set of tasks which were computed on a \(p_j\) in the schedule \(S\) and \(\text{totalTime}_j\) is the total time of the simulation, which is the time when the last task of all DAGs has finished.

Average utilization for the whole set of processors \(P\) and for the schedule \(S\) is then defined as

\[
\text{AvgUtil}_S(P) = \frac{1}{p} \sum_{i=1}^{p} \text{Util}_S(p_i).
\]

### 4.1 Testing environment

Three computation platforms containing 5, 10 and 20 computers were created. A full mesh with different communication speed for several lines was chosen as a connection network – this created a network without bottle necks and allowed the algorithm obtain minimal makespan time [23].

Nodes were divided into groups of 5 and the group used a gigabit connection with a delay of 2 ms. In the network with ten nodes the groups were connected by 100 MBit lines and in the network with 20 nodes the groups were connected as follows:
– 4 groups of 5 nodes intraconnected by gigabit,
– 2 groups connected by 100 MBit,
– 3rd and 4th group connected by 10 MBit with others.

Sets of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 10 applications were generated using the method described in [19]. The application contained 25 tasks with different computation and data dependency costs. The schedule for each of the set was generated by simulation\textsuperscript{4} of DLMDAG algorithm and by static algorithms HEFT and CPOP.

We used two methods of connecting several DAGs into one for the static algorithms, the first one is sequence execution of DAGs in a row, the second one is to generate virtual start and end nodes and connect DAGs to these nodes with a zero weighted edges. DAGs were ordered in the sequential execution test by the rule the shorter the makespan of DAG is the sooner it is executed. In total there were 100 sets of 2 DAGs, 100 sets of 4 DAGs etc. and the results we obtained we averaged. For the DLMDAG all DAGs arrived to the system at time 0 and on the one node.

4.2 Results

Results of sequential execution of DAGs for HEFT and CPOP achieved much longer makespans and therefore were not included into graphs. HEFT par and CPOP par mean that connection of DAGs was created using virtual start and end tasks.

The makespan achieved by DLMDAG is very close to the HEFT and CPOP (fig. 3). The differences after averaging were just units of percents. The special case was the architecture of five computers (fig. 8), in this case DLMDAG outperforms the others. When there were 10 or 20 computers in the system (fig. 6), DLMDAG achieved slightly worse results. Since HEFT and CPOP use the whole

\textsuperscript{4} Simulation tool OMNeT++\cite{24} was used
structure of applications DLMDAG works only with ready tasks and therefore it may be unable to use the platform with more devices so efficiently. These results are then dependent on the structure of the applications that were scheduled. The more parallel application is, the better results DLMDAG obtains.

The unfairness (figures 4, 7) for DLMDAG is at the very low level and the growth of it is slow. The unfairness level obtained by HEFT and CPOP in comparison with DLMDAG is worse.

The utilization of nodes (figure 5) corresponds to the makespan achieved by the algorithms. Growing the amount of DAGs in the system the utilization of nodes increases for all algorithms. As mentioned earlier, DLMDAG achieves high level of parallelization and therefore the average utilization of all nodes is also increasing.

5 Conclusion

The algorithm presented in this article is dynamic, it does not use any central point for scheduling neither it requires the information about the whole network.
DLMDAG is based on the local knowledge of the network – only neighbours create the schedule – and the schedule is created using several messages by which the computation times are gathered on the scheduling node. The simulations of the algorithm were executed and results obtained were compared to the traditional offline scheduling algorithms.

DLMDAG is able to use the computation resources in a better way than compared algorithms when there are more tasks in the system than computation units. As the number of computation nodes increases the result DLMDAG achieves become worse than competitor’s.

Future work There are several possibilities to improve the proposed algorithm. Initially the computation systems do change. The algorithm should be able to modify the schedules to reflect the network changes. Subsequently the current algorithm is fixed to the scheduling node and it’s neighbours and this may cause performance problems, the algorithm could be able to move the application to some other node with different neighbours.
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Abstract. Semantic-based approaches are relatively new technologies. Some of these technologies are supported by specifications of W3 Consortium, i.e. RDF, SPARQL and so on. There are many areas where semantic data can be utilized, e.g. social networks, annotation of protein sequences etc. From the physical database design point of view, several index data structures are utilized to handle this data. In many cases, the well-known B-tree is used as a basic index supporting some operations. Since the semantic data are multidimensional, a common way is to use a number of B-trees to index the data. In this article, we review other index data structures; we show that we can create only one index when we utilize a multidimensional data structure like the R-tree. We compare a performance of the B-tree indices with the R-tree and some its variants. Our experiments are performed over a huge semantic database, we show advantages and disadvantages of these data structures.

1 Introduction

Semantic-based approaches are new technologies trying to allow computers to handle semantic information. These approaches have many specific applications. The main advantage of a semantic system is that the computer can reveal unexpected facts, e.g. a new effective drug combination in medicine [6], unexpected relationships in social networks [19] or artificial intelligence [28] can be discovered. This is the reason why the semantic systems are a current research topic.

The W3 Consortium have released some specifications related to semantic technologies1, e.g. RDF [32] as a model of the semantic data or SPARQL [25] as a query language for the RDF data. In addition, more general specifications are also usable for a semantic DBMS supporting SPARQL or another query language, e.g. XML [9] or WSDL [12] for a communication with the DBMS.

In this article, we also list a lot of semantic DBMS with the query languages they support and the indices they utilize. Since the semantic DBMS often utilize a relational DBMS as a storage for the RDF triple table (representing the RDF data), the B-tree [13] is often used as the main index. The main issue of this

* This work is partially supported by SGS, VŠB – Technical University of Ostrava, No. SP2015/192 and No. SP2015/170, Czech Republic.

** This work is an extented version of an article accepted at the DATESO workshop.

1 http://www.w3.org/standards/techs/rdf#w3c_all
physical implementation is that a number of B-trees have to be built to support queries over the triple table. However, there are other index data structures capable to handle semantic data. In this article, we show that it is possible to create only one index if we utilize a multidimensional data structure like the R-tree [22] or some of its variants (namely the Signature R-tree [30] or the Ordered R-tree [31]).

In Section 2, we present some basic terms related to semantic technologies. In Section 3, we describe the basic physical design for the RDF data. Section 4 describes some negative issues of the B-tree as an index data structure for the triple table. In addition, the R-tree, $R^*$-tree [8], and two their variants are described. In Section 5, we summarize the advantages and disadvantages of these data structures for various queries over the LUBM data collection [21]. Finally, we conclude the article and outline the possibilities of our future work.

2 Semantic Technologies

In this section, we briefly introduce a theoretical basis of the RDF model [32] and the SPARQL query language [25] standardized by W3C. We recommend the book [20] for a more detailed review.

2.1 RDF Model

RDF (Resource Description Framework) is a general model representing information on the Web; data are modeled as a directed labeled graph [32]. Each edge represents a relationship between an object and a subject: two nodes of the graph. The label of the edge is called property. An example of the graph is given in Figure 1. This tuple (subject, property, object) is called an RDF triple $(s,p,o)$.

The values of each triple usually include IRI (Internationalized Resource Identifiers) [15] identifying an abstract or a physical resource. In [20], the author introduces the following definition:

Definition 1 (RDF triple). Let us assume there are pairwise disjoint infinite sets $I$, $B$, and $L$, where $I$ represents the set of IRIs, $B$ the set of blank nodes, and $L$ the set of literals. We call a triple $(s,p,o) \in (I \cup B)I(I \cup B \cup L)$ an RDF triple, where $s$ represents the subject, $p$ the predicate, and $o$ the object of the RDF triple.

A triple table is a set of RDF triples; it is a representation of the RDF graph. In Table 1, we see a fragment of the triple table to the RDF graph in Figure 1. A triple store or an RDF database is an engine enabling to store an RDF graph and efficient processing of queries. However, we usually require other operations like update, insert or delete.

Some RDF stores add a fourth element to the triple; this fourth element contains the context of the triple [14]. There are RDF engines enabling to manage these quads [16].
The RDF specification [32] does not define any way how to store and index the triple table; therefore, there are many variants of the physical design of the triple table and we describe them in Section 3.

2.2 SPARQL Query Language

Although there are many query languages for RDF data\(^2\), e.g. SPARQL/Update (or SPALUR) [38], SPARQL 1.1 [25] is a de-facto standard query language for RDF data. It is similar to SQL in many features. SPARQL 1.1 also includes insert, update, and delete operations.

The basic query construct of the SELECT statement includes SELECT <projection> WHERE <sequence of triple patterns>. A variable in SPARQL defined by the symbol ? and a name represents the main difference compared to SQL; they define unknown values of o, s or p in a pattern as well as a relationship among triple patterns. We distinguish four types of the SPARQL query (for more details see [25]):

- **SELECT** – returns the result relation defined by the projection and patterns.

\(^{2}\) [http://www.w3.org/2001/11/13-RDF-Query-Rules/]
- **ASK** – similar to the SELECT query; however, it returns the boolean value; true if the result is not empty, otherwise false.
- **CONSTRUCT** – allows to format own result graph over the triples returned by the patterns.
- **DESCRIBE** – returns the node (and its neighbours) defined by the patterns.

A form of `<pattern>` determines the selectivity of a query over the triple table. We can distinguish a point query \((s, p, o)\) returning 0 or 1 triple, or a range query where the query \((s, *, *)\) can returns more triples than the query \((s, p, *)\).

**Example 1 (SPARQL Queries).**

1. **SELECT** \(?s \ ?p \ ?o\) **WHERE** \{ \(?s \ ?p \ ?o\) \}
   
   This query selects the whole triple table, it represents the range query \((*, *, *)\).

2. **SELECT** \(*\) **WHERE** \{ \(<\text{Blanka Vlasic}> <\text{jumps} > <\text{HighJump}> \) \}
   
   **ASK** \{ \(<\text{Blanka Vlasic}> <\text{jumps} > <\text{HighJump}> \) \}

   These two queries are similar; the SELECT query returns 0 or 1 triple, on the other hand, the ASK query returns true in the case the triple exists in the graph. These queries represent the point \((s, p, o)\) query over the triple table.

3. **SELECT** \(?s\) **WHERE** \{ \(?s <\text{type} > <\text{Jump}> \) \}
   
   **ASK** \{ \(?s <\text{type} > <\text{Jump}> \) \}

   **CONSTRUCT** \(?s <\text{type} > <\text{Discipline}> \) **WHERE** \{ \(?s <\text{type} > <\text{Jump}> \) \}

   These three queries include the same selection: the range query \((*, <\text{type}>, <\text{Jump}>\)). The SELECT query returns all subjects matched by the range query, the ASK query returns true if any triple exists in the graph, and the CONSTRUCT query returns triples \((*, <\text{type}>, <\text{Discipline}>\)) for all triples retrieved by the selection.

4. **SELECT** \(?p \ ?o\) **WHERE** \{ \(<\text{organized}> ?p \ ?o\) \}

   This query selects all triples matched by the range query \(<\text{organized}> *, *\). The selectivity of this query is probably lower than the selectivity of the queries 2 and 3; however, it is higher compared to the query 1.

Moreover, the selection includes zero or more join operations. In Figure 2, we show two queries including more join operations. A query with one join is shown in Figure 2(a). In this SELECT, we can see two output variables \(o_1\) and \(o_2\). In Lines 2 and 3, the range queries \((*, <\text{type}>, *)\) and \((*, <\text{jumps}, *)\) are defined. Results of these range queries are then joined using the subject represented by the \(j\) variable and objects for variables \(o_1\) and \(o_2\) are returned.

A more complex SPARQL query with join is shown in Figure 2(b). This SELECT also contains the output variables \(o_1\) and \(o_2\). However, this query is evaluated by a sequence of three joins: the first join involves sets defined by queries in Lines 2 and 3, the second join involves the result of the previous join and the result of the query in Line 4, and the last join involves the result of the previous join and the result of the query in Line 5. The result of the complete query includes subjects and objects for the variables \(s\) and \(o\).
1. SELECT ?o1 ?o2 WHERE {
3. ?j <jumps> ?o2
4. }

1. SELECT ?s ?o WHERE {
2. ?s <jumps> ?j1 .
5. ?j3 <hasWorlRecord> ?o
6. }

![Graph representation](a)

![Graph representation](b)

**Fig. 2.** Two SPARQL query with join and their graph representations

3 Existing Triple Stores

In Table 2, we show triple stores introduced from 2002 to 2014. These triple stores include academic prototypes, commercial solutions as well as open source projects. Although some details of their implementation are not known, we can distinguish three basic types of the physical design for the triple table [18]:

1. **Triple Table** (*TT*) – in this case, triples are stored in a sequence array.
2. **Property Table** (*PT*) – in this case, we define a tuple \((s, o_1, o_2, \ldots, o_n)\) for properties \(p_1, p_2, \ldots, p_n\). Tuples of this schema are stored in a sequence array. We can define more property tables in that cases the number of properties is higher than \(n\).
3. **Vertical Partitioning** (*VP*) – the property table where \(n = 1\).

Except these main approaches there are also some other variants and improvements, for example Hierarchical Property Partitioning utilized in roStore [17]. In some works, we distinguish the *Multiple indices* approach, which means that some combinations of various indices together with a modification of the above described types are depicted. In Table 2, we can see the B-tree and its variants are the most commonly used data structure indexing the triple table.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Store</th>
<th>Published</th>
<th>Last update</th>
<th>Physical design type</th>
<th>Index data structure</th>
<th>Supported query language</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>JENA [34]</td>
<td>2002</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>PT</td>
<td>Hash-table, B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>rdfDB³</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2010</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDFStore³</td>
<td>2004</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>TT</td>
<td>BerkeleyDB</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AllegroGraph¹</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td></td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>sw-Store²</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>VP</td>
<td>B-tree, Bitmap</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARS [26]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2006</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>N3 extension</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>YARS2 [27]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td>Sparse index, B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kowari [42]</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>2005</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>AVL tree, B-tree</td>
<td>iTQUL/RDQQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hexastore [41]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDFJoin [35]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDFKB [36]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDF-3X [37]</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2013</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Parliament [29]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>B-tree, Heap table</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Virtuoso[16]</td>
<td>2009</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>B-tree, Bitmap</td>
<td>SPARQLUL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RDFCube [33]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td>3D Hash-table</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GRIN [40]</td>
<td>2007</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td></td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BigData⁴</td>
<td>2008</td>
<td>2014</td>
<td>MI</td>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>SPARQL 1.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Triple Stores. TT - triple table PT - property table VP - vertical partitioning MI - multiple indices
4 Index Data Structures

4.1 B-tree

The B-tree is an one-dimensional paged data structure supporting point and one-dimensional range queries as well as update operations [13]. As result, in the case we want to support a general range query without a sequential scan of all leaf nodes, we have to create more indices.

For example, in the case of a B-tree with the compound key \((s, p, o)\), we can effectively utilize range queries \((s, p, \ast)\) and \((s, \ast, \ast)\). On the other hand, fast processing of the range query \((\ast, p, o)\) demands a sequential scan over all leaf nodes of the B-tree. To cover all combination of searched dimensions with efficient range query execution, three B-trees have to be created (see Table 3). Consequently, this solution means that the size of indices is probably higher than the table size. This issue is even more evident in the case of the Quad table; in Table 4, we see that we need 6 indices to cover all range queries over quads. There are two problematic issues related to this technique: the higher space overhead and the additional overhead of the update operations since more indices have to be updated.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound key of the B-tree</th>
<th>((s, p, o))</th>
<th>((o, s, p))</th>
<th>((p, o, s))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting range queries</td>
<td>((s, p, o))</td>
<td>((o, s, p))</td>
<td>((p, o, s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((s, p, \ast))</td>
<td>((o, \ast, \ast))</td>
<td>((p, \ast, \ast))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((\ast, \ast, \ast))</td>
<td>((\ast, \ast, \ast))</td>
<td>((\ast, \ast, \ast))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3. B-tree indices for the triple table

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Compound key of the B-tree</th>
<th>((s, p, o, c))</th>
<th>((p, o, c))</th>
<th>((o, c, s))</th>
<th>((c, s, p))</th>
<th>((c, p))</th>
<th>((o, s))</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Supporting range queries</td>
<td>((s, p, o, \ast))</td>
<td>((p, o, \ast))</td>
<td>((o, c, \ast))</td>
<td>((c, s, \ast))</td>
<td>((c, p))</td>
<td>((o, s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((s, p, \ast, \ast))</td>
<td>((p, o, \ast))</td>
<td>((o, c, \ast))</td>
<td>((c, s, \ast))</td>
<td>((c, p))</td>
<td>((o, s))</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>((s, \ast, \ast, \ast))</td>
<td>((s, \ast, \ast, \ast))</td>
<td>((p, o, c))</td>
<td>((o, c, s))</td>
<td>((c, s, p))</td>
<td>((o, s))</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. B-tree indices for the quad table

4.2 R-tree

Since the multidimensional R-tree [22] supports a general multidimensional range query, we can use it as a solution of the above mentioned problems instead of
a sequence scan in the B-tree. The R-tree can be thought of as an extension of the B-tree in a multidimensional space. It corresponds to a hierarchy of nested \( n \)-dimensional minimum bounding rectangles (MBR). If \( N \) is an interior node, it contains couples of the form \((R_i, P_i)\), where \( P_i \) is a pointer to a child of the node \( N \). If \( R \) is its MBR, then the rectangles \( R_i \) corresponding to the children \( N_i \) of \( N \) are contained in \( R \). Rectangles at the same tree level can overlap. If \( N \) is a leaf node, it contains couples of the form \((R_i, O_i)\), so called index records, where \( R_i \) contains a spatial object \( O_i \).

The split algorithm has the significant affect on the index performance. Three split techniques (Linear, Quadratic, and Exponential) proposed in [22] are based on a heuristic optimization. The Quadratic algorithm has turned out to be the most effective and other improved versions of R-trees are based on this method. An MBR can overlap another MBR in the same level of the tree; the probability increases linearly with increasing data dimension. This effect is known as curse of dimensionality [43].

There are many variants of the R-tree, e.g. \( R^* \)-trees [8], \( R^+ \)-tree [39]. The \( R^* \)-tree [8] differs from the R-trees mainly in the insertion algorithm. Although original R-tree algorithms tried only to minimize the area covered by MBRs, the \( R^* \)-tree algorithms try to minimize overlapping between MBRs at the same levels and maximize the storage utilization. The \( R^+ \)-tree [39] is a variant of the R-tree which allows no overlap between regions corresponding to nodes at the same tree level; however, an item can be stored in more than one leaf node.

Since some intervals of a range query include only one value in the case of the triple table, we call the query as the narrow range query [30]. Therefore, we utilize the Signature R-tree [30] allowing to handle the range query more efficiently than the R-tree and its variants. Moreover, we use the Ordered R-tree [31] since we can define an ordering of attributes. These data structures are described in the following sections.

### 4.3 Signature R-tree

The Signature R-tree [30] contains MBRs in inner nodes (we suppose point data in leaf nodes) and one signature related to each MBR. The signature is created for tuples inserted in the subtree related to each MBR. As result, we can use two types of filtering when a range query scans the tree: the first filtering method tests whether an MBR is intersected by a query rectangle and the second filtering method tests whether a signature can include tuples of the query. As result, the Signature R-tree reads a lower number of nodes during the range query processing. This R-tree variant is however proposed only for point data and narrow range queries.

### 4.4 Ordered R-tree

The Ordered R-tree [31] is a simple combination of the R-tree and the B-tree. It means, we can use a general multidimensional range query, however we can
define an ordering for tuples inserted in the tree. Evidently, we can define only one ordering in one tree. There are two consequences:

1. For some range queries (corresponding to ordering defined for the tree), all leaf nodes intersected by the query rectangle include only result tuples. It is not generally true for the R-tree and its variants, but the range query of the B-tree provides the same behaviour.
2. We get tuples of the result sorted and it is not necessary to sort them after the range query is processed.

In this article, we utilize mainly the first property.

5 Experiments

In our experiments\(^6\), we compare the B-tree, as the main index data structure utilized in semantic DBMS, with the R-tree\(^7\), Signature R-tree, and Ordered R-tree. All index data structures are implemented in C++\(^8\). We utilize a generated synthetic data collection called LUBM including 133,573,856 triples [21], the size of the text file is 22.2 GB.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Query Group</th>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Result set size</th>
<th>#Queries</th>
<th>#Iterations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Range query</td>
<td>$&lt; 1; 1 &gt;$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>10,000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Range query</td>
<td>$&lt; 2; 1,000 &gt;$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Range query</td>
<td>$&lt; 1,001; 1,000,000 &gt;$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Range query</td>
<td>$&lt; 1,000,001; \infty )$</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Point query</td>
<td>$&lt; 1; 1 &gt;$</td>
<td>33,234,949</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Specification of query groups

We test the performance of point and range queries processed over the index data structures when a SPARQL query is evaluated. We use 5 groups of queries determined by the selectivity (see Table 5)\(^9\). QG5 represents a sequence of point queries processed during a join operation. In the case of QG1 and QG2, it is necessary to repeat a sequence of queries since the processing time of one query is unmeasurable. The number of iterations is written in the column #Iteration of the table. The column #Queries contains a number of various queries in one query group.

\(^6\) We run our experiments on 2 x Intel Xeon E5 2690 2.9GHz and 300GB RAM memory, OS Windows Server 2008.

\(^7\) More precisely, the R\(^\ast\)-tree has been tested.


We built the B-trees, the R-tree, the Signature R-tree, and the Ordered R-trees for the test data collection. In Table 6 and Figure 3, we see basic characteristics of these indices. Since these data structures include string ids instead of strings, a term index is built. In the case of the Ordered R-tree, we do not need more trees like in the case of the B-tree, however, in this article, we want to test whether it is possible to find an optimal ordering for the Ordered R-tree, therefore we build the tree for more orderings of the attributes. We can see that the B-tree size is up-to 3× higher than the size of the R-tree-based indices. The R-tree is build in 58% of the B-tree build time. On the other hand, the build time for other R-tree-based indices is up-to 2× less efficient compared to the B-tree.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Index Data Structure</th>
<th>#Nodes</th>
<th>Size [GB]</th>
<th>Build Time [s]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Term index</td>
<td>4,543,671</td>
<td>8.67</td>
<td>3,794.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B-tree</td>
<td>(s, p, o)</td>
<td>4,465,853</td>
<td>8.51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p, o, s)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(o, s, p)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R-tree</td>
<td>1,495,289</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>2,228.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Signature R-tree</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ordered R-tree</td>
<td>(s, p, o)</td>
<td>1,541,677</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p, o, s)</td>
<td>1,499,602</td>
<td>2.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(o, s, p)</td>
<td>1,433,703</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(s, o, p)</td>
<td>1,541,677</td>
<td>2.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(p, s, o)</td>
<td>1,579,935</td>
<td>3.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(o, p, s)</td>
<td>1,429,151</td>
<td>2.73</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Statistics of index data structures

The page size is 2,048 B for all data structures.
In Figure 4, we can see the query processing time for all query groups; the processing time is the average time of all queries in one group. Similarly, Figure 5 includes DAC for all query groups. Evidently, the B-tree provides the most efficient performance especially in the case of the higher selectivity. The reason of this result is the minimal DAC of the B-tree since only leaf nodes including result tuples are scanned. In the case of the lower selectivity (see GP4 in Figure 4), results of all index data structures are similar.

We see that the Signature R-tree and the Ordered R-tree outperform the R-tree in most cases. Although the average processing time of the Signature R-tree is lower compared to the Ordered R-tree, we can find a query in each query group where it exists an ordering of the Ordered R-tree such that the Ordered R-tree outperforms the Signature R-tree. Let us consider query processing times in Figure 6. In the case of Q1 (S='AssociateProfessor', P='type', O=‘*’), the Ordered R-trees SPO and SOP outperform the Signature R-tree and other Ordered R-trees, however in the case of Q7 (S=‘*’, P='PublicationAuthor', O='AssistentProfessor’) the performance of these Ordered R-trees is the lowest. Similarly, in the case of Q11 (S=‘*’, P='*', O='Course2’), the Ordered R-tree OPS outperforms other R-tree variants and its performance is the same as the
performance of the B-tree. Similarly, in the case of Q14 (S=*, P='worksFor', O=**), the Ordered R-tree SOP outperforms other R-tree variants. However, we must keep in mind that this effect depends on a query and a concrete ordering of the Ordered R-tree.

Although, it is clear that the B-tree provides the most efficient processing time, there are some improvements of multidimensional data structures. The first one, the index size of a multidimensional data structure is up to 3× lower the B-tree index size. The second one, in the case of the B-tree it is necessary to change ordering of values in a triple when a query processor want to use an index with different ordering than another index returns, it means an additional time overhead in this case.

As result, let us consider a workload including queries accessing the most tree nodes. If the cache size is lower than the number of B-tree nodes, a multidimensional data structure would provide the higher performance than the B-tree in the case the cache includes all nodes of the multidimensional data structure.
6 Conclusion

In this article, we compared the performance of the B-tree with the R-tree, the Signature R-tree, and the Ordered R-tree for the triple table and point and range queries processed during the evaluation of a SPARQL query. The Signature R-tree and the Ordered R-tree outperform the R-tree for most queries. Although the average processing time of the Signature R-tree is lower compared to the Ordered R-tree, in each query group, we can find a query where there is such an ordering of the Ordered R-tree outperforming the Signature R-tree.

The B-tree provides the most efficient processing time; the average processing time of the B-tree is 74% of the Signature R-tree’s processing time. However, there are some specific improvements of multidimensional data structures. The first one, index size of a multidimensional data structures is up to $3 \times$ lower than the B-tree index size. The second one, in the case of the B-tree it is necessary to change ordering of values in each triple when a query processor want to use an index with different ordering than another index returns. Consequently, it means an additional time overhead of the query processing.
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Abstract. There is already a vast amount of Linked Data on the web. What is missing is a convenient way of analyzing and visualizing the data that would benefit from the Linked Data principles. In our previous work we introduced the Linked Data Visualization Model (LDVM). It is a formal base that exploits the principles to ensure interoperability and compatibility of compliant components. In this paper we introduce a vocabulary for description of the components and an analytic and visualization pipeline composed of them. We demonstrate its viability on an example from the Czech Linked Open Data cloud.
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1 Introduction

Vast amount of data represented in a form of Linked Open Data (LOD) is now available on the Web. Unfortunately, not so many users are capable of using the data in a useful way yet. The data is represented in RDF and often uses commonly known vocabularies, which brings opportunities for data analysis and visualization that were not there before. However, the appropriate tools that would exploit these new benefits are still lacking.

Figure 1 shows datasets transformed to Linked Data by our research group over the past few years. The circles are the individual datasets and the edges mean there is a decent amount of links among entities of the two datasets. This gives the users some very rough ideas of what they can find in those datasets. Each dataset should also be described by its metadata, which gives more information about what is inside. However, the Linked Data principles offer more. For each of our datasets a SPARQL endpoint – an open endpoint to a database where everyone can place a structured query - is available. This in combination with commonly used Linked Data vocabularies means that anyone can simply ask whether a particular dataset contains interesting data. The obvious issue here is that non expert users do not know SPARQL so they do not know how to ask the right question. For example, if a user is interested in opening hours of a particular institution of public power, he could query the appropriate dataset that
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he sees in our Czech LOD cloud, if he knew how. This situation is somehow similar to programming and common algorithms. For every programming language there are libraries of algorithms implemented by experts who know how to do that, packaged for use by people who do not. Because on the Web of Data there are vocabularies that are de facto standards for representation of certain types of data such as opening hours of locations in general\(^3\), if the data is in the dataset, it would be found by a general query suited for this, perhaps written by an expert. This means that a regular user could find our dataset of institutions of public power and assume that it uses the standard vocabulary. Then he could use the query from a library of queries suited for common tasks using the common vocabularies and execute this query on a dataset of his choosing. He would get the result, possibly even displayed in a user friendly way, again thanks to the standard vocabularies and all this without understanding SPARQL, RDF, Linked Data, etc.

Previously, we introduced the *Linked Data Visualization Model* (LDVM) [4], which allows users to create and reuse analytic and visualization components that leverage the Linked Data principles. We also showed a tool *Payola* [6] implementing the model and in [7] we demonstrated that expert users can prepare analyses and visualizations and allow non-experts to use them to get data from the LOD cloud\(^4\).

\(^3\) [http://www.heppnetz.de/ontologies/goodrelations/v1.html#OpeningHoursSpecification](http://www.heppnetz.de/ontologies/goodrelations/v1.html#OpeningHoursSpecification)

\(^4\) [http://lod-cloud.net/](http://lod-cloud.net/)
In this paper we introduce the LDVM vocabulary, which allows LDVM implementations to store and exchange configuration of individual LDVM components as well as whole analytic and visualization pipelines in RDF and in compliance with the Linked Data principles. The vocabulary contains support for pipeline nesting so that complete pipelines created by experts can be wrapped as another component to be used in pipelines by non-experts. By publishing the vocabulary we also open our approach to Linked Data analysis and visualization so that anyone who is interested can easily create a reusable component or pipeline and share it with others. The technical benefits are easy sharing, open format easily adoptable by other implementations, easier management of configurations – all the configurations can be maintained by SPARQL queries and the possibility to configure the components and pipelines programmatically. In addition, there are all the generally known Linked Data benefits such as ability to better provide context through linking to other sources, better provenance tracking, etc.

This paper is structured as follows. In section 2 we briefly describe the principles of LDVM. In section 3 we introduce the LDVM vocabulary, which is the main contribution of this paper. In section 4 we show the usage of the vocabulary on examples. In section 5 we survey related work and in section 6 we conclude.

2 Linked Data Visualization Model

In our previous work we defined the Linked Data Visualization Model (LDVM), an abstract visualization process customized for the specifics of Linked Data. In short, LDVM allows users to create data visualization pipelines that consist of four stages: Source Data, Analytical Abstraction, Visualization Abstraction and View. The aim of LDVM is to provide means of creating reusable components at each stage that can be put together to create a pipeline even by non-expert users who do not know RDF. The idea is to let expert users to create the components by configuring generic ones with proper SPARQL queries and vocabulary transformations. In addition, the components are configured in a way that allows the LDVM implementation to automatically check whether two components are compatible or not. If two components are compatible, then the output of one can be connected to the input of the other in a meaningful way. With these components and the compatibility checking mechanism in place, the visualization pipelines can then be created by non-expert users.

2.1 Model Components

There are four stages of the visualization model populated by LDVM components. Source Data stage allows a user to define a custom transformation to prepare an arbitrary dataset for further stages, which require their input to be RDF. In this paper we only consider RDF data sources such as RDF files or SPARQL endpoints, e.g. DBPedia. The LDVM components at this stage are called data sources. The Analytical Abstraction stage enables the user to specify analytical operators that extract data to be processed from one or more data sources and then transform it to create the desired analysis. The transformation can also compute additional characteristics like aggregations. For example, we can query for resources of type dbpedia-owl:City and then compute the
number of cities in individual countries. The LDVM components at this stage are called analyzers. In the Visualization Abstraction stage of LDVM we need to prepare the data to be compatible with the desired visualization technique. We could have prepared the analytical abstraction in a way that is directly compatible with a visualizer. In that case, this step can be skipped. However, the typical use case for Visualization Abstraction is to facilitate reuse of existing analyzers and existing visualizers that work with similar data, only in different formats. For that we need to use a LDVM transformer. In View stage, data is passed to a visualizer, which creates a user-friendly visualization. The components, when connected together, create a analytic and visualization pipeline which, when executed, takes data from a source and transforms it to produce a visualization at the end. However, not every component can produce meaningful results from any input. Typically, each component is designed for a specific purpose, e.g. visualizing map data, and it does not make sense with other data. This means that only components that are somehow compatible can create a meaningful pipeline.

2.2 Component Compatibility

Now that we described the four basic types of LDVM components, let us take a look at the notion of their compatibility, which is a key feature of LDVM. We first introduced the idea of compatibility checking in [4] and then further refined it in [7]. However, as the implementation progressed we developed this feature even further.

The idea is based on the ability to check whether a component can work with the data it has on its input. We can check this using e.g. a SPARQL query, but we can do that only when the pipeline is already running, when we actually have the data to check. However, we want to use the component compatibility in design time to rule out component combinations that do not make any sense and to help the users to use the right components before they actually run the pipeline. Therefore, we need a way to check the compatibility without the actual data. For this, we use two constructs - an input descriptor and an output data sample. The input descriptor describes what is expected in the input data. For simplicity, let us use a set of SPARQL queries for the descriptor. A descriptor is bound to an input of its component.

In order to evaluate the descriptors in design time, we require that each LDVM component that produces data (data source, analyzer, transformer) also provides a static sample of the resulting data. For the data sample to be useful, it should be as small as possible, so that the input descriptors of other components execute as fast as possible. Also, it should contain the maximum amount of classes and properties whose instances can be produced by the component, making it as descriptive as possible. For example, when an analyzer transforms data about cities and their population, its output data sample will contain a representation of one city with all the properties that the component can possibly produce given it has all the inputs it needs. Note that, e.g. for data sources, it is also possible to implement the evaluation of descriptors over the output data sample as evaluation directly on the represented SPARQL endpoint.

Each LDVM component has a set of features, where each feature represents a part of the expected component functionality. A component feature can be either mandatory or optional. For example, a visualizer that displays points and their descriptions on a map can have 2 features. One feature represents the ability to display the points on a map.
This one will be mandatory, because without the points, the whole visualisation lacks purpose. The second feature will represent the ability to display a description for each point on the map. It will be optional, because when there is no data for the description, the visualization still makes sense - there are still points on a map. Whether a component feature can be used or not depends on whether there is the data needed for it on the input, therefore, each feature is described by a set of input descriptors.

We say that a feature of a component in a pipeline is \textit{usable} when all queries in all descriptors are evaluated true on their respective inputs. A component is \textit{compatible} with the mapping of outputs of other components to its inputs when all its mandatory features are usable. The usability of optional features can be further used to evaluate the expected quality of the output of the component. For simplicity, we do not elaborate on the output quality in this paper. The described mechanism of component compatibility can be used in design time for checking of validity of the visualization pipeline. It can also be used for suggestions of components that can be connected to a given component output. In addition, it can be used in run time for verification of the compatibility using the actual data that is passed through the pipeline. Finally, this concept can be also used for periodic checking of data source content, e.g. whether the data has changed its structure and therefore became unusable or requires pipeline change.

3 LDVM Vocabulary

In our current take on implementation of LDVM we aim to have individual components running as independent services that exchange only information needed to access the input and output data. Also we aim for easy configuration of individual components as well as easy configuration of the whole pipeline. In accordance with the Linked Data principles, we now use RDF as the format for storage and exchange of configuration so that any component that works with RDF can use LDVM components both individually and in a pipeline. For this purpose we have devised a vocabulary for LDVM, which is the main contribution of this paper. In Figure 2 there is a UML class diagram depicting the structure of the vocabulary. Boxes represent classes, edges represent object properties (links) and properties listed inside of the class boxes represent data properties. We chose the \texttt{ldvm}\textsuperscript{5} prefix for the vocabulary, which is developed on GitHub\textsuperscript{6}.

3.1 Templates and Instances

There are blue and green classes. The blue classes belong to template level of the vocabulary and green classes belong to the instance level. The easiest way to imagine the division is to imagine a pipeline editor with a toolbox. In the toolbox, there are LDVM component templates with their default configuration. When a designer wants to use a LDVM component in a pipeline, he drags it onto the editor canvas, creating an instance. There can be multiple instances of the same LDVM component template in a single pipeline, each with configuration that overrides the default one. The template holds input descriptors and output data samples, which are used for the compatibility checking. The

\textsuperscript{5} \url{http://linked.opendata.cz/ontology/ldvm/}

\textsuperscript{6} \url{https://github.com/payola/ldvm}
instance configuration and input and output mappings are then used for compatibility checking of a finished pipeline, which also depends on the content of the data sources. Also, they are used during pipeline execution to verify compatibility on the actual data. Each instance is connected to its template using the \texttt{ldvm:instanceOf} property.

### 3.2 Component Types

There are four basic component types as described in subsection 2.1 - data sources, analyzers, transformers and visualizers. They have their representation on both the template level - descendants of the \texttt{ldvm:ComponentTemplate} class - and instance levels - descendants of the \texttt{ldvm:ComponentInstance} class. From the implementation point of view, transformers are just analyzers with one input and one output, so the difference is purely semantic. This is why transformers are subclass of analyzers.

### 3.3 Data Ports

Components have input and output data ports. On the template level we distinguish the inputs and outputs of a component. To \texttt{ldvm:InputDataPortTemplate} the input descriptors of features can be applied. \texttt{ldvm:OutputDataPortTemplate} has the \texttt{ldvm:outputDataSample} links to the output data samples. Both are subclasses of \texttt{ldvm:DataPortTemplate}. The data ports are mapped to each other - output of one component to input of another - as instances of \texttt{ldvm:DataPortInstance} using the \texttt{ldvm:boundTo} property. This data port instance mapping forms the actual visualization pipeline, which can be then executed. Because data ports are not LDVM components, their instances are connected to their templates using a separate property \texttt{ldvm:dataPortInstanceOf}.

### 3.4 Features and Descriptors

On the template level, features and descriptors (see subsection 2.2) of a component are represented. Each component template can have multiple features connected using the \texttt{ldvm:feature} property. The features themselves - instances of either the \texttt{ldvm:MandatoryFeature} class or the \texttt{ldvm:OptionalFeature} class - can be described using standard Linked Data techniques and vocabularies such as \texttt{dcterms} and \texttt{skos}. Each feature can have descriptors, instances of \texttt{ldvm:Descriptor} connected using the \texttt{ldvm:descriptor} property. The descriptors have their actual SPARQL queries as literals connected using the \texttt{ldvm:query} property. In addition, the input data port templates to which the particular descriptor is applied are denoted using the \texttt{ldvm:appliesTo} property.

### 3.5 Configuration

Now that we have the LDVM components, we need to represent their configuration. On the template level, components have their default configuration connected using the \texttt{ldvm:componentConfigurationTemplate} property. On the instance level, components point to their configuration, when it is different from the default one, using the
ldvm:componentConfigurationInstance property. The configuration itself is the same whether it is on the template level or the instance level and therefore we do not distinguish the levels here and we only have one class ldvm:ComponentConfiguration.

The structure of the configuration of a LDVM component is completely dependent on what the component needs to function. It is also RDF data and it can use various vocabularies. It can be even linked to other datasets according to the Linked Data principles. Therefore it is not a trivial task to determine the boundaries of the configuration data in the RDF data graph in general. On the other hand, each component knows precisely what is expected in its configuration and in what format. This is why we need each component to provide a SPARQL query that can be used to obtain its configuration data so that the LDVM implementation can extract it. That SPARQL query is connected to every configuration using the mandatory ldvm:configurationSPARQL property.

3.6 Pipeline

Finally, the pipeline itself is represented by the ldvm:Pipeline class instance. It links to all the instances of LDVM components used in the pipeline.

3.7 Nested Pipelines

A key feature for collaboration of expert and non-expert users is pipeline nesting. An expert can create a pipeline that is potentially complex in number of components, their configuration and binding, but could be reused in other pipelines as a black box data source, analyzer or transformer. The intuitive way of achieving this goal is to let the expert to create the pipeline without a visualizer and potentially even without a data source. This pipeline would then create the black box with its own inputs represented by the missing input mappings of the inner pipeline and outputs represented by the outputs of the inner components to which no input is bound. However, there is one conceptual problem. This inner pipeline is made of component instances and we want to create a component template (reusable black box) out of it. For this, we need a property ldvm:nestedPipeline that indicates, that a pipeline is nested in the component template. In addition, we need to map the input data port templates of the new component template to be bound to the input data port instances of the components of the inner pipeline. Also, we need the output instances of the components of the inner pipeline to be bound to the output data port templates of the new component template. This is indicated by the ldvm:nestedBoundTo property.

4 Examples

In this section we will introduce examples of how actual templates and instances use LDVM. We use the Turtle RDF syntax\(^7\) and due to space limitations we shorten full URLs and omit human readable labels in the data, which we otherwise recommend according to the "label everything" principle.

\(^7\) http://www.w3.org/TR/turtle/
4.1 SPARQL Analyzer Template

In this section we show how a SPARQL analyzer component template uses LDVM vocabulary. See Listing 1.1.

First, note that each LDVM component should define its own mini-vocabulary needed for its configuration. In the case of an analyzer that executes a SPARQL query, we need to configure the query. Therefore, we create a class representing the configuration of the SPARQL analyzer - see line 1 - a subclass of ldvm:ComponentConfiguration. Then we define the property to be used for the SPARQL query - see line 3 and we instantiate the the configuration as a default configuration - see line 6. Note the query that actually gets the whole configuration. This one would actually get every configuration of every SPARQL analyzer in the data. The LDVM implementation adds a special BIND clause that fixates the ?config variable on the URI of the specific configuration. In addition, the component template has an input (line 21), output (line 22) and a mandatory feature (line 26) with its descriptor (line 23) that returns true whenever there is some RDF data on the input. Finally, we create the new component template itself on line 28.

```
1 a-sparql:SparqlAnalyzerConfiguration a rdfs:Class ;
2  rdfs:subClassOf ldvm:ComponentConfiguration .
3 a-sparql:query a rdf:Property ;
4  rdfs:domain a-sparql:SparqlAnalyzerConfiguration ;
5  rdfs:range xsd:string .
6 a-sparql-r:Configuration a a-sparql:SparqlAnalyzerConfiguration ;
7 a-sparql:query "CONSTRUCT {GRAPH ?g {?s ?p ?o}} WHERE {GRAPH ?g {?s ?p ?o}}" ;
8 ldvm:configurationSPARQL ""
9  PREFIX a-sparql: <http://linked.opendata.cz/ontology/ldvm/analyzer/sparql/>
10
11 CONSTRUCT {
12  ?config a-sparql:query ?query;
14 }
15 WHERE {
16  ?config a a-sparql:SparqlAnalyzerConfiguration;
17  OPTIONAL {?config a-sparql:query ?query .}
18  OPTIONAL {?config dcterms:title ?title .}
19 }
20 "" .
21 a-sparql-r:Input a ldvm:InputDataPortTemplate .
22 a-sparql-r:Output a ldvm:OutputDataPortTemplate .
23 a-sparql-r:Descriptor a ldvm:Descriptor ;
24 ldvm:query """"ASK {?s ?p ?o}"""" ;
25 ldvm:appliesTo a-sparql-r:Input .
26 a-sparql-r:Feature a ldvm:MandatoryFeature ;
27 ldvm:descriptor a-sparql-r:Descriptor .
28 a-sparql-r:SparqlAnalyzerTemplate a ldvm:AnalyzerTemplate ;
29 ldvm:componentConfigurationTemplate a-sparql-r:Configuration ;
30 ldvm:inputTemplate a-sparql-r:Input ;
31 ldvm:outputTemplate a-sparql-r:Output ;
32 ldvm:feature a-sparql-r:Feature .
```

Listing 1.1. SPARQL Analyzer example
4.2 Nested Pipeline Example

In this section we show how a nested pipeline instance can be wrapped into a new analyzer template. It is a simple pipeline of 3 analyzers where the first two take the input data from individual inputs, transform it and pass it to the third one. The third one merges the data and passes it to the output.

![Diagram](image)

**Fig. 3.** Analyzer template containing nested pipeline

See Figure 3 where we chose a graphical representation rather than a textual one where boxes are entities, the class of the entities is written in bold and the actual URI of the entity is shortened. The new analyzer template has two inputs and one output and contains the nested pipeline. There is a link to a new output data sample from the output. There are two instances of the SPARQL analyzer template (see subsection 4.1),
which transform the data from the individual inputs, their inputs are bound to them using the ldvm:nestedBoundTo property. The third member of the pipeline has one input bound to the output of the SPARQL analyzers and one output bound to the output of the template itself.

At the same time, Figure 3 is an example of a very simple pipeline instance, which is the one nested in the new component template. What is missing due to lack of space is the instance configuration of a component, which can overwrite the one specified at template level. The configuration itself, however, looks the same at both levels and depends completely on the component being configured.

## 5 Related Work

The problem of Linked Data not being accessible to non-experts is well-known. With the LDVM Vocabulary we aim at an open web-services like environment that is independent of the specific implementation of the LDVM components. This of course requires proper definition of interfaces and the LDVM vocabulary is the base for that. However, the approaches so far usually aim at a closed browser environment that is able to analyze and visualize the Linked Data Cloud similarly to our first version of Payola [6]. They do not provide configuration and description using a reusable vocabulary. The approaches include *Hide the stack* [5], where the authors describe a browser meant for end-users, which is based on templates based on SPARQL queries. Also recent is *LDVizWiz* [1], which is a very LDVM-like approach to detecting categories of data in SPARQL endpoints and extracting basic information about entities in those categories. An lightweight application of LDVM in enterprise is described in LinDa [9]. Yet another similar approach that analyzes SPARQL endpoints to generate faceted browsers is *rdf:SynopsViz* [3]. In [2] the authors use their *LODeX* tool to summarize LOD datasets according to the vocabularies used. For more tools for Linked Data visualization see [7]. The most relevant related work to the specific topic of a vocabulary supporting Linked Data visualization is Fresnel - Display Vocabulary for RDF [8]. Fresnel specifies how a resource should be visually represented by Fresnel-compliant tools like LENA 8 and Longwell 9. Therefore, Fresnel vocabulary could be perceived as a vocabulary for describing LDVM visualization abstraction. This is partly because the vocabulary was created before the Linked Data era and therefore focuses on visualizing RDF data without considering vocabularies and multiple sources.

## 6 Conclusions

In this paper we briefly described our Linked Data Visualization Model (LDVM) and proposed a Linked Data vocabulary for description of its components and their configuration. The vocabulary supports description of inputs and outputs of individual components, which allows LDVM implementations to check whether components are compatible with each other. In addition, the vocabulary supports creation of new LDVM compatible

---

8 https://code.google.com/p/lena/

9 http://simile.mit.edu/issues/browse/LONGWELL
component templates and representation of analytic and visualization pipelines based on those components. This support includes creation of component templates from pipeline instances, which facilitates cooperation between expert and non-expert users of LDVM implementations. Expert users can create complex pipelines and provide them as black box components to the non-experts who can then use them in their pipelines. We showed the vocabulary usage on an example of a component template and example of a nested pipeline. There are multiple advantages of representing the templates, their configuration and whole pipelines in RDF according to the LDVM vocabulary. For example, the data processed by the pipelines can be linked to the actual pipelines, the templates and pipelines can be easily manipulated by SPARQL queries and shared among users.
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1 Introduction

There are two main classes of algorithms employed in the data compression. The first class of algorithms deals directly with the compression and their purpose is to decrease the size of the input message. Examples [3] of such algorithms are Huffman coding, Arithmetic coding, Lempel Ziv algorithms family, PPM and many others. The second class of algorithms behaves more like preprocessors for the first class, these algorithms are usually called transformations, examples are Burrows-Wheeler transformation [1] or MoveToFront [2] transformation that are used in bzip2 file compressor.

The purpose of transformations is not to decrease message size but to change the internal message structure that could be more easily handled by some of the first class algorithms. In [5] and [6] we propose a reversible transformation method called a ‘Context transformation’, that we use to reduce zero-order entropy of input messages. Transformed data are then compressed using entropy coding algorithms, like Huffman coding. In this paper we describe properties related to the parallelization of context transformation algorithms.

We use several notation conventions: we use $\Sigma$ to denote set of message symbols, characters in equations are Greek symbols from $\Sigma$ and unless stated otherwise, they can represent any member of $\Sigma$, i.e. $\alpha = \beta$ as well as $\alpha \neq \beta$ it should be clear from the context. When we present examples of transformations we use symbols from English alphabet to denote particular transformations like $ab \rightarrow ac$, then each character $a, b, c, \ldots$ are distinct characters $a \neq b \neq c \neq \ldots$.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains description of the proposed Context transformations and their properties. Section 3 analyses complexity of the transformation with respect to the number of symbols in the
alphabet for both proposed transformation types. Section 4 describes the ability of the transformations to work in parallel. Section 5 contains design of the parallel algorithm and presents results achieved on the selected dataset. Last Section 6 concludes the paper and discusses achieved results.

2 Context Transformations

The context transformation is a method that takes two digrams, the digram $\alpha\beta$ that is present in the input message and the digram $\alpha\gamma$ that is not present in the input message. Transformation replaces all occurrences of $\alpha\beta$ for $\alpha\gamma$. The symbol $\alpha$ is called a context symbol and it is present in both digrams.

**Definition 1** Context transformation (CT) is a mapping $CT(\alpha\beta \rightarrow \alpha\gamma, w) : \Sigma^n \rightarrow \Sigma^n$, $\Sigma$ is the alphabet of the input message $w$ and $n$ is the length of the input message, that replaces all digrams $\alpha\beta$ for digram $\alpha\gamma$, where $p(\alpha, \gamma) = 0$ and $\beta \neq \gamma$.

We may consider also the transformation of the form $\beta\alpha \rightarrow \gamma\alpha$, such transformation would correspond to the same transformation like in Definition 1 if we perform replacement on the mirror message. There is one rule that must be followed and it is that such transformation must be applied on the input message from right to left, respectively from left to right in the case of $\beta\alpha \rightarrow \gamma\alpha$. This rule ensures that for each context transformation an inverse transformation that transforms the new message back to the input message exists. The proof of this rule can be found in [5] and [7]. Context transformations are a subset of more general set of generalized context transformations:

**Definition 2** Generalized context transformation (GCT) is a mapping $GCT(\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma, w) : \Sigma^n \rightarrow \Sigma^n$, $\Sigma$ is the alphabet of the input message $w$ and $n$ is the length of the input message, that exchanges all digrams $\alpha\beta$ for digram $\alpha\gamma$ and vice-versa.

GCT transformation can be applied in any direction, but $CT \subset GCT$ only when they are applied in the same direction. In this paper we describe GCT transformations applied from right so it is consistent with the former notion of context transformations.

The main difference between a context and a generalized context transformation is that we can swap any two digrams beginning with alpha, hence we are no more restricted on cases when one of digrams is not present in a message. Example of each transformation is presented in Fig. 1.

The following paragraphs contain brief discussion of the context transformation process and its implication to zero order Shannon entropy [4]. The reader can find the detailed description in [5] and [7]. When we will speak about entropy we mean the Shannon’s entropy over alphabet $\Sigma$ of individual symbols defined by:
Fig. 1. Examples of two different types of transformations, $p(b) > p(c) > p(d)$, $p(a, c) > p(a, b)$, $p(b, c) > p(a, b)$: a) Sequence of context transformations $ab \rightarrow ad, ac \rightarrow ab$, b) Generalized context transformation $ab \leftrightarrow ac$

$$H = - \sum_{x \in \Sigma} p(x) \log(p(x))$$ (1)

where $p(x)$ is probability of symbol $x$. Context transformations are based on the fact that the structured data, like a human-written texts or programming codes has its inner structure and the most of the information is not hidden in the entropy of input data alphabet but it depends more on occurrences of digrams, trigrams, words, ...

Suppose example string ‘kakaoo’, frequencies of its digrams can be represented by a matrix, we call such matrix a ‘Context matrix’. Entry of a context matrix is non-negative integer that represents frequency of digram represented by row symbol followed by column symbol. For our example string, the context matrix is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>k</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>o</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. The context matrix that represents the string ‘kakaoo’

Since the probability distribution of symbols is uniform, the entropy of our example string is for given alphabet maximal. From context matrix we see that there are several accessible transformations, first we select a context transformation that replaces all digrams ‘ka’ for a digram ‘kk’, so the condition of zero and non-zero entry is fulfilled.

The resulted string is ‘kkkkoo’ and its context matrix is shown in Table 2. We can see two different consequences of this transformation:

– the alphabet size decreased,
the entropy decreased.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>k</th>
<th>a</th>
<th>o</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>k</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>o</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. The context matrix that represents the transformed string ‘kkkkoo’

When we use a generalized context transformation instead of a simple context transformation we arrive in two different strings based on which transformation direction was applied. When GCT is applied from left then $GCT_\leftarrow(w) = kkaaoo$ and from right like in a context transformation case $GCT_\rightarrow(w) = kkkkoo$.

We may select another transformation, for example ‘oo’ for ‘ok’, leaving $w$ in the state ‘kkkok’, that has even lower entropy. What we examine in this paper is, if we can run these two transformations simultaneously, respectively under what conditions these can be performed in parallel.

2.1 Transformations and their consequences on Huffman coding

Compression schema based on CT or GCT consist of two phases, in the first phase the input message is transformed using (G)CT, and finally in the second phase, the message is compressed using some zero-order entropy coder.

![Compression schema based on context transformations.](image)

Suppose static Huffman coding as a zero-order entropy coder, if $p(\beta) > p(\gamma)$ then for lengths of their corresponding Huffman codes holds that $|c(\beta)| \leq |c(\gamma)|$. If $p(\alpha, \gamma) \neq 0$ and $p(\alpha, \beta) = 0$ (resp. $p(\alpha, \beta) < p(\alpha, \gamma)$) and transformation $CT(\alpha\gamma \rightarrow \alpha\beta)$ (resp. $GCT(\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma)$) is applied, then all symbols $\gamma$ that are part of digrams $\alpha\gamma$ will be coded by the code of length $|c(\beta)|$ instead of the code of length $|c(\gamma)|$. 
3 Complexity analysis

Presented algorithms are all greedy approaches, algorithms iteratively search for the best entropy reducing transformations and then apply transformation on the source. Formally we divide each iteration in two steps:

1. Search procedure - find the best transformation according the actual context matrix,
2. Replacing procedure - apply selected transformation on the input string $w$.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{n} &\leftarrow \text{input size} \\
\text{w} &\leftarrow \text{input string} \\
\text{compute matrix()} \\
\text{repeat} \\
\quad \text{transformation} &\leftarrow \text{search procedure()} \\
\quad \text{H0} &\leftarrow \text{entropy()} \\
\quad \text{H1} &\leftarrow \text{entropy(transformation)} \\
\quad \text{if} \quad n \ast (H0 - H1) < \text{LIMIT} \quad \text{then} \\
\quad \quad \text{return} \\
\quad \text{end if} \\
\quad \text{replacing procedure(transformation, w)} \\
\text{until true}
\end{align*}
\]

**Fig. 3.** Basic structure of context transformation algorithms

The infinite loop in Fig. 3 terminates when there are no more transformations that are able to reduce entropy more, than by a limit given by $\text{LIMIT}$ variable. The $\text{LIMIT}$ variable is set up to the size of transformation description. In our algorithms $\text{LIMIT} = 24$ because we store description of each transformation as a triplet of byte values $\alpha\beta\gamma$.

Both parts of the algorithm can be parallelized, but the operation that is the most time consuming is the replacing procedure as is depicted in Table 3. In the Section 5 we present a modified version of the basic algorithm, that uses the fact, that some transformations can be performed simultaneously and we try to parallelize the replacing procedure.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Search(ms)</th>
<th>Replacement(ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.144</td>
<td>28.813</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 3.** Average time per file needed for search and replacement procedures. Dataset assasin(6097 files).
In the next sections we analyse complexities of both parts and we show that for source string \( w \) of length \(|w| \to \infty\) the only significant part remains to be replacing procedure.

### 3.1 Search procedure

Algorithm in Fig. 3 is a basic greedy algorithm that searches for and eventually performs context transformations in such a way that the resulted entropy of alphabet \( \Sigma \) is lower than in the untransformed case. Search procedure operates on the context matrix, where rows and columns are sorted according their frequencies. The algorithm iterates through rows of the matrix from the most probable one to the least probable one.

The simplified version of the search procedure is presented in the following pseudocode:

```plaintext
cm ← context matrix
ΔH = 0 ← the change of zero order entropy
T ← searched transformation
for row = 1 to dim(cm) do
    for col_1 = 1 to dim(cm) do
        for col_2 = col_1 + 1 to dim(cm) do
            ΔH_temp = compute_dH(row, col_1, col_2)
            if ΔH_temp - ΔH < 0 then
                ΔH = ΔH_temp;
                T = [row, col_1, col_2]
            end if
        end for
    end for
end for
```

**Fig. 4.** Outline of the search procedure

The function `compute_dH` has constant complexity because it computes only change of entropy, probabilities will be modified only for symbols \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \), so we don’t need to recompute entropy of all symbols, but is is sufficient to recompute entropies of \( \beta \) and \( \gamma \). The complexity of the search procedure is dependent only on the size of the alphabet and its worst case complexity is \( O(t|\Sigma|^3) \), because we have to perform \( 1/2|\Sigma|^3 \) searches. In our algorithm design the maximum allowable size of the alphabet is \(|\Sigma| = 256\), since we interpret as a letter only a one byte values. That concludes that the upper limit of operations needed for one search is fixed and in the worst case it is given by \(|\Sigma|^3\).

There are several techniques how the search procedure can be designed with lower complexity, i.e. precomputation and storage of \( n \) best transformations at the beginning and then only updating the modified ones, leads to the number of entropy recomputation given by \(|\Sigma|^3 + 2t|\Sigma|^2\).
3.2 Replacing procedure

The second step, the replacing procedure is very simple, it passes data $t$ times and exchanges both digrams. Let $t$ be a number of performed GCTs and $n$ is the length of the input, then the complexity of replacing procedure is $O(tn)$.

The inverse transformation consists only from replacing procedure and so it also has the complexity $O(tn)$. If the generalized context transformation is of the form $\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma$ then its inverse transformation is of the same form, but is taken in the opposite direction. The experimentally observed $t$ was in range 100-1000 of transformations.

3.3 Comparison

When we let the complexities functions to be equal we arrive at the limit when one computation of a replacement procedure becomes more significant than the one computation of a search procedure. We have to arrive at the limit because the search procedure is independent of the input size:

$$c_1tn = c_2|\Sigma|^3 + c_3t|\Sigma|^2$$

(2)

Constants $c_i$ represents implementation specific coefficients. The number of transformations $t$ on both sides of the equation can be rearranged leaving us with:

$$n = \frac{c_2|\Sigma|^3 + c_3t|\Sigma|^2}{c_1t} = \frac{c_2|\Sigma|^3}{c_1t} + \frac{c_3|\Sigma|^2}{c_1}$$

(3)

as a number of transformations $t \to \infty$ the first term on the right side becomes zero:

$$\lim_{t \to \infty} n = \frac{c_3|\Sigma|^2}{c_1}$$

(4)

when $|\Sigma|$ is finite, then for all source strings of length $m$, where $m > n$, the replacing procedure will be more computationally intensive than the search procedure.

$$c_1tm > c_2|\Sigma|^3 + c_3t|\Sigma|^2$$

(5)

4 Parallel transformations

In this section we describe conditions needed for parallelization of the context and generalized context transformations.

4.1 Commuting transformations

Let’s consider two different transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$, we say that these two transformations commute, if they satisfy following definition:
Definition 1. Two different transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$ commute if:

$$T_1(T_2(w)) = T_2(T_1(w))$$ (6)

In our model example of the string $w = kakaoo$ the two presented transformations commute, since if $T_1$ is ‘ko’ to ‘kk’ transformation and $T_2$ is ‘oo’ to ‘ok’ transformation then $T_2(T_1('kakaoo')) = T_1(T_2('kakaoo')) = kkkkok$.

As an example of non-commuting transformations let’s consider transformation $T_1$ again and transformation $T_3$ that replaces digrams ‘ao’ to ‘aa’. Applying these two transformations in both ways will lead to different results. $T_3(T_1(w)) = 'kkkkoao'$ but $T_1(T_3(w)) = 'kkkkao'$ so we see that $T_1(T_3(w)) \neq T_3(T_1(w))$

4.2 Parallel transformations

Commutativity is not sufficient property to decide if two transformations could be run in parallel. As may be seen along with property that they have an inverse transformation to them.

Let’s consider again our example word $w = kakaoo$ and two transformations $T_4$, representing $ak \rightarrow aa$ and $T_5$ representing $ao \rightarrow aa$. These two transformations commute and transform together the word ‘kakaoo’ into the word ‘kaaaao’, but when we perform inverse transformation, we can get different results, since we don’t know which of two inverse transformations will replace digram ‘aa’ first.

Before we show how to handle inverse transformations, we introduce two sets, an abstract set $D_i$ and set $K_i$, that will be later used to prove a theorem about parallel transformations:

Definition 2. Let $D_i$ be a set of all unique digrams that are modified (created or destroyed) by transformation $T_i(\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma)$ and let the set $K_i$ be a set of all transformation digrams $K_i = \{\alpha\beta, \alpha\gamma\}$.

The set $D_i$ contains digrams $\alpha\beta$, $\alpha\gamma$ and all digrams of type $\beta X$ and $\gamma X$, where $X \in \Sigma$. Suppose two sets $D_1$ and $D_2$ and let $D_1 \cap D_2 \neq \emptyset$, these two sets share at least one common digram $d$, suppose that $d \in K_1 \cup K_2$, it means that transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$ will interfere on this particular digram i.e. when transformation $T_1$ modifies digram $\alpha\beta$ on $\alpha\gamma$ then the second transformation won’t be able to modify digram $\alpha\beta$ as it would do in the case when there is no other transformation $T_1$. From the above reasoning we form a lemma about parallel transformations:

Lemma 1. Two transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$ can be run in parallel if:

$$D_1 \cap D_2 = \emptyset$$ (7)

Proof. Since $D_1 \cap D_2 = \emptyset$ then no digrams that are modified by both transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$ exist and so these two transformations can be applied together. 

\[\square\]
Lemma 1 gives us a simple condition that we use in our algorithms to construct a set of parallel transformations, but it is a weak condition, because there still exists parallel transformations, but $D_1 \cap D_2 \neq \emptyset$, i.e. suppose $T_1(ab \leftrightarrow ac)$ and $T_2(db \leftrightarrow dc)$, for these two transformations $D_1 \cap D_2 = \{bX,cX\}$.

**Theorem 1.** Two transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$ can be run in parallel if:

$$D_1 \cap K_2 = \emptyset$$

and

$$D_2 \cap K_1 = \emptyset$$

**Proof.** Suppose that transformation $T_1$ is of the form $T_1(\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma)$, it has corresponding sets $D_1 = \{\alpha\beta, \alpha\gamma, \beta X, \gamma X\}$ and $K_1 = \{\alpha\beta, \alpha\gamma\}$.

If $T_2$ contains in its $K_2$ one of the elements from $D_1$ then it means that the transformation $T_1$ can modify some of the elements that would be otherwise transformed(replaced) by $T_2$, so the two transformations can be run in parallel only if $D_1 \cap K_2 = \emptyset$.

Similar reasoning can be used to prove theorem for equation (9). If $T_2$ contains in its $D_2$ one of the elements from $K_1$, i.e. $\alpha\beta$ then if $T_2$ will change any occurrence of $\alpha\beta$ first, the first transformation won’t be able to modify it to $\alpha\gamma$, so such transformations cannot be parallelized and for parallel transformations must hold $D_2 \cap K_1 = \emptyset$.

Now suppose that $D_1 \cap K_2 = \emptyset$, but $D_2 \cap K_1 \neq \emptyset$, then some element i.e. $\alpha\beta$ is in the set $D_2$, we know that transformations are not parallel when $\alpha\beta \in K_1 \land \alpha\beta \in K_2$, now we prove that they cannot be parallelized also if $\alpha\beta \in D_2 \setminus K_2$, because then $T_2$ is of the form $X\alpha \leftrightarrow XY$, but when $\alpha$ is modified on $Y$ then instead of $\alpha\beta$ will be $Y\beta$ and transformation $T_1$ cannot modify it. The same is valid in the case when $D_1 \cap K_2 \neq \emptyset$, but $D_2 \cap K_1 = \emptyset$. So both conditions in Theorem 1 must be valid together. \(\square\)

Because our parallel algorithm is based on Lemma 1, we show several other properties that parallel transformations based on Lemma 1 have.

**Theorem 2.** Two different transformations $T_1$ and $T_2$ can be run in parallel if:

$$T_1(T_2(w)) = T_2(T_1(w)) = w_T$$

and

$$T_1^{-1}(T_2^{-1}(w_T)) = T_2^{-1}(T_1^{-1}(w_T)) = w$$

**Proof.** Suppose the transformation $T_{\leftarrow}(\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma)$, where the arrow at the index is a label for transformation direction i.e. from right to left $\leftarrow$; it has its corresponding set of modified digrams $D_{\leftarrow} = \{\alpha\beta, \alpha\gamma, \beta X, \gamma X\}$, next suppose the transformation $T_{\rightarrow}(\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma)$ and its corresponding set of digrams $D_{\rightarrow} = \{\alpha\beta, \alpha\gamma, \beta X, \gamma X\}$, we see that $D_{\leftarrow} = D_{\rightarrow}$, but we know that $T_{\rightarrow}(T_{\leftarrow}(w)) = w$, so transformations $T$ and $T^{-1}$ share the same set $D$. 


If $T_1(T_2(w)) = T_2(T_1(w)) = w_T$ then it means that there are no interfering digrams, because if there would be such digrams then the equality would not hold, so $D_{\leftarrow,1} \cap D_{\leftarrow,2} = \emptyset$, but we showed that $D_{\leftarrow} = D_{\rightarrow}$ so also intersect of inverse transformations sets is empty and $T_1^{-1}$ and $T_2^{-1}$ will also recover $w$ correctly.

Lemma 1 and Theorem 2 describes the same phenomenon and they can be generalized for the arbitrary set of parallel transformations:

**Theorem 3.** The set of transformations $T$ can be run in parallel if for all pairs of transformations $T_i$ and $T_j$ holds that:

$$D_i \cap D_j = \emptyset$$

(12)

**Proof.** Suppose the set $T$ can be run in parallel, and suppose two transformations $T_i, T_j \in T$ such that $D_i \cap D_j \neq \emptyset$, then it means that there exist some digram $\alpha\beta$ common for $T_i$ and $T_j$ and these transformations cannot be run in parallel, but this is in contradiction with hypothesis that $T$ is parallel, so the set $D_i \cap D_j = \emptyset$. \qed

There is one important fact to emphasize that emerged as a consequence of Theorem 2, it is a statement about inverse transformations:

**Corollary 1.** Let $T = \{T_1, T_2, \ldots, T_n\}$ is a set of parallel transformations, then the set $T^{-1} = \{T_1^{-1}, T_2^{-1}, \ldots, T_n^{-1}\}$ is parallel as well.

**Proof.** In Theorem 2 we proved that $D_i = D_i^{-1}$ and because for the set $T$ holds that for all sets $D_i, D_j$ is $D_i \cap D_j = \emptyset$, then also $D_i^{-1} \cap D_j^{-1} = \emptyset$ and the transformation set $T^{-1}$ can be run in parallel.

Corollary 1 is very important result because it tells us that we may parallelize not only the set $T$ but also its inverse $T^{-1}$ so an inverse transformation algorithm is parallelizable as well.

With the knowledge of Lemma 1 we know how to construct set $T$, now we explore how large the set possibly can be for particular alphabet $\Sigma$:

**Theorem 4.** The maximal size $M_T$ of the set of parallel transformations $T$ for particular alphabet $\Sigma$ is:

$$M = \lfloor \frac{|\Sigma|}{2} \rfloor$$

(13)

**Proof.** There are two basic types of the set $D$, one type coresponds to the transformation of the form $\alpha\alpha \leftrightarrow \alpha\beta$ and the second type coresponds to the transformation $\alpha\beta \leftrightarrow \alpha\gamma$. The first set $D_1 = \{\alpha\beta, \alpha\alpha, \alpha X, \beta X\} = \{\alpha X, \beta X\}$ influences two rows of the context matrix meanwhile the second set $D_2 = \{\alpha\beta, \alpha\gamma, \beta X, \gamma X\}$ influences three rows. So when only transformations of the first type are selected into $T$ then at most $\lfloor |\Sigma|/2 \rfloor$ transformations can be run in parallel. \qed

**Theorem 5.** Relation to be parallel between transformations is not transitive.
Proof. Suppose a sets of digrams $D_i \in \{0, 1, 2\}$. Let $D_0 \cap D_1 = \emptyset$ and $D_1 \cap D_2 = \emptyset$, if transitivity holds then $D_0 \cap D_2 = \emptyset$, but this is not generally true. Consider following example, let $T_0(ab \leftrightarrow ac), T_1(ad \leftrightarrow ae)$, transformations are clearly parallelizable. Let $T_2(ac \leftrightarrow af), D_1 \cap D_2 = \emptyset$, but $D_0 \cap D_2 \neq \emptyset$.

5 Parallel version of the basic context transformation algorithm

As we saw in the section about parallel transformations, there is a distinct number of rows affected by each transformation. This knowledge allows us, based on Lemma 1, collect parallel transformations in the first step and afterwards perform them simultaneously. Individual transformations are performed simultaneously in shared memory. The process is outlined in Fig. 5.

```
\begin{verbatim}
  cm ← context matrix
  t_array = [] ← parallel transformations
  t_size ← array_size
  for row = 1 to dim(cm) do
    for col = 1 to dim(cm) do
      i = 0
      while parallel_transformation(t_array, row, col) and i < t_size do
        append_transformation(t_array, get_transformation())
        i = i + 1
      end while
      for transformation in t_array do
        perform_parallel(transformation)
      end for
    end for
  end for
\end{verbatim}
```

Fig. 5. Parallel modification of basic transformation algorithm

We tested algorithm on the computer machine equipped by four processors. Parallel algorithm was more then three times faster than the serial one. The results are shown in Table 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Serial(ms)</th>
<th>Parallel(ms)</th>
<th>Speed-up</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>45.383</td>
<td>13.397</td>
<td>3.387</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Average processing time per file. Dataset assasin.

Serial and parallel algorithms can have different transformation paths (i.e. different transformations or the order in which transformations are performed).
In the serial version of the algorithm, there can be also performed transformations inaccessible to the parallel algorithm, so the resulted entropy is lower in the serial case as is presented in Table 5.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No transformation</th>
<th>Serial</th>
<th>Parallel</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>4.938</td>
<td>4.054</td>
<td>4.106</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5. Entropy comparison. Dataset assassin.

6 Conclusion

We showed a basic properties that have to be fulfilled to run replacing procedure of context transformation algorithms in parallel. The presented parallel version of the basic context transformation algorithm significantly increases the speed of processing of individual data files. On the other hand, usage of parallel algorithm can lead to minor increase of the resulted entropy.

There are two directions in which we would like to continue our research, the first direction is to prepare parallel algorithms according Theorem 1 instead of Lemma 1 and since algorithms presented sofar performs transformations using only digrams, in the future work we will also focus on development of algorithms operating on different context lengths.
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Abstract. Publication and reuse of machine-readable data on the Web is one of the current trends in data management that is mainly manifested by the Open Data movement. This movement is especially strong in the government and public sector domain where many Open Government Data initiatives have been launched in a large number of countries across the globe. In the European Union the recent update of the PSI Directive aims at fostering the reuse of data and information held by the public sector bodies by promoting publication of data in open machine-readable formats together with the relevant metadata. Even though the support of governments and the EU to Open Data and PSI reuse seems to be strong, public sector bodies are facing many challenges when publishing Open Government Data and the desired reuse is not always evident. In order to overcome these challenges Open (Government) Data publication methodologies are being proposed and the best practices in this domain are being formulated. In this paper we discuss the current challenges related to the OGD publication and reuse, we provide an overview of the existing methodologies and the best practices for publication of Open Government Data, we present an OGP publication methodology developed in the COMSODE project.

1 Introduction

With many Open Government Data initiatives being executed in a large number of countries across the globe (see for example [36]) and the recent update of the PSI Directive [8] we can see a significant shift towards provision of data held by the public sector bodies in machine readable formats together with the relevant metadata.

According to [23] Open Data is “data that can be freely used, reused and redistributed by anyone – subject only, at most, to the requirement to attribute and share alike.” In this paper we refer to Open Data published by public sector bodies (PSBs) on the web in machine-readable formats as Open Government Data (OGD).

Open Government Data promise significant benefits that can range from increased efficiency and effectiveness of the public sector bodies to greater trust and improved transparency [25]. Significant economic impacts are expected from the reuse of OGD as well. However current studies often provide only estimates and there is still lack of empirical evidence [30]. Even though the support of the top management is a neces-
sary prerequisite of a successful OGD initiative it does not guarantee the reuse of the released data [25]. One of the reasons might be that the public sector bodies sometimes view the OGD from different perspective than the potential users [32].

It is evident that there are many issues related to publication and reuse of OGD. In order to help the involved stakeholders to deal with these issues methodologies and best practice guidelines for OGD publication have been developed or are currently under development. In this paper we discuss the current challenges related to the OGD publication and reuse and we provide an overview of some of the current methodologies proposing the best practices of the OGD publication. We also present the Methodology for publishing datasets as open data [18] developed in the COMSODE project which tries to address some of the known problems in this domain and we introduce two projects in that this methodology is utilized.

This paper is structured as follows. This introduction is followed by a section discussing the current problems and issues related to the OGD publication. Next examples of the existing OGD publication methodologies are presented. Methodology for publishing datasets as open data is introduced in the next section. Conclusions are presented at the end of this paper.

## 2 Challenges of the OGD publication

Public sector bodies are facing a number of challenges when publishing Open Government Data. Some of the challenges might further hinder reuse of the data. For example unclear licensing of datasets might prevent the re-users from developing sustainable business models on top of the published data. Both Ubaldi [30] and Janssen, Charalabidis and Zuiderwijk [12] provide a comprehensive discussion of the challenges in the OGD domain. Kučera and Chlapek [14] point out that there are not only benefits that could be reaped out of the OGD reuse but there are also risks that need to be mitigated.

Table 1 summarizes the current challenges related to the OGD publication discussed in the literature. We classify the challenges into the following groups:

- **Political and social challenges (SOC)** – challenges related to the political support, decision making and social problems;
- **Economic challenges (ECO)** – challenges and problems related to benefits and costs of OGD and to its measurement; potential problems related to the financing of the OGD initiatives belong to this group too;
- **Organizational challenges and challenges related to the internal processes (ORG)** – problems related to the organizational structures and the internal processes through which the OGD are delivered by the PSBs;
- **Legal challenges (LEG)** – problems related to the legal openness of OGD as well as the legislative issues;
- **Technical challenges (TCH)** – issues and challenges related to the technology, data formats or infrastructure needed to publish OGD.
Table 1. Challenges related to the OGD publication.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ID</th>
<th>Problem/issue</th>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Refs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CL1</td>
<td>Too many OGD initiatives – users in Netherland sometimes feel frustrated by too many OGD initiatives.</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL2</td>
<td>Misinterpretation or contradictory conclusions – different users might draw different conclusions out of the data or the data might be misinterpreted.</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>[14], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL3</td>
<td>Provided feedback might not always have the necessary level of quality to be used for improvements.</td>
<td>SOC</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL4</td>
<td>Some of the published datasets have little value for the users or the possible use is not always obvious.</td>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL5</td>
<td>Some PSBs seek benefits for themselves rather than the benefits to the society.</td>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL6</td>
<td>Fees might represent a barrier to the re-use. However some PSBs are required to sell data to cover their costs.</td>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>[30], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL7</td>
<td>Not enough resources, especially in case of the small public sector bodies</td>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL8</td>
<td>No systematic OGD cost measurement</td>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>[30], [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL9</td>
<td>No systematic OGD benefits assessment</td>
<td>ECO</td>
<td>[17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL10</td>
<td>No standard process or policy for the OGD publication. Responsible persons might not always know how to proceed with the OGD publication.</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>[30], [13], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL11</td>
<td>Lack of interaction between OGD users and publishers – PSBs not always respond to the provided feedback or questions of the users. There might be lack of the appropriate processes and tools [12].</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>[30], [12], [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL12</td>
<td>There is not always a centralized OGD portal available to the PSBs.</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL13</td>
<td>Publication of OGD requires an appropriate structure of processes, roles and responsibilities. However these are not always in place and setting up the right organizational structure requires significant effort.</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>[30]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL14</td>
<td>Published datasets are in many cases not regularly updated and thus the provided data might be obsolete or non-valid.</td>
<td>ORG</td>
<td>[29], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL15</td>
<td>There is a risk of violation of protection of the personal information or other protected information when publishing OGD. Concerns about the possible violation of legislation acts as a barrier to the OGD publication.</td>
<td>LEG</td>
<td>[12], [17]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL16</td>
<td>Published datasets have missing, unclear or restrictive terms of use. This results in legal uncertainty of the potential users.</td>
<td>LEG</td>
<td>[30], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Problem/issue</td>
<td>Group</td>
<td>Refs.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>-----</td>
<td>-------------------------------------------------------------------------------</td>
<td>-------</td>
<td>---------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL17</td>
<td>Same or similar datasets do not always share the same format or schema.</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[30], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL18</td>
<td>Sometimes users need to register to access data. Such practice is seen as discriminatory by [28].</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL19</td>
<td>Published data does not represent the primary data but only processed data.</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL20</td>
<td>Quality of the published data is often not good enough. Common data quality issues are related to the accuracy, completeness and timeliness of the data.</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[12], [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL21</td>
<td>It is difficult to find the required data.</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[30], [12], [29]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL22</td>
<td>Missing description of the data formats and schemas. Missing explanation of the data. Missing standards.</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL23</td>
<td>In some cases it might be difficult to publish OGD due to the underlying ICT infrastructure (e.g. in case of the &quot;legacy&quot; applications).</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[30], [12]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CL24</td>
<td>Lack of suitable software tools for OGD publication.</td>
<td>TCH</td>
<td>[12]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

List of the challenges related to the OGD publication presented in the table 1 is by no means comprehensive. Although some of the problems discussed above might be addressed by the PSBs themselves, e.g. by putting more emphasis on quality of the published data and metadata (CL14, CL20, CL21) and the user engagement (CL11), some of the challenges will probably require more systematic changes. Charging for data is one of such issues. In its recent notice [7] the European Commission recommends regular assessment of the potential costs and benefits of a zero-cost policy and a marginal cost policy. However according to [32] if the civil servants are responsible for the income of the relevant PSBs it might lead to maximization of the fees. In some cases PSBs even see the commercial re-users as competitors and believe in selling their data [32].

Some of the challenges presented above might not be unique to the OGD domain, e.g. insufficient data quality. However OGD utilize the web as a medium for the data provision and consumption and due to this it contributes to the data on the web phenomenon [16]. Current draft of the W3C Data on the Web Best Practices points to the fact that the openness and flexibility of the web can lead to new challenges [16]. The fact that the publishers and the users might be unknown to each other is one of them [16]. According to [24] the concept of quality is cross-disciplinary, however there is no single agreed up-on definition of quality. Data quality might be understood within the contexts of the fitness of the data for its intended use [5]. However if the OGD publishers are not aware of the potential users it might be difficult to specify the intended use of the published data which in turn might affect the assessment of the data quality. This illustrates that in case of the OGD some of the already known problems related to data management are put into the new context which might require specific solutions.
However the approach of the PSBs to OGD is not the only barrier to the OGD re-use. According to [26] there is a lack of knowledge of how the data can be utilized among the potential users and thus more success stories are required. More attention should be also paid to the OGD based business plans as a business plan is a precondition of any long-term OGD reuse [26].

3 Open Government Data publication methodologies

Challenges discussed in the previous section show that publishing data on the web for reuse is not just a matter of providing the data in machine-readable formats. There are various other problems that are not-technical in nature, like the challenges related to the licensing, user engagement or appropriate internal processes and organizational structures. In order to help the stakeholders to deal with the known challenges and problems methodologies and best practice guidelines for OGD publication have been developed or are currently under development. In this paper OGD publication methodology is defined as a set of methods, procedures or practices for publication of Open Government Data.

Existing OGD publication methodologies that are discussed in this paper are listed in table 2. For each of the methodologies its name is provided as well as its authors or publisher and the country of origin. Relevant references are also provided.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 2. OGD publication methodologies.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Name</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Government Data Openness and Re-Use</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data Certificate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data Field Guide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data Handbook</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data Handbook (Flanders)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Open Data Institute Guides</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
It is obvious that OGD publication methodologies are being developed both at the international level as well as at the national or local level. Space limitations do not allow us to discuss each of the methodologies in detail but they differ in scope, focus and structure. For example Open Data Handbook developed by the Open Knowledge Foundation [23] provides an introduction to the concept of Open Data and it provides basic recommendations for its publication. Compared to the Open Data Handbook the Open Data Ireland: Best Practice Handbook [15] provides more detailed recommendation and it also compares current international and Irish practices.

It is interesting that the United Nations and the World Bank, both well-known international organizations, developed their OGD methodologies. United Nations provides quite a comprehensive set of recommendations aimed at establishing and executing an OGD initiative [31]. The World Bank often refers to other methodologies or papers instead of developing its own recommendations. However it developed the Open Data Readiness Assessment tool which helps to assess the OGD readiness of a government [35].

In the USA the Project Open Data is supervised by the White House but it is open to anyone who wishes to participate (see [34]). On the other hand Open Data Field Guide [27] was developed by a private company Socrata which also provides solutions for OGD portals.

Alongside the USA there are local/national OGD publication methodologies in the Czech Republic, Flanders (Belgium), Italy, Ireland, Norway and Spain. However it is necessary to say that the list of the methodologies in table 2 might not be comprehensive as a more detailed study aimed at the OGD initiatives across the globe would be necessary.

Some of the methodologies are aimed primarily at Linked Data or Linked Open Data (see [3]). Namely Best Practices for Publishing Linked Data [11] and Methodological Guidelines for Publishing Linked Data [33]. However Linked Open Data is mentioned or addressed by other methodologies as well, for example [9], [15], or [18].

Open Data Certificate is a tool for assessment of the quality of the open datasets [21]. There are four levels of the certificate [20]: Raw, Pilot, Standard and Expert. The certificate is awarded to a dataset according to what practices are being followed by its publisher. Because the required practices for the respective certificate levels are

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Author/publisher</th>
<th>Country</th>
<th>Refs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Open Government Data Toolkit</td>
<td>World Bank</td>
<td>International</td>
<td>[35]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodology for publishing datasets as open data</td>
<td>COMSODE</td>
<td>International</td>
<td>[18]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Methodological Guidelines for Publishing Linked Data</td>
<td>B. Villazón-Terrazas, O. Corcho</td>
<td>Spain</td>
<td>[33]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>National Guidelines for valorizing Public Sector Information</td>
<td>Agenzia per l’Italia Digitale</td>
<td>Italy</td>
<td>[1]</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Project Open Data</td>
<td>The White House</td>
<td>USA</td>
<td>[34]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
described, the Open Data Certificate can be considered as an OGD publication methodology. However there are currently no step-by-step guidelines to implementation of the required practices.

4 Methodology for publishing datasets as open data

4.1 Overview of the methodology

*Methodology for publishing datasets as open data* (COMSODE methodology) represents one of the outcomes of the project Components Supporting the Open Data Exploitation (COMSODE) [18]. It is a generic methodology that covers both technical and non-technical issues related to the publication of OGD. It is mainly aimed at PSBs that have already decided to publish some of their data as Open Data (although the question “Why should I publish Open Data?” is being discussed in the methodology there are no specific guidelines for gaining the top management support).

The COMSODE methodology consists of the five building blocks:

- **Phases** – a phase represents a stage of the Open Data publication process. Phases reflect the lifecycle of an open dataset and they are further divided into tasks.
- **Cross-cutting activities** – activities that should be performed in every phase of the open data publication process are called the cross-cutting activities. Cross-cutting activities are also divided into tasks.
- **Artefacts** – artefacts represent the inputs and outputs of the tasks.
- **Roles** – a role represents a responsibility assigned to one or more persons in an organization. In the context of the methodology roles are being assigned with responsibilities for the tasks of the phases of the cross-cutting activities.
- **Practices** – practices provide more detailed guidelines to execution of the tasks specified by the methodology.

The following phases of the open data publication process are proposed in the COMSODE methodology [18]:

1. (P01) Development of open data publication plan,
2. (P02) Preparation of publication,
3. (P03) Realization of publication,
4. (P04) Archiving.

Objectives of the first phase *(P01)* are to identify potential datasets for opening up, to analyze and prioritize the datasets taking into account risks, benefits and cost and to develop an open data publication plan for the selected datasets. In the second phase *(P02)* the selected datasets are prepared for publication, tasks in this phase involve for example transformation of the data into machine-readable formats, creation of metadata or selecting the appropriate license. Once the datasets are prepared for publication, tasks of the third phase *(P03)* can be executed. Maintenance of the datasets is also performed during this phase. The goal of the last phase *(P04)* is to manage end-
of-life stage of the dataset lifecycle. Activities of this phase are triggered when it is no longer possible to maintain or even make available some of the previously published open datasets, e.g. due to the changes in legislation.

Four cross-cutting activities were identified that should be performed throughout the whole publication process [18]:

1. (CA01) Data quality management,
2. (CA02) Communication management,
3. (CA03) Risk management,
4. (CA04) Benefits management.

The cross-cutting activities are aimed at management of the data quality (CA01), the communication and collaboration between the publisher and the (potential) users of its data (CA02) and at management of the benefits (CA03) and potential risks (CA04) related to publication of OGD.

Feedback from the re-users is an important part of the OGD ecosystem [13], [26]. Therefore, it is not viewed just as a single step in the publication process but rather as a cross-cutting activity that should be performer throughout the whole publication process. This approach is depicted in figure 1. More details about how the feedback should be processed and how the users should be engaged is described in [18].

![Figure 1](image.png)

Figure 1. Feedback loop in the COMSODE methodology, source: [18]

4.2 Challenges addressed by the methodology

COMSODE methodology addresses some of the challenges of the OGD publication discussed in the section no. 2:
• Identification of datasets for opening up – the methodology provides recommendation for identification of datasets for opening up and it also promotes publication of datasets that are perceived as “high-value datasets” (addresses the challenge CL4).
• It discusses the potential OGD benefits including the benefits for the whole economy which might help to avoid situations when PSBs too much focus on their internal benefits (CL5). However, benefits for the PSBs are discussed as well.
• The methodology provides recommendations for the effort estimation which might help to manage costs of the OGD initiative (CL8). There is a separate cross-cutting activity aimed at the management of benefits (CL9).
• The methodology proposes an OGD publication process and it sets responsibilities for the proposed tasks. This might help to establish standard process and organization structure supporting the OGD publication (CL10, CL13).
• In order to prevent the lack of interaction between OGD users and publishers (CL11) the cross-cutting activity (CA03) Communication management should be performed.
• The methodology is independent on the availability of the central data portal (CL12). However if the central data portal is available, PSBs are free to utilize it.
• A separate cross-cutting activity is introduced in order to ensure that the published data has the desired level of quality (CL20). Maintenance of the data and metadata is addressed by specific tasks and the related practices (CL14).
• A separate cross-cutting activity is introduced in order to manage the OGD related risks including the risk of the personal data protection violation (CL15).
• The methodology proposes recommended practices for dataset licensing (CL16).
• There are several practices in the methodology aimed at ensuring high level of technical openness of the datasets. These practices include but are not limited to the reuse of the existing schemas and ontologies (CL17) and documenting the schemas in a machine-readable way (CL22).
• The methodology promotes data cataloging which should help to improve discoverability of the datasets (CL21).

However, there are some remaining issues that are not addressed by the current version of the COMSODE methodology, namely:

• Social issues – the methodology is aimed mainly at the individual public sector bodies. Solving the social issues would probably require actions on the government level (consolidation/coordination of the OGD initiatives, CL1) or actions aimed at the re-users (building knowledge and skills how the data can be use and how to provide feedback that can be effectively used for improvements, CL2-3).
• Fees (CL6) – the methodology provides no guidelines reading fees.
• Limited resources, especially in case of the small PSBs (CL7) – the methodology does not provide any recommendations specifically tailored for particular types of PSBs. This challenge is therefore not addressed.
• The actual design of the data portals is outside the scope of the methodology and thus it does not provide any recommendation regarding registration of the users on
the portals (CL18). Dealing with the legacy applications is also beyond the scope of the methodology (CL23).

The COMSODE methodology promotes a risk based approach to the OGD publication. This means that if some data cannot be published in its primary form due the possible breach of the personal data protection, it proposes to anonymize the data. It does not prevent publication of the primary data (CL19), but it respects that the publication of some primary data is not always possible.

The COMOSDE methodology is software tool independent. It only proposes a Reference architecture of software tools for open data publication [19]. However, a platform called the Open Data Node is developed in the COMSODE project [10].

4.3 Methodology in use

The COMSODE methodology has been utilized in a project aimed at opening up data of the Supreme Audit Office of the Czech Republic. As a first step a project plan following the phases P01-03 of the methodology was prepared. Identification of suitable datasets for opening up and development of the open data publication plan was performed in January and February 2015. The publication of the selected datasets is expected to happen in June 2015. A selected subset of the datasets will also be published as Linked Open Data.

In January 2015 the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic launched a project aimed at supporting the Czech PSBs in their OGD initiatives. The COMSODE methodology serves as one of the most significant inputs upon which the Czech Open Government Data standards will be developed.

5 Conclusions

The Open Government Data promise significant benefits to citizens, business as well as to the public sector. However, PSBs often face challenges when publishing OGD. Based on the literature review, 24 challenges related to the OGD publication and reuse were identified. These challenges include the political and social challenges, economic, legal and technical challenges as well as the organizational challenges and challenges related to the internal processes. Even though some of the identified challenges might not be completely unique to the OGD domain, e.g. the insufficient data quality, OGD might represent a unique context for these challenges which might require specific solutions.

In order to help the stakeholders to deal with the known challenges and problems, methodologies and best practice guidelines for OGD publication have been developed or they are currently under development. We were able to identify 16 OGD publication methodologies at both international and national or local level. Further analysis of these methodologies might provide a better understanding of the current best practices for publication and reuse of the Open Government Data.

Methodology for publishing datasets as open data is one of the existing OGD publication methodologies. This methodology is one of the generic OGD publication
methodologies. It proposes an OGD publication process organized into four phases: 
(P01) Development of open data publication plan, (P02) Preparation of publication, 
(P03) Realization of publication, (P04) Archiving. The phases are accompanied by 
four cross-cutting activities: (CA01) Data quality management, (CA02) Communication 
management, (CA03) Risk management, (CA04) Benefits management. This 
methodology is currently used to in a project aimed at opening up data of the Supreme 
Audit Office of the Czech Republic and is expected to be used as one of the key re-
sources upon which the Czech Open Government Data standards will be developed 
by the Ministry of Interior of the Czech Republic.
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Abstract. Music has been always an integral part of human culture. In our computer age, it is not surprising that there is a growing interest to store music in a digitized form. Optical music recognition (OMR) refers to a discipline that investigates music score recognition systems. This is similar to well-known optical character recognition systems, except OMR systems try to automatically transform scanned sheet music into a computer-readable format. In such a digital format, semantic information is also stored (instrumentation, notes, pitches and duration, contextual information, etc.). This article introduces the OMR field and presents an overview of the relevant literature and basic techniques. Practical challenges and questions arising from the automatic recognition of music notation and its semantic interpretation are discussed as well as the most important open issues.
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1 Introduction

Computer perception of music notation forms a constantly growing research field called optical music recognition (OMR). The main goal of all OMR systems is to automatically decode and interpret the symbols of music notation from scanned images. Results of the recognition are represented in a digital format suitable to store the semantic information (notes, pitches, dynamics and so on). The main advantage of such representation of music scores is the possibility of different applications such as: audio playback, reediting, musicological analyses, conversions to different formats (e.g. Braille music notation) and the preservation of cultural heritage [23]. More recent applications are for example: concert-planning systems sensitive to the emotional content of music [7] or automatic mapping of scanned sheet music to audio recordings [18].

Over the years, music had been traditionally written down with ink and paper. During the 1980s, early computer music typesetting programs were developed, which revolutionized the way how music can be recorded. Nowadays, the most common approach to transform music data into a computer-readable format (used by professional musicians) combines musical keyboard input (e.g.
MIDI piano) with computer keyboard and mouse. It is a time-consuming procedure, which requires advanced keyboard-playing skills. The musical keyboard is utilized to enter the notes playing voice by voice and then the computer keyboard and mouse is used to correct mistakes and to add another information such as articulation marks, slurs and dynamics.

The majority of music scores exist only in the paper-based form and many contemporary composers and musicians still prefer to use pen and paper as the most efficient way to record their ideas. OMR systems can thus greatly simplify the music data acquisition and save a lot of human time.

In this article, we survey the area of OMR, its fundamental approaches and problems. Section 1.1 introduces a few aspects of music notation, and Section 1.2 reviews the historical context of OMR. A general framework for the music recognition is presented in Section 2. Challenges making the OMR difficult in practice are discussed in Section 3. Section 4 debates several opened questions of the OMR research and finally, we conclude this paper in Section 5.

1.1 Music Notation

Music notation has evolved over the period of centuries as the composers and musicians tried to express their musical ideas by written symbols [33]. In this article, we focus exclusively on the Western music notation (also known as common music notation — CMN) [10, 39], although certain OMR systems are developed to recognize other types of notation (e.g. medieval music notation [13, 42]).

Understanding of any music notation requires knowledge of the information the notation attempts to capture. In the case of CMN, there are four types of information involved [10]: a pitch, time, loudness (also dynamics) and timbre (tone quality). Figure 1 shows selected music notation marks. Clefs (Fig. 1a) determine the pitches for each line and space of the staff (Fig. 1b), accidentals (Fig. 1e) temporarily modify the pitch of following notes. The pitch of notes itself (Fig. 1c) is indicated by their vertical placement on the staff, and their appearance affects the relative duration. Ornaments (Fig. 1f) change the pitch pattern of individual notes. Rests (Fig. 1d) indicate a relative duration of silence. Dynamics (Fig. 1g) signify the varying loudness. Articulations (Fig. 1h) change the timbre or duration of a note. In practice, certain symbols have almost unlimited variations in representation (e.g. beams connecting notes into note groups or slurs indicating phrasing). The most used CMN symbols and their graphical aspects are listed e.g. in the Essential Dictionary of Music Notation [21].

Music Scores. For the music recognition purposes, it is useful to realize, that music scores can be divided into three categories: entirely printed music scores (Figure 2a), scores written by hand over the preprinted staff lines (Figure 2b) and entirely handwritten music scores (Figure 2c). Although the majority of OMR systems operates with printed scores only [35], OMR systems for handwritten music have been researched as well (e.g. [1, 17, 27, 36, 37, 45]). Also it should be noted, that scores of different visual qualities exist — from the clear music sheets to the degraded ones (mentioned e.g. in [9, 11]).
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(a) Clefs.  
(b) Staff.  
(c) Notes.  
(d) Rests.  
(e) Accidentals.  
(f) Ornaments.  
(g) Dynamics.  
(h) Articulations.

Fig. 1: Selected common music notation symbols.

(a) Entirely printed.  
(b) Preprinted staff lines.  
(c) Entirely handwritten.

Fig. 2: Examples of different sheet music categories.

1.2 Historical Background

The OMR research began in 1966, when Pruslin [32] first attempted the automatic recognition of sheet music. His system was able to recognize note heads and chords. In 1970, Prerau [31] introduced the concept of image segmentation to detect primitive elements of music notation. These two OMR founding works were later reviewed by Kassler [24].

With the availability of inexpensive optical scanners, the OMR research expanded in the late 1980s. An interesting contribution was a Japanese keyboard-playing robot WABOT-2 [25], developed in 1984. It was the first robot able to recognize simple music scores and play them on the organ. A critical survey of the OMR systems developed between 1966 and 1990 can be found in [8].

The first commercial OMR products appeared in the early 1990s [23,35]. Also, the first attempts to handle handwritten scores were made (e.g. [37,45]). In 1997, Bainbridge summarized the existing techniques and proposed an extensible music recognition system [2] not restricted to particular primitive shapes and semantic features. Together with Bell [3], they formulated a general framework for OMR systems, which has been adopted by many researchers since then [35].

During the last years, several important studies have been performed: Jones et al. [23] presented a study about music sheet digitization, recognition and restoration. Moreover, they listed available OMR software and provided an evaluation of three OMR systems. Noteworthy contributions to the OMR have been
made by Rebelo et al. [30, 34, 36]. In 2012, they published probably the most recent review of the OMR field [35], including an overview of the state-of-the-art techniques and a discussion about the open issues.

2 General Framework

Automatic recognition of music scores is a complex task affecting many areas of computer science. Different OMR systems use various strategies, but the most common algorithms decompose the problem into four smaller tasks [35]:

1. Image Preprocessing
2. Segmentation
3. Object Recognition
4. Semantic Reconstruction

Terminology is not always the same: the segmentation is also called primitive detection or musical object location, and the recognition phase is sometimes called musical feature classification [2, 3].

2.1 Image Preprocessing

The main goal of the preprocessing phase is to adjust the scanned image to make the recognition process more robust and efficient. Different methods are typically used: enhancement, blurring and morphological operations [22] and noise removal (e.g. [20, 22, 40, 42]), deskewing [17, 20, 22, 27, 42] and binarization (e.g. [9, 17, 20, 22, 27, 30, 42]). In the following text, only the binarization is introduced as it is the most crucial step for the vast majority of OMR systems.

**Binarization.** Binarization algorithms convert the input image into a binary one, where objects of interest (music symbols, staves, etc.) are separated from the background. This is motivated by the fact, that music scores have inherently binary nature (colors are not used to store music information in CMN).

Binarization is usually an automated process driven without special knowledge of the image content. It facilitates the subsequent tasks by reducing the volume of information that is needed to be processed. For example, it is much easier to design an algorithm for staff detection, primitive segmentation and recognition in binary images than in grayscale or color ones.

In general, there are two types of binarization approaches. The first are global thresholding methods, which apply one particular threshold to the entire image. The Otsu’s method [29] is often assessed to be the best and fastest [38, 44]. Global thresholding works well when extracting objects from uniform backgrounds, but usually fails on non-uniform images. Nevertheless, it is used in several OMR research articles (e.g. [22, 34, 42]) because of its simplicity and time efficiency. The second category is represented by adaptive binarization techniques, which select a threshold individually to each pixel using information from the local
neighborhood. These methods can eliminate non-uniform backgrounds at the expense of longer processing time. One of the most popular adaptive thresholding method is the Niblack’s [28] that computes a local threshold from the mean and standard deviation in pixel’s surroundings. Adaptive thresholding is also used in some OMR systems (e.g. [40]). Overview of binarization techniques used in OMR can be found in [9,38].

2.2 Segmentation

The segmentation stage parses music scores into the elementary primitives. It is usually initiated by establishing the size of the music notation being processed. This is an important step before any shape recognition. Staff lines are a reliable feature of music notation used to estimate two important reference values: staff line thickness and staff space height, which are further used to deduce the size of other music symbols. The most common way of their approximation is based on the run-length encoding (RLE), which is a simple form of data compression. For instance, lets assume the binary sequence \{1 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 0 0 0 0\}. It can be represented in RLE as \{3 2 4 4\} (supposing 1 starts the original sequence, otherwise the first number in the encoded sequence would be 0). Binarized music scores can be encoded column by column with RLE, then the relative lengths can be easily estimated: the most common black run approximates the staff line thickness and the most common white run estimates the staff space height. However, more robust approximations exist [12].

Staff Lines. Staff line detection is fundamental in OMR, because the staff creates a two dimensional coordinate system essential to understand the CMN. Unfortunately, staff lines are not guaranteed to be perfectly horizontal, straight or of uniform thickness in scanned images (even in printed music scores). Precise staff detection is a tricky problem that still represents a challenge.

The simplest algorithms use horizontal projections [19,20]. A horizontal projection maps a binary image into a histogram by accumulating the number of black pixels in each row. If the lines are straight and horizontal, staff can be detected as five consequent distinct peaks (local maxima) in the histogram. Figure 3 shows an excerpt of music and its horizontal projection. In practice, several horizontal projections on images with slightly different rotation angles are computed to deal with not completely horizontal staff lines. The projection with the highest local maxima is then chosen.

Another strategies use vertical scan lines [13] or Hough Transform or grouping of vertical columns [35]. Although there are many staff line detection techniques, they all have certain limitations. Dalitz [15] surveyed the existing methods and proposed a method based on skeletonization. Handwritten staff lines are usually detected using different kinds of techniques (e.g. [1,43]).

Symbol Segmentation. Once the staff lines have been detected, the music primitives must be located and isolated. This can be performed in two manners:
either remove the staff lines or ignore them. Although the majority of researchers remove the staff lines in order to isolate the musical symbols as connected components, there are some authors who suggest the opposite (e.g. [4, 22]). The most simple line removal algorithm removes the line piecewise — following it along and replacing the black line pixels with white pixels unless there is evidence of an object on either side of the line [3]. The staff line removal procedure must be careful not to broke any object. Despite that, the algorithms often cause fragmentation, especially to objects that touch the staff lines tangentially.

The score is then divided into regions of interest to localize and isolate the musical primitives. The best approach is hierarchical decomposition [35]. At first, a music score is analyzed and split by staves. Then, the primitive symbols (note heads, stems, flags, rests, etc.) are extracted [22, 27, 34]. Particular procedures vary system to system. For example, some approaches consider note heads, stems and flags to be separate objects, whereas other concepts consider these primitives as a whole object representing a single note. More details can be found in [34].

2.3 Object Recognition

Segmented symbols are further processed and given to the classifier that tries to recognize them (assign them a label from predefined groups). Unfortunately, music shapes are inherently complex — they are often formed by several touching and overlapping graphical components. In addition, the staff line removal can break some objects (they are sometimes already fragmented because of the music score quality itself). Hence, the object recognition phase is very delicate and it is usually combined with the segmentation step [35].

Objects are classified according to their distinctive features. Some authors suggest classification using projection profiles [19], others apply template matching to recognize symbols [22] or propose a recognition process entirely driven by grammars formalizing the music knowledge [14]. Statistical classification methods using support vector machines (SVMs), neural networks (NN), k-nearest neighbours (kNN) and hidden Markov models (HMM) classifiers were investigated by Rebelo et al. [34]. Handwritten music symbols are sometimes segmented and recognized using the mathematical morphology, applying a skeletonization technique and an edge detection algorithm [26]. Despite the number of recog-
nition techniques available, research on symbol segmentation and recognition is still important and necessary, because all OMR systems depend on it [35].

2.4 Semantic Reconstruction

The inevitable task of all OMR systems is to reconstruct the musical semantics from previously recognized graphical primitives and store the information in a suitable data structure. This necessarily requires an interpretation of spatial relationships between objects found in the image. Relations in CMN are essentially two dimensional and the positional information is very critical. For example, a dot can change note’s duration if it is placed on the right of a note head, or it can alter the articulation if it is placed above the note.

These musically syntactic rules can be formalized using the grammars [2, 14, 19, 31]. Grammar rules specify semantically valid music notation events and a way, how the graphical primitives should be segmented. Alternative techniques build the semantic reconstruction on a set of rules and heuristics (e.g. [16, 26]).

The last and fundamental aspect of OMR systems is the transformation of semantically recognized scores in a coding format that is able to model and store music information. Many computer formats are available, but none of them has been accepted as a standard. The best known formats are: MIDI (Musical Instrument Digital Interface), NIFF (Notation Information File Format), SMDL (Standard Music Description Language) and MusicXML\(^1\). MIDI is mainly used as an interchange format between digital instruments and computers. Although its capability of modeling music scores is very limited (e.g. the relationships among symbols cannot be represented), most of the music editors can operate with MIDI files. NIFF was developed in 1994 to exchange data between different music notation software. NIFF is able to describe visual and logical aspects of music, however nowadays it is considered to be obsolete. SMDL strictly separates visual and logical sites and it is rather a standardized formal scheme than a practical file format. MusicXML is designed especially for sharing and archiving of music sheets. It covers the logical structure and also graphical aspects of music scores. It is becoming more and more popular and it targets to be the standard open format for exchanging digital sheet music. A more detailed review and comparison of music notation file formats can be found in [6].

3 Practical Challenges

Despite the fact that OMR systems have been researched thoroughly over the last few decades and even several commercial tools exist, the practical results are still far from ideal [35]. Proposed techniques are typically tailored to different properties of music scores, which makes them difficult to combine in one general OMR system robust enough to overcome all the practical issues. In this section, we focus on reasons that makes the OMR systems challenging in practice and we also discuss some open problems of the research area.

\(^1\) http://www.musicxml.com/
3.1 Preprocessing

Preprocessing is the initial step of all OMR systems, which obviously affects the subsequent stages. However, no goal-directed studies investigating the impact of this phase on the recognition have been carried out [35]. Binarization often produces artifacts and its advantages in the complete OMR process are not clear. There are few attempts to use prior knowledge when performing a binarization process [30]. Such algorithm extracts content-related information from a grayscale image and uses it to guide the binarization. Cardoso et al. [12] encourage the idea of using grayscale images rather than the binary ones. A special care must be also given to highly degraded music scores [9].

In our opinion, it is also worth considering the possibility to analyze the color information when processing handwritten scores with preprinted staff lines, because the color of the composer’s ink may slightly vary from the color of the staff lines. It could possibly result in a more efficient staff removal algorithm. This and similar image analysis topics are in our research interest.

3.2 Music Notation Inherent Problems

Music notation itself implies many difficult-to-process variants and possibilities of music representation typically responsible for serious recognition errors. Two different practical troubles are shown in Figure 4. The long curves connecting notes of distinct pitches (slurs) can have an arbitrary shape, thus they represent a great challenge for OMR systems. The last bar of the examples presents another difficulty: the notes pass to another staff, while their beams are crossing (moreover, they superimpose the crescendo sign and the slur).

There are plenty of similar problematic properties in CMN, for example: a smaller staff placed above the main staff indicating how a part of music can be alternatively played (ossia), simplifications for a better human readability that can be interpreted ambiguously (e.g. omitting the number 3 in triplets or alternating the left and right hands across the staves in the piano literature) or ornamental note groups that do not fit the prescribed meter. It should be also noted, that not all notation formats are able to represent such features. Nevertheless, these kinds of difficulties are nothing exceptional in real music sheets and hence cannot be omitted in a practical OMR system.

3.3 Handwritten Scores

Handwritten music sheets produce specific kinds of problems. Although they are also mentioned in the literature [1, 17, 27, 36, 37, 45], the results are still not usable for practical applications. In general, the major problem of OMR systems are fragmented and connected (touching or overlapping) music symbols. Handwritten music scores contain even more broken and merged symbols — it could be a part of composer’s written style or just a consequence of quickly-made strokes. Figure 5 shows a huge variability of written styles of four different composers. These facts make the recognition of handwritten scores complicated.
4 Open Problems

One of the most important open issues of the OMR research is the lack of an available ground-truth database that could serve as a benchmark. Such a data set would contain a large amount of music scores of different types and qualities (clean scans, photocopies, degraded manuscripts, etc.) together with their ground-truth representation in a uniform notation format. Compilation of such corpus is extremely time-consuming, because the music sheets have to be processed by hand. Available data sets (e.g. [30]) are typically very limited or designed only for specific tasks [35]. Maybe a solution would be to design an automatic method able to procedurally simulate different types of writing styles and paper degradation levels from a given notation file. Available electronic scores then would be easily transformed to images of different qualities.

Another significant problem is the absence of common methodologies and metrics that would compare the results of OMR systems. This is a more complicated issue than it might seem at first glance, because OMR systems can target different goals (audio playback, score archiving, . . .) and the outputs can be stored in very unlike formats. However, performance evaluation and related topics have been also studied in the literature. For example, Szwoch [41] proposed a method able to compare and evaluate the results of recognition systems stored in MusicXML format. More on this topic can be found in [5,11].

In addition, we think, that music knowledge should be incorporated more to support the recognition and reconstruction processes. For example, considering the advanced analysis of music harmony or building a composer-adaptive system.
(adaptive to the composer’s writing style as well as to the music style). To the best knowledge of the authors, no studies concerning these or similar topics exist. Together with the image analysis issues, this is one of the subjects on which we would like to focus our research.

5 Conclusion

During the last decades, OMR has been actively studied and a lot of achievements have been done. Even so, the problem is not solved and represents a great challenge in many ways. Possible OMR applications are still relevant today, which makes the research area constantly growing.

In this article, we have introduced the OMR field, its main goals and practical applications. We have also presented an overview of the most common methodologies including the idea of a generalized framework. The most delicate and challenging problems that all OMR systems have to face have been discussed as well. We hope, that our contribution helps to motivate the researchers, because there are many demanding problems waiting to be solved.
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Abstract. External sorting methods which are designed to order large amounts of data stored in persistent memory are well known for decades. These methods were originally designed for systems with small amount of operating (internal) memory and magnetic tapes used as external memory. Data on magnetic tapes has to be accessed in strictly serial manner and this limitation shaped the external sorting algorithms. In time, magnetic tapes were replaced with hard drives which are now being replaced with solid state drives. Furthermore, the amount of the operating memory in mainstream servers have increased by orders of magnitude and the future may hold even more impressive innovations such as non-volatile memories. As a result, most of the assumptions of the external sorting algorithms are not valid any more and these methods needs to be innovated to better reflect the hardware of the day. In this work, we critically evaluate original assumptions in empirical manner and propose possible improvements.
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1 Introduction

Sorting is perhaps the most fundamental algorithm which reaches well beyond computer science. Along with relational JOIN operation, it is one of the most often employed data processing steps in most database systems. Despite the fact that the amount of operating memory of current desktop and server computers is increasing steadily, many problems still exist where the sorting operation cannot be performed entirely in the internal memory. In such situations, the data has to be stored in persistent storage such as hard drives and external sorting algorithms must be employed.

External sorting algorithms were designed in rather long time ago, when magnetic tapes were typical representatives of external memory. Even though the magnetic tapes are rarely used at present (except for specialized applications such as data archiving), the fundamental principles of these algorithms are still

* This paper was supported by Czech Science Foundation (GAČR) project P103/14/14292P.
being used. These principles are based on assumptions which no longer hold, most importantly the following:

- External memory has to be accessed sequentially or the sequential access is significantly more efficient.
- There is only a small amount of internal memory and the external memory is several orders of magnitude larger.
- External memory is slower than the internal memory by many orders of magnitude.

In this work, we would like to subject these assumptions to an empirical evaluation in order to critically assess their validity. We have performed a number of tests designed to determine performance properties of mainstream systems, hard drives, and solid state drives. Based on the results of these experiments, we propose a modification of existing methods in order to improve their performance.

In the remainder of the paper, we will assume that the data being sorted are represented as a sequence of items, where all items have the same size. An item has a value called key, which is used for sorting. We have used only numerical keys in our experiments; however, we have no additional assumptions about the keys than their relative comparability. Furthermore, we expect that a sorting algorithm produces a sequence of items where the keys are arranged in ascending order.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 summarizes related work. Traditional approach to the external sorting is revised in Section 3. Section 4 presents the experimental results that assess the individual operations required for external sorting. Finally, Section 5 proposes modifications to existing methods.

2 Related Work

The external sorting (i.e., sorting of the data that does not fit the internal memory and has to be stored in the external persistent memory) is one of the key problems of data processing. Sorting operations are widely employed in various domains [8] and they also form essential parts of other algorithms. Perhaps the first study of problems that require intensive utilization of external memory was presented in thesis of Demuth [5] more than 50 years ago, which focused mainly on the data sorting.

A rather broad study of various problem instances and of various sorting algorithms was conducted by Knuth [8] in 1970s. This study is presented in the Art of Computer Programming books, which are still considered to be one of the best educational materials regarding algorithms and data structures. Volume 3 is dedicated to sorting and searching and it describes commonly used methods of external sorting, such as multiway merging, polyphase merging, and various improvements. Many derived algorithms and methods for external data sorting [16] has been published since then, but they all share the fundamental assumptions layed down by Knuth.
The data communication between fast internal memory and slower external memory is still considered the bottleneck of large data processing [2, 11, 16]. Most algorithms are attempting to avoid this bottleneck by minimizing the number of total input-output operations employing various strategies for internal memory data caching [11]. Another widely utilized technique is to perform the external memory operations asynchronously, so they can overlap with internal data processing [2].

Originally, external sorting employed magnetic tapes as external memory. When magnetic disks arrived, they allowed (almost) random access to the data, so that one disk can store multiple data streams being merged. However, magnetic drives also have their limits and the sequential access to the data is still preferable. Hence, it might be beneficial to employ multiple disks either managed by the sorting algorithm directly or using striping to divide data among the disks evenly (e.g., by RAID 0 technology) [15]. Newest advances in the hardware development, especially the emergence of Solid State Disks (SSD) that employ FLASH memory instead of traditional magnetic recording, have been studied from the perspective of sorting algorithms. The SSD drives are particularly interesting from the energy consumption point of view [1, 14]; however, the introduced papers follow the original approach to external sorting and their main objective is the minimization of I/O operations.

Sorting of large datasets can be also accelerated employing multiple computers interconnected with some networking technology. Clusters of computers may have more combined internal memory than individual servers, thus a distributed solution may even achieve superlinear speedup in some cases. On the other hand, distributed sorting methods introduce new problems, such as communication overhead or load balancing [12]. Furthermore, the distributed sorting is an integral part of Map-Reduce algorithm [4], which is being widely used for distributed data processing on a large scale.

Internal sorting methods are an integral part of the external sorting, since it may be quite beneficial to pre-sort the data partially by chunks that fit the internal memory. Initially, the internal sorting methods have been summarized by Knuth in the Art of Computer Programming (vol. 3) [8]. More recently, Larson et al. [9] made a study of several internal sorting methods and asses their applicability for the initial part of external sorting.

In the past decade, the hardware development has employed parallel processing on many levels. A practical combination of internal sorting methods which takes advantage of parallel features of modern CPUs was proposed by Chhugani [3]. We have also observed an emergence of platforms for massive data parallel processing (like GPGPUs), and so several different algorithms were developed for manycore GPU accelerators [13, 10]. Finally, we would like to point out the work of Falt et al. [6] which proposes an adaptation of Mergesort for in-memory parallel data streaming systems. This work is particularly interesting, since we believe that a similar approach can be adopted for external sorting.
3 Traditional Approach to External Sorting

The traditional algorithms of external sorting have two major parts. The first part employs methods of internal sorting to form runs – long sequences of ordered values. The second part merges the runs into one final run, which is also the final result of the sorting problem. The algorithms that employ this approach may vary in details, such as how the runs are generated or how many runs are being merged in each step of the second part.

3.1 Forming Runs

Perhaps the most direct method for creating a run is the utilization of internal sorting algorithms, like Quicksort [7] for instance. The application allocates as large memory buffer as possible and fill it with data from the disk. The data in the buffer are sorted by an internal sorting algorithm and written back to the hard drive as a single run. These steps are repeated until all input data are pre-sorted into runs.

Direct application of internal sorting generates runs, which length corresponds to the internal memory size. Even though the intuition suggests that this is the optimal solution, Knuth [8] describes an improvement, which can be used to increase the average length of the runs. This improvement is based on adjusted version of Heapsort [17] algorithm – i.e., an internal sorting algorithm that employs regular heaps (sometimes also denoted as priority queues).

The algorithm also utilizes as much internal memory as possible. At the beginning, input data are loaded into the internal memory buffer and a $d$-regular heap is constructed in-place using the bottom-up algorithm. Than the algorithm performs iteratively the following steps:

1. Minimum $m$ (top of the heap) is written to the currently generated run (but not removed from the heap yet).
2. New item $x$ is loaded from the input data file. If $key(m) \leq key(x)$, the $x$ replaces the top of the heap (item $m$) and the heap is reorganized as if the increase-key operation has been performed on the top. Otherwise, the remove-top operation is performed on the heap, so its size is reduced by 1, and the $x$ item is stored at the position in the main memory buffer vacated by the heap.
3. If the main heap becomes empty in the previous step, the currently generated run is completed and a new run is started. At the same time, the main memory buffer is already filled with input data values, so a heap structure is constructed from them.

When the input file ends, the algorithm empties the heap to the current run by repeating the remove-top step. After that, the remaining data outside of the heap are sorted by internal sorting and saved as another run.

Let us emphasize two important implementation details. Despite the fact the algorithm operates on individual items, the external I/O operations are always
performed on larger blocks of items and thus both data input and data output is buffered. Furthermore, the explicit construction of a new heap (in step 3) can be amortized into step 2, so that when an item $x$ is placed outside the heap, one step of bottom-up construction algorithm is performed. This way a secondary heap is constructed incrementally as the first heap shrinks.

If the keys exhibit uniform distribution, the two-heap algorithm can generate runs with average length $2N$, where $N$ is the number of items stored in the internal memory buffer. This fact is explained in detail by Knuth [8] and we have also verified it empirically.

### 3.2 Merging Runs

The second part of the external sorting performs the merging of the runs. The main problem is that the number of runs being merged simultaneously may be limited. In the past, the computers have limited number of magnetic tapes which can be operated simultaneously. At present, operating systems have limited number of simultaneously opened files and we can perform only limited number of concurrent I/O operations to the same disk. For these reasons, we can read or write only $N$ data streams (i.e., runs) at once. In the following, we will use the term data stream as an abstraction, which could be related to a magnetic tape or to a file on a hard disk, in order to simplify technical details such as opening and closing files.

The most direct approach to this problem is called two-phase merging. $N - 1$ data streams are used as inputs and one data stream is used as output. At the beginning, the runs are distributed evenly among the input streams. The algorithm then alternates two phases (depicted in Figure 1), until there is only one run in a single data stream. In the first phase, the runs are merged from the input streams into output stream. In the second phase, the runs from the output stream are distributed evenly among the input streams.

![Fig. 1. The principle of two-phase merging](image)

The merging phase takes one run from each of $N - 1$ input streams and merges them together into one run that is written to the output stream. The merging of runs is performed in the internal memory again. It can be implemented hierarchically or by using a priority queue for instance.

The main disadvantage of two-phase merging is the necessity of distributing the runs in the second phase. We can integrate the distributing phase with the merging phase as follows. If the data streams cannot be easily replaced (e.g.,
such as in case of magnetic tapes), we can reduce the number of input streams to $N/2$ and the remaining $N/2$ streams utilize as output streams. Hence, the merged runs are distributed in a round robin manner among the output streams as they are created. Unfortunately, the number of simultaneously merged runs is reduced from $N - 1$ to $N/2$, which increases the total number of iterations performed by the algorithm.

If the data streams can be replaced effectively and efficiently (e.g., a file can be closed and another file can be opened), the distribution of the runs can be performed also in the merging phase whilst $N - 1$ input streams are used. Furthermore, it might be possible to utilize more than $N - 1$ input streams, if the streams can be opened/closed or sought fast enough.

### 3.3 Polyphase Merging

There is yet another way how to amortize the distribution phase in the merging phase. This method is called *polyphase* merging, since it repeats only the merging step and the distribution of the runs is performed naturally. The merging of the runs is also performed from $N - 1$ input streams into one output stream, but the initial distribution of the runs is not even. When one of the input streams is emptied, this stream becomes new output stream and the output stream is included among the input streams.

The distribution of the runs has to be carefully planned in order to achieve optimal workload. The optimal run distribution for the last merging step is that each input stream has exactly one run. One step before the last step, the optimal distribution is that $N - 2$ input streams have two runs and the remaining input stream has one run. Using this pattern, the initial distribution can be planned retrospectively. An example of the merging plan for 21 runs and three streams ($N = 3$) is presented in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>beginning</th>
<th>#1</th>
<th>#2</th>
<th>#3</th>
<th>#4</th>
<th>#5</th>
<th>#6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>stream 1</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream 2</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>stream 3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Polyphase merging of 21 runs if $N = 3$

At the beginning, the first stream holds 13 runs and the second 8 runs. The third stream is used as the output stream. Each phase merges as many runs as possible and merges them (e.g., 8 runs are merged in the first step). We may observe, that if there are two input streams, the distribution of the runs follow the Fibonacci sequence. If the total number of the runs is not suitable for optimal distribution, some streams may be padded with virtual runs which do not require merging.
4 Experiments

In this section, we present performance experiments that assess individual operations of external sorting – especially the internal sorting, the performance of the heap data structure, and the disk I/O operations.

The internal sorting experiments were conducted on a high-end desktop PC with Intel Core i7 870 CPU comprising 8 logical cores clocked at 2.93 GHz and 16 GB of RAM. Additional tests were performed on a 4-way cache coherent NUMA server with four Intel Xeon E7540 CPUs comprising 12 logical cores clocked at 2.0 GHz and 128 GB RAM. The RHEL (Red Hat Enterprise Linux) 7 was used as operating system on both machines.

The I/O tests were conducted on three storages. Tests denoted HDD were measured using one Seagate Barracuda HDD (2 TB, 7,200 rpm) connected via SATA II interface. Tests denoted SSD were conducted on 6 solid state drives Samsung 840 Pro (512 GB each) in software RAID 0 configuration. Finally, tests denoted array used Infortrend ESDS 3060 enterprise disk array which comprised 2 SSD disks (400 GB each) and 14 HDDs (4 TB, 7,200 rpm) connected in RAID 6. The array was connected via dual-link 16 Gbit Fiber Channel. Again, the RHEL 7 was used as operating system and XFS was used as the file system.

4.1 Internal Sorting

In order to assess the benefits of the heap data structure for both generating the runs and for multiway merging, we compare Heapsort with conventional sorting methods. Before we can do that, we need to select optimal heap degree (i.e., branching degree of the tree that represents the heap) for this task.

![Heapsort throughput results for various degrees of regular heaps](image)

Figure 2 presents the measured throughput of Heapsort algorithm with various heap degrees on 1 GB of data. The experiments were conducted using four different item/key sizes: 32-bit (integer) keys, 32-bit integers with additional 32-bit payload, 64-bit integer keys, and 64-bit keys with 64-bit payload. The payload simulates additional index or pointer associated with the key which refers to additional (possibly large) data properties of the item.
The results indicate, that 2-regular heaps (which are often used as a default) have poor performance. Much better choice are degrees between 3-5, which reduce the height of the tree. On the other hand, the largest (16 B) items have exhibited a slightly different behaviour, which we were unable to explain so far. A more extensive study of this data structure has yet to be conducted. In the following experiments, we have used the optimal heap degree for each situation.

![Graphs showing sorting throughput results](image)

**Fig. 3.** Internal sorting throughput results

In the internal sorting experiments, we compare the Heapsort algorithm with serial Quicksort implemented in C++ STL library (**std::sort**) and parallel sorting algorithm implemented in the Intel Threading Building Blocks (TBB) library. These algorithms may not be the fastest possible, but they present an etalon, which can be used for further comparisons.

The results depicted in Figure 3 show that the Heapsort is several times slower than the two other methods and its performance degrade more rapidly on larger datasets. Furthermore, the TBB sort is expected to scale with increasing number of cores, but no parallel implementation of Heapsort exists to our best knowledge and we believe that it is not feasible with current CPU architectures.

We have conducted the experiments on the NUMA server as well. The server CPUs have lower serial throughput, which is compensated by the number of cores. Hence, the sorting throughput of TBB algorithm is comparable, but the **std::sort** and the Heapsort exhibit significantly lower performance.
4.2 Sequential Data Reads

The existing external sorting methods are designed to access data sequentially. Hence, our first set of experiments measure the sequential read operations. Let us emphasize, that we use sequential access to the file that holds the data; however, the underlying storage device may fragment the file or otherwise scatter the data.

The following experiments perform sequential reads from binary data files using blocks of fixed size. The data are read using 1-8 threads concurrently, where each thread has its own file in order to avoid explicit synchronization on application level. In every case, the application reads total amount of 64 GB (each thread has an equal share). We have used three APIs for file management – traditional blocking API (sync), asynchronous API (async), and memory mapped files (mmap) – in order to assess their overhead in different situations.

The results measured using commodity hard drive are shown in Figure 4. In all cases, the single-threaded version outperforms the multi-threaded versions, since one thread is capable of sufficiently utilize the drive. Furthermore, the serial reading throughput was reaching 200 MBps for all selected block sizes.

Figure 4 presents the results measured using commodity hard drive. In all cases, the single-threaded version outperforms the multi-threaded versions, since one thread is capable of sufficiently utilize the drive. Furthermore, the serial reading throughput was reaching 200 MBps for all selected block sizes.

The results measured using commodity hard drive are shown in Figure 4. In all cases, the single-threaded version outperforms the multi-threaded versions, since one thread is capable of sufficiently utilize the drive. Furthermore, the serial reading throughput was reaching 200 MBps for all selected block sizes.
Figure 5 presents the results measured on a RAID 0 array of six SSD disks. Since these disks have much greater combined throughput and much lower latency, both sync and async API demonstrate significant overhead on smaller blocks. Furthermore, multiple threads may take advantage of the high processing speed of the disks and achieve better performance. The best reading speed was approaching 1.5 GBps.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>sync I/O</th>
<th>(256k)</th>
<th>(1M)</th>
<th>(4M)</th>
<th>(16M)</th>
<th>(64M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reading time [seconds]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>async I/O</th>
<th>(256k)</th>
<th>(1M)</th>
<th>(4M)</th>
<th>(16M)</th>
<th>(64M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reading time [seconds]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>memory mapped</th>
<th>(256k)</th>
<th>(1M)</th>
<th>(4M)</th>
<th>(16M)</th>
<th>(64M)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>reading time [seconds]</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>250</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Fig. 6.** Reading 64 GB sequentially from an enterprise disk array

The last set of experiments conducted on an enterprise disk array is depicted in Figure 6. The RAID nature of the array provide much better performance than a single drive, but the additional overhead imposed by the data redundancy and internal storage control makes the array less efficient than the SSD drives. The array is also much less predictable, since the I/O scheduling algorithm of the host system is probably clashing with the internal scheduler of the array.

**Fig. 7.** Comparison of processing times of 1 GB of data (i.e. 256M of 32-bit items, 128M of 32 + 32-bit and 64-bit items, and 64M of 64 + 64-bit items)

Finally, let us compare the data reading times with internal sorting times. Figure 7 summarizes the results of reading and sorting operations performed on 1 GB of data. In general, the internal sorting is slower than reading from persistent storage. Furthermore, the reading operation is expected to scale linearly with the data size, while the sorting has time complexity \(\Theta(N \log N)\) and so it will get even slower (w.r.t. reading) when larger data buffers are used.
4.3 Random Data Access

In the merging phase, the data streams are usually loaded from the same storage device. In such case, the device must load data from multiple locations in short order. Hence, we would like to compare random access with the sequential access.

Figure 8 presents results of reading times, when the data are loaded in compact blocks, which are accessed in random order. The best_seq values are reading times of the best sequential method measured in the previous experiments, so that we can put the random access times in the perspective. The results suggest that in every case, the random access overhead can be minimized if we use sufficiently large blocks. In case of a single HDD, blocks of tens of megabytes are sufficient. In case of faster devices, large blocks are more advisable.

5 Conclusions

The experimental results indicate that using heaps for increasing the length of initial runs has negative impact on the performance. The internal sorting takes more time than data loads, thus the optimization of the internal sorting methods become a priority. Another important fact yielded by the empirical evaluation is that the random access could be nearly as fast as sequential access when the data are transmitted in large blocks. Hence, we can place as many streams as required on the same storage (even in the same file) and access them simultaneously. Based on the evidence, we propose the following:

- The internal sorting used for generating runs should utilize the fastest (parallel) algorithm possible. The length of the runs are no longer first priority.
- Modern servers of the day have hundreds of GB operating memory and tens of TB storage capacity. Hence, if the sorted data fit the persistent storage, the first phase will generate hundreds of runs at most.
- The merging phase should process all generated runs in one step. Current operating systems can work with hundreds separate files and the storage can handle simultaneous (and thus random) access to all these streams without a significant drop in performance.
We have established that traditional methods of external sorting presented by Knuth are obsolete. New methods should focus more on optimizing the internal sorting algorithms and efficient hierarchial merging than on the number of I/O operations. In the future work, we would like to adopt a data stream sorting algorithm of Falt et al. [6] for external merging.
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Abstract. Modern scientific computing often combines extensive calculation with complex structure of data; however, the programming methodologies and languages of high-performance computing significantly differ from those of databases. This impedance mismatch leads many projects to the use of either primitive (like JSON) or overly general (like distributed file systems) methods of data access, ignoring the decades of development in database technology. In this paper, we investigate the possibility to represent procedural code fragments using a network of operators similar to query plans used in relational database systems. Such a unified representation forms the necessary step towards an integrated computational-database platform. We propose a flow graph representation that allows us to analyze, transform and optimize applications more efficiently and without additional data. Along with the graph, we designed an algorithm that transforms a procedural code into the graph.
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1 Introduction

Modern data processing often combines complex data layouts with intensive calculations. Despite the ongoing effort in the area of no-SQL databases, the traditional relational paradigm, especially in its column-based version [2], still offers unmatched maturity and efficiency up to multi-terabyte ranges. However, the database systems were not designed with general computing in mind.

Systems based on the MapReduce paradigm allow the programmer to integrate general procedural code with a distributed data storage more easily. Despite of their popularity, MapReduce implementations may still be outperformed by parallel databases even in brute-force tasks where the sophisticated database approach has seemingly no advantage [20]. However, the same experiments also show that the performance dominance of parallel databases is limited to workloads implemented by built-in functions; as soon as user-defined functions are required, the performance falls rapidly.

This observation shows that the runtime stages of modern parallel database systems are extremely efficient even under brute-force computing load. However, this efficiency is degraded by the inability of the relational optimizers to...
efficiently handle procedural code fragments contained in user-defined functions [15]. Nevertheless, with a different front-end, a parallel database system may become a suitable runtime for parallel computing.

Such a front-end would have to compile procedural code into physical execution plans used in database systems. Modern databases, as well as streaming systems, use graph-based execution plans whose nodes are not limited to relational algebra operators, as shown by the successful adaptation of many relational engines to XML or RDF [17].

In this paper, we present flow graphs – an intermediate code capable to represent procedural code with its complex control-flow. Unlike typical intermediate representations used in compilers, the flow graphs are designed to be similar to pipeline-based models used in many database, streaming, and general parallel platforms.

Besides the introduction of flow graphs, we also describe the key algorithms which take part in the transformation of procedural code into flow graphs. The algorithms described here are applied after language-specific phases like parsing and semantic analysis and they also make use of analytical algorithms which are already frequently used in compilers.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: After reviewing the related work, flow graphs are defined in Section 3. Section 4 presents the transformation algorithms; in Section 5, we revise possible optimizations of the flow graph.

2 Related Work

The flow graph described in this paper is similar but not identical to other modeling languages, like Petri nets [21] or Kahn process networks [14]. The main difference is that the flow graph was designed for automatic generation from the source code, where the other languages are generally used to model the application prior to implementation [16] or to verify a finished system [9]. The flow graph is similar to the graph transformation system [8], which can be used to design and analyze applications, but it is not convenient for execution. There are frameworks that generate GTS from procedural code like Java [7], though the produced graphs are difficult to optimize. The flow graph has similar traits to frameworks that allow applications to be generated from graphs, like UML diagrams [12] [4], but we concentrate both on graph extraction and execution.

The flow graph is closely related to graphs used in compilers, mainly the dependence and control flow graphs [3], where the flow graph merges the information from both. The construction of the flow graph and its subsequent optimization relies on compiler techniques, mainly points-to analysis [23], dependence testing [18] and control-flow analysis [22]. In compilers, graphs resulting from these techniques are typically used as additional annotation over intermediate code.

The flow graph is not only a compiler data representation, it is a processing model as well, similar to KPN graphs [13]. It can be used as a source code for specialized processing environments, where frameworks for pipeline parallelism
are the best target, since these frameworks use similar models for applications [19]. One such a system is the Bobox framework [10], where the flow graph can be used to generate the execution plan similarly to the way Bobox is used to execute SPARQL queries [11].

3 Flow Graph

The Flow graph was designed as a compact format for representation of procedural code. Once constructed, it contains the code along with the information about its structure, including control flow and data flow, and it can be transformed back into procedural code. In this section, we define the flow graph and we explain its relation to other processing models.

A flow graph is a directed graph, where nodes represent operations and edges represent data exchange among the operations. The direction of the edge indicates the direction of data flow (source and sink operations). Figure 1 shows an unoptimized flow graph for a function without branches (see Listing 1 for source code). The gray nodes denote dead code and they will be removed during later optimization steps. The flow graph can become complicated once control flow is introduced – see Figure 5 for an example of a more complex graph that implements a program with a loop.

```
void Statements() {
    int a = 3;
    int b = 5;
    int c = 0;
    c = a + b;
    print(c);
}
```

Listing 1. Simple function without branches

For a particular domain of application, a specific flow graph language is defined that contains a set of basic operations and a set of data types. We construct flow graphs based on such platform specific language. Both nodes and edges contain information about the represented operation or data type respectively. Each edge is connected to a specific input or output of the node according to the represented operation (the data type must be compatible).

As our research is focused on C#, we use CIL [1] instructions to specify node operations. In this paper, there are four most common instruction types: ldl x (load variable or constant), stl x (write to a variable), ble (conditional branch),
add etc. (mathematical operations). We omit data types for the edges, because they are not important for the graph construction.

3.1 Execution Model

The flow graph execution model defines the way nodes process data and communicate. Nodes represent operations and edges represent unbounded queues (FIFO).

Operations have three states - waiting for input, processing and inactive. Each operation starts waiting for input, it fires once input is available, processes the input and produces an output. Once the input is processed, the operation again waits for data. Nodes without input (loading constants) fire at the beginning of the execution, produce data and then they become inactive.

The queues transport single values of the assigned data type (based on the edge). Nodes must always consume their input, they cannot simply check the data and leave them in the queue. For example a simple node, which adds two numbers, fires when there are data in both its incoming queues, it consumes both numbers and then is stores the result in its outgoing queue.

3.2 Special Nodes

Loops and branches of the source language are transformed into a graph of platform independent special nodes which interact with the data-flow carried through the basic nodes that perform the basic operations.

An extended primary node is a special version of any basic operation without parameters, like load constant value. The extended version has a single input and it restarts whenever the input contains data.

A broadcast node has a single input and a variable number of outputs. It represents a simple operation that creates a copy of the input for each output. This node is created whenever an operation must pass its result to multiple operations and the number of receivers defines the number of outputs. A loop feedback node is a special type broadcast node that distributes the positive result of a conditional branch to all extended primary nodes.

A merge node has a single output and three inputs. It represents an operation that accepts data from two sources and passes them to a single operation and it is used to merge data flow after a conditional branch. The node has an extra input used to get feedback from another node, generally a conditional branch. The node fires when all three inputs contain data.

A loop merge node is a special version of a merge node with two inputs for conditional branches, it is used to merge data in loops. The input is split into two pairs, where each contains one data input and one branch input. The node fires, whenever both inputs in a pair contain data. The node is either positive or negative, where the conditional inputs are required to be either positive or negative, for passing data into a loop or outside a loop.
In this section, we present a two-phase algorithm that transforms a procedural code to a flow graph. The input to the algorithm is an intermediate code; in our case, the CIL. For simplicity, we assume that the CIL code was compiled from a C# source without unsafe code and goto. We also assume that the code is first subjected to a points-to analysis [23] which resolves potential aliasing problems.

The basic idea of the algorithm is that each CIL instruction is transformed into a node. Edges are generated according to the data used by each instruction. Edges correspond to the inputs/outputs of the instructions. When the basic graph is ready, we add special nodes for broadcasting and merging data according to branches and loops in the code. For simplicity, we ignore function calls in this description – see Section 4.1 for more information on function handling.

Basic Graph Construction The first step of the algorithm is to create basic nodes according to the instructions of the source code. We use basic operations in the first part, the special operations are introduced in the second part. Algorithm 1 contains all the necessary steps and it produces the basic nodes $N$ and edges $E$ of the graph.

We can create a node for every CIL instruction, because we defined the operations based on the instruction set (lines 1 to 3 in Algorithm 1).

Next, we analyze how instructions exchange data, either using registers or stack, and we create edges that connect the source and sink instruction. CIL instructions communicate using virtual stack and we use a stack simulator to analyze the way the instructions exchange data. Then we create edges between nodes representing instructions that exchange data (lines 4 to 6 in Algorithm 1), along with the appropriate data type. The analysis is similar when the instructions communicate through registers, only instead of stack simulator, we have to connect instructions that use the same register.

Then, we have to take into account the data passing through variables. We have to create edges between nodes representing variable access, from write to read. This step is more complex, because we have to connect every variable read with the nearest write, along all the possible execution paths, which means analyzing the control flow.

We generate basic blocks for the input code. In every basic block, we locate all the instruction that access any variable (lines 7 to 11 in Algorithm 1). First we create edges inside every block, where we connect variable writes to reads if
both access the same variable but only if the read is after the write and there is no other write between them (lines 12 to 16 in Algorithm 1). Results of this step are illustrated in Figure 1 which shows the intermediate flow graph based on the CIL code in Listing 2, generated from the source code in Listing 1.

Next, we have to connect variables between basic blocks. We locate all reads before the first write in every block, for every variable. We call them accessible reads. We connect the last write in a basic block to all the accessible reads in the blocks that follow the original, until one of them contains an instruction that writes to the same variable (lines 17 to 26 in Algorithm 1). Basically, we perform an exhaustive search through the block graph, where we stop at nodes that change the studied variable. This way the data is propagated through the control flow.

Figure 3 shows a flow graph generated from the function in Listing 3. There is one conditional jump that produced the two edges that lead to the node ldloc.c. The branch instruction must decide which input is used (Section 4). It is important that the initialization of c to 0 is identified as unused code.

Control Flow Management. In this section, we present algorithms necessary to make the graph produced by the Algorithm 1 deterministic and compliant to the flow graph definition. We must make sure that the nodes have a proper number of inputs and outputs and that the branching conditions deterministically decide what value is used at every time, especially in loops. Algorithm 2 contains all the transformations for handling control flow.

We start this algorithm by locating loops in the basic block graph. We locate all the blocks \( L \) of the inner-most loop and we locate the block \( L_b \) that contains the backward conditional jump \( b \) that restarts the loop (it is sufficient to locate the backward jump, because we consider a restricted C#). We duplicate the entire block \( L_b \) as \( L_{b_i} \), the copy drives the first iteration which is different, since it uses data initialized before the loop started (initialization of variables). See

---

**Listing 2.** CIL code of Statements function

```csharp
.method void Statements() cil
    ldc.i4.3
    stloc.0
    ldc.i4.5
    stloc.1
    ldloc.0
    ldloc.1
    add
    stloc.2
    ldloc.2
    call    void print(int32)
    ret
```

**Listing 3.** Simple branch

```csharp
    void BranchElse() {
        int a = 3;
        int c = 0;
        if (a > 0)
            c = 4;
        else
            c = -4;
        print(c);
    }
```
Algorithm 1. Basic graph construction

Require: $I$ – set of instructions $i$
$B$ – basic blocks
$M$ – set containing all memory locations (variables)
$C_i$ – all instructions consuming the output of the instruction $i$
$R_i$ – variables read by instruction $i$
$W_i$ – variables read by instruction $i$

Ensure: $N$ – nodes of the flow graph
$E$ – edges of the flow graph

1: for all $i \in I$ do
2:     $N = N \cup \{N_i : \text{operation}(N_i) = O_i\}$ – nodes based on instructions
3: end for
4: for all $N_i \in N$ do
5:     $E = E \cup \{E_{N_iN_j} : j \in C_i\}$ – edges based on instruction communication (stack)
6: end for
7: for all $b \in B$ do
8:     $\text{Load}_{bm} = \{i \in b : m \in R_i \wedge w \in b < i \implies m \notin W_w\}$ – read before update
9:     $\text{Load}_{bmj} = \{i \in b : m \in R_i \wedge j < i \wedge w \in [j, i] \implies m \notin W_w\}$ – read after write
10: $\text{Store}_{bm} = \{i \in b : m \in W_i \wedge w \in b > i \implies m \notin W_w\}$ – last update in block
11: end for
12: for all $b \in B$ do
13:     for all $m \in M$ do
14:         $E = E \cup \{E_{N_jN_i} : i \in \text{Load}_{bmj}\}$ – edges based on variable access
15:     end for
16: end for
17: for all $m \in M$ do
18:     for all $b \in B$ do
19:         for all $n_0 \in B : \text{next}(b, n_0)$ do
20:             $E = E \cup \{E_{N_jN_i} : j \in \text{Store}_{bm} \wedge i \in \text{Load}_{bn_0}\}$ – edges between blocks
21:             if $\text{Store}_{bn} = \emptyset$ then
22:                 recursion for $\{n_1 \in B : \text{next}(n_0, n_1)\}$
23:             end if
24:         end for
25:     end for
26: end for

Listing 4 where $i$ is first compared while it still has the value of 1. We locate all nodes $ni$ inside the loop with more incoming edges than inputs (line 1 in Algorithm 2). We create loop merge nodes $m$ for all $ni$ (line 2 in Algorithm 2), redirect the incoming edges to the merge nodes (line 3 in Algorithm 2). We add edge $E_{mnj}$. Finally we connect the merge nodes to the conditional branches and we pair the input coming from outside the loop to the duplicate branch in $bi$ in $L_{bi}$ and the other with the branch $b$ in $L_b$ (line 4 in Algorithm 2). This ensures that the first iteration takes the data from outside and all the rest take the internal data. See Figure 5 for complete loop with merge nodes.

When the loops are fitted with merge nodes, we add a loop feedback node that restarts all the nodes without input. We replace all nodes without input in
void SingleLoop ()
{
    for ( int i = 1; i <= 5; i++)
    {
        print ();
    }
}

Listing 4. Simple loop function

a loop by their extended version, see Section 3.2. We connect the feedback node to the branch in $Br_I$ and to all the extended nodes in the loop (lines 6 to 10 in Algorithm 2). Figure 5 shows a complete loop, where the $Br_I$ and $Brc_I$ are outlined by a dashed rectangle and the entire loop by a solid rectangle.

When all loops are transformed, we must locate all remaining nodes $n$ with more incoming edges than inputs (line 11 in Algorithm 2), the multiple inputs are the result of conditional branches. Figure 3 shows the situation where two edges lead to a node with a single input ($ldl c$). We solve this situation by introducing a merge node $m$ along with the edge $E_{mn}$ (lines 12 to 13 in Algorithm 2). Then we redirect the two input edges to the $m$ (line 14 in Algorithm 2). Finally, we have to locate the conditional branch responsible for the merge and connect it to the merge node. We can do this by following the paths from source nodes, where we locate the branch just before the paths join, $ble_c$ (branch if $a \leq 0$) in Figure 3. The result of this algorithm is in Figure 4, where the edge with a square is the positive input and the triangle is negative.
The final step is to locate all nodes $n$ with more outgoing edges than outputs. This is solved simply by using a broadcast node. We create a new broadcast node $b$, we add an edge $E_{nb}$ and we change the outgoing edges to start in $b$ (lines 16 to 20 in Algorithm 2).

---

**Algorithm 2.** Iteration over stripes

**Require:** $B$ – basic blocks

**Ensure:** $N$ – nodes of the flow graph $E$ – edges of the flow graph

1: for all $\{ni \in N : \exists L \subset B \land ni \in L \land |E_{xn}| > inputs(ni)\}$ do
2: \hspace{1em} $N = N \cup \{m\}$ – add loop merge node
3: \hspace{1em} $\forall E_{xn} : x \in N \implies E = (E \setminus \{E_{xn}\}) \cup \{E_{xm}\}$
4: \hspace{1em} $E = E \cup \{E_{mn}\} \cup \{E_{bm}\} \cup \{E_{b_i}\}$ – $b_i$ are conditional jumps of the loop
5: end for
6: for all $\forall L \subset B : loop(L)$ do
7: \hspace{1em} $N = N \cup \{f\}$ – add loop feedback node
8: \hspace{1em} $E = E \cup \{E_{bf}\}$ – where $b$ is conditional jump of the loop
9: \hspace{1em} $\forall e \in L : extended(e) \implies E = E \cup \{E_{fe}\}$
10: end for
11: for all $\{n \in N : |E_{xn}| > inputs(n)\}$ do
12: \hspace{1em} $N = N \cup \{m\}$ – add merge node
13: \hspace{1em} $E = E \cup \{E_{mn}\} \cup \{E_{bm}\}$ – where $b$ is the conditional jump
14: \hspace{1em} $\forall E_{xn} : x \in N \implies E = (E \setminus \{E_{xn}\}) \cup \{E_{xm}\}$
15: end for
16: for all $\{n \in N : |E_{nx}| > outputs(n)\}$ do
17: \hspace{1em} $N = N \cup \{b\}$ – add broadcast node
18: \hspace{1em} $E = E \cup \{E_{nb}\}$
19: \hspace{1em} $\forall E_{nx} : x \in N \implies E = (E \setminus \{E_{nx}\}) \cup \{E_{bx}\}$
20: end for

---

### 4.1 Functions and Methods

Methods are analyzed starting with the main function and then the graph is constructed as additional methods are called. Whenever a method call is located, we create a flow graph for the called method, treating its parameters as local variables. We connect the parameters to their actual values (source variables or constants). This approach is equivalent to complete procedure integration and it is applicable only for programs whose call graph is acyclic and contains reasonable number of paths. Using additional special nodes, any program might be transformed; however, at the cost of additional operations which correspond to the call-return pairs in conventional program execution. In the supposed application domain, the general approach is probably unnecessary.
4.2 Objects and Arrays

A variable of complex data type (object or array) can contain a number of memory locations (members or elements) that can be accessed using special instructions. We treat member data of objects as separate variables where the same members of two independent objects are different variables. Arrays can be viewed as objects with a single member - data, where the data contains multiple independent values. Arrays are treated this way by many compiler algorithms [23].

5 Graph Optimizations

A flow graph produced by the algorithm presented in Section 4 is generally very big, since we transform every instruction into a single node, which is not very convenient for execution, but it can be efficiently analyzed and optimized. In this section, we shortly introduce optimizations that can produce more compact graphs.

Each node in a flow graph, as defined in Section 3, represents a basic or special operation. We introduce the merge rules, to allow optimizations of the graph. The merge rules define the way the operations are combined to produce complex operations. They define the behavior (source code) of the complex operation and its inputs and output along with their data types. The merge rules are added to the definition of the specific flow graph language.

A complex operation is created by merging other operations, either basic or complex, according to the merge rules defined along with the graph. The merge rules for CIL instructions contain for instance chaining of the instructions. For example, when merging the addition instr. in $A + B + C$, we create a complex operation that is equal to $\sum_{i}^{3} I_{n_{i}}$.

Another transformation is aimed at simple loops controlled by a single variable. Figure 5 shows a very simple loop that is controlled by the variable $i$, updated in every iteration. The loop creates many unnecessary dependences.
When we locate such a simple situation, we can merge the entire loop into a single node that just generates appropriate values in this case \{1, 2, 3, 4\}. We can utilize algorithms used in compilers [18] to locate the loops, because the graph contains all the information found in the original source code. Figure 6 shows how the loop from Figure 5 is optimized. This optimization is essential for improving the efficiency of the flow graph, compare the optimized graph to an unoptimized graph implementing the computation of a factorial, Figure 7.

6 Conclusions

We designed the flow graph to represent a procedural code along with important information about its structure and behavior. We designed an algorithm that allows us to create a flow graph for an application implemented in a subset of C# and compiled to CIL. This transformation becomes a part of a toolchain that allows the transformation of C# programs into a stream-based parallel computing platform [5]. The algorithm can be modified for other languages, like Java bytecode [6].

The flow graph is a powerful tool for application analysis and optimization. Besides generating pipeline-based execution plans, the flow graph can be used for automatic parallelization. For such use, the original flow graph may be too fine-grained – in this case, it has to be transformed using a set of merge rules to make the final parallel application efficient.
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Abstract. In this paper we describe details of our approach to the RecSys Challenge 2014: User Engagement as Evaluation. The challenge was based on a dataset, which contains tweets that are generated when users rate movies on IMDb (using the iOS app in a smartphone). The challenge for participants is to rank such tweets by expected user interaction, which is expressed in terms of retweet and favorite counts.

During experiments we have tested several current off-the-shelf prediction techniques and proposed a variant of item biased k-NN algorithm, which better reflects user engagement and nature of the movie domain content-based attributes. Our final solution (placed in the third quartile of the challenge leaderboard) is an aggregation of several runs of this algorithm and some off-the-shelf predictors.

In the paper we will further describe dataset used, data filtration, algorithm details and settings as well as decisions made during the challenge and dead ends we explored.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Recommending on the web is both an important commercial application and popular research topic. The amount of data on the web grows continuously and it is virtually impossible to process it directly by a human. Various tools ranging from keyword search engines to binary intra e-shop search or product aggregators were adopted to fight against information overload. Although such tools are definitely useful, they can be used only if the user is able to specify in detail what he/she wants. Recommender systems are complementary to this scenario as they are mostly focused on serendipity – showing surprisingly interesting items the user was not aware of and thus couldn’t search for them by keywords.
**RELATED WORK**

Due to the space reasons, we can provide only a short review of the related work. For general information and introduction to the recommender systems, we suggest

2. [http://www.imdb.com](http://www.imdb.com)
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Recommender Systems Handbook [19]. Several state-of-the-art recommending algorithms was used in the experiments namely Factor Wise Matrix Factorization [1], Bi-Polar Slope One [7], Item-based k-NN [8], Decision trees, Support Vector Machines4 etc. Individual results of these methods can be found in Section 4. For the majority of the algorithms we use their implementation in RapidMiner Studio5, or its Recommender extension [9].

We would like to mention also our own previous work, which affected our approach: In [12] we first considered using external semantic content to enhance secondhand bookshop recommender systems. The paper corroborated improvement of success metrics while using DBPedia content and although the following experiments shown that content-based recommending algorithm can be substantially improved, we kept using the item-item similarity method described there. In the following work on the same domain [16] we experimented with Content-boosted Matrix Factorization (CBMF) [4], which outperformed methods from [12]. Similar approach was also used in ESWC RecSys Challenge 2014 [13], however CBMF suffered from too high time complexity with rising number of examples and content attributes which detracts its usability. On the other hand the challenge winning method by Risotski et al. [18] has shown that using relatively simple recommenders combined together may provide surprisingly good results.

Our work is also related to the area of linked data. An inspiration to our previous work was the research by Ostuni et al. [10], whose aim was to develop content-based recommender system for a movie domain based sole on (multiple) LOD datasets and A. Passant [11], who developed dbRec – the music recommender system based on DBPedia dataset. Their point of view is however slightly different as they aim to develop a recommender system based solely on the semantic web datasets, but in our work (both previous and contemporary) we need to integrate external knowledge into the already known structure of the domain, thus our recommending techniques are not based on graph structure of linked data, but we aim to convert LOD into attribute-value structure.

The area of recommending on social networks is currently well covered in the research. We would like to mention e.g. Hannon et al. [6] work on recommending inter-user relationships on twitter or Esparza et al. [5] work on categorizing tweets. Nonetheless due to the specific nature of the challenge task, most of the common social network based research is not applicable.

3 ANALYSIS OF THE TASK

This section aims on discussion and initial analysis of the challenge task, focusing mainly on design choices implied by the nature of the task.

The dataset provided by the challenge organizers consisted of user, tweet and item identification, timestamp when the tweet was scraped, user rating of the movie and all information available from the tweet API excerpt from the text of the tweet (see Fig-

4 http://www-ai.cs.uni-dortmund.de/SOFTWARE/MYSVM/
5 http://www.rapidminer.com
The textual information would be extremely important for prediction of user engagement in other datasets, but automatically generated tweets from IMDb contain only template text and thus are not much relevant. The same reason makes also tweet topic categorization (e.g. CatStream [5]) irrelevant. The tweet API contains e.g. date and time of the tweet posting and statistics about the user (number of friends, followers, tweets etc.).

The user engagement is generally low throughout the dataset. The average user engagement in the training set is 0.216, over 95% of the tweets have zero user engagement and almost 80% of users received zero engagement for all of their tweets. The situation seems to be similar to the number of purchases on an e-commerce site, where most of the users only browse items, but do not buy one. Our experiments on such domain [15] suggested using extended observation of user behavior and content of the items to improve recommendation. As the monitoring of user behavior is not possible in this scenario, we focused on using available content. Another interesting question is how to interpret zero user engagement in situations where no engagement was shown also in other tweets of the same user.

3.1 Content-based Movie Datasets, Collaborative vs. Content-based

Prior to the experiments, we have conducted a small survey of available movie datasets. The IMDb, DBPedia* and Freebase* were examined concluding that IMDb contains most of the relevant information available in the other two datasets. Due to 100% coverage of items (each tweet was based on single IMDb object) and availability of querying API we decided to use sole IMDb for dataset enhancements. The movie features used in our solution can be distinguished into three classes:

- Attributes describing popularity (average rating, number of awards, IMDb metascore)
- Attributes describing widespread of the movie (number of ratings)
- Attributes describing content (movie name, release date, genre, country, language, director, actors)

There is however some space left for further improvements especially by employing DBPedia features like dcterms:subject or widespread metrics like ingoing / outgoing links or number of Wikipedia language editions.

The test dataset contains large number of new movies unseen in the training data, so we expect that purely collaborative recommenders will not provide very good predictions. Another possible limitation is large number of zero user engagement. This caused problems to some algorithms (e.g. decision trees) as they almost constantly predicted zero for all tweets. The problem can be bypassed e.g. by filtering out (some) examples with zero engagement or by copying other tweets. The task is also not well

---

* http://www.dbpedia.org
* http://www.freebase.com
* http://www.omdbapi.com
suited for the purely content-based recommenders as there are new users in the test dataset and also for many users we have only a few tweets available.

**Fig. 1.** In this figure we illustrate two tweets in training data (evaluating The Patriot) and one tweet in testing data (evaluating Braveheart). Automatically generated tweets could look like “I rated The Patriot 9/10 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0187393/#IMDb” and “I rated Braveheart 8/10 http://www.imdb.com/title/tt0112573/#IMDb”. We download additional data about the movie and we calculate average engagement for the user and also for the movie. The task is to predict engagement for tweet in testing data.

3.2 **What Does User Engagement Depend on?**

We are deeply convinced that crucial for any recommending task is to estimate on which variables the final success may depend. In the current case each tweet contains almost the same text except for the name of the movie and the user rating, so we do not expect that the tweet itself can affect user engagement.

Important variable determining user engagement is probably composition of user friends and followers. Unfortunately the dataset contains only total numbers of friends and followers for each user, not the variables describing them, but we can at least employ user bias defining average engagement for each user.

Another important component is, according to our assumption, features of the movie that the tweet refers to. The sole movie ID may not be enough as there are numerous new movies in the test set and some movies are not rated with enough users. Thus we need to define content-based similarity between movies under assumption that similar movies will be treated similarly.
Also the date when the tweet was posted may be interesting since the structure of friends or followers might change over time and also popularity of the movie may evolve, but we expect that relation of previous components should be stronger and so we did not pursue this direction and leave it for the future work. The same applies also for the dependence between user rating and user engagement.

4 RECOMMENDING ALGORITHMS

In our approach we worked with two main hypotheses:

- Engagement of similar movies should be similar.
- Engagement depends on neighborhood of the current user.

In order to define inter-movie similarity, we used IMDb querying API to generate content-based attributes. We also considered using DBPedia or Freebase, but IMDb contains most of the relevant information and furthermore offers guaranteed 100% item coverage. Three types of attributes were downloaded: attributes describing popularity (average rating, number of awards, IMDb metascore), attributes describing widespread of the movie (number of ratings), attributes describing content (movie name, release date, genre, country, language, director, actors).

The second hypothesis reflects our expectation that composition of user friends and followers would greatly affect observed engagement. The twitter API contains only aggregated information (total numbers of friends and followers for each user), so we decided to use simple user bias instead of machine learning over user’s friends.

Table 1. Results of the off-the-shelf algorithms. The best achieved result for each algorithm is shown.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>nDCG@10</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Random predictions</td>
<td>0.7482</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bi-Polar Slope One [7]</td>
<td>0.7652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Slope One [7]</td>
<td>0.7557</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Factor Wise Matrix Factorization [1]</td>
<td>0.7556</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Item-Item K Nearest Neighbors [8]</td>
<td>0.7604</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Decision Tree</td>
<td>0.7494</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AdaBoost with Decision Stump</td>
<td>0.7505</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Support Vector Machines (SVM)</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8057</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Prior to the design of our own recommending algorithm we evaluated several off-the-shelf algorithms using RapidMiner and its Recommender extension. As expected, results of both collaborative-filtering and standard machine learning algorithms were except for SVM rather unsatisfying. Table 1 contains the best achieved results for each algorithm over different settings. Some dataset transformations (e.g. omitting records with zero engagement from the training set, transformation of user engage-
ment in training set etc.) were also examined, but they did not significantly improve the results.

4.1 Hybrid Biased k-NN

According to the assumptions and hypothesis formulated in Section 3, we decided to pursue especially content-based movie similarity. We implemented a variant of well known k-nearest-neighbors as our main individual recommender (see Algorithm 1), where similarity of tweets is determined as content-based similarity of the respective movies. The similarity is defined as average of attributes similarities. Attribute similarity is defined according to attribute type. Similarity of numeric attributes (average rating, number of ratings, number of awards, IMDb metascore and release date) is defined as their difference normalized by maximal allowed distance (1).

$$sim_{x,y,maxDist} = \max\left(0, \frac{\maxDist - |x - y|}{\maxDist}\right)$$

(1)

For string attributes (movie name) the similarity is defined as inverse of relative Levenshtein distance (2). This allows us to define as similar e.g. movie series.

$$sim_{x,y} = 1 - \left(\frac{\text{levenshtein}(x,y)}{\max(\text{len}(x), \text{len}(y))}\right)$$

(2)

Finally, similarity of set attributes (genre, country, director and actors) is defined as Jaccard similarity (3). Note that nominal attributes can be dealt as sets of size 1.

$$sim_{xy} = \frac{|(x \cap y)|}{|x \cup y|}$$

(3)

Differences between audiences of users will be considered in the form of user bias (average value of engagement per user). The bias of current user is not important, as the evaluation is on per user base, however the bias of other users should be considered within the k-NN algorithm.

**Algorithm 1**: Hybrid biased k-NN algorithm: for tweet tIDte from the test set, its movie mIDte and fixed k, the algorithm first computes similarities to other movies in training set and selects k most similar movies. Then for each tweet about a similar movie the predicted ranking $\hat{e}$ is increased according to similarity $s$, user engagement $e$ and bias of the tweeting user. The bias of the current movie is added in the final $\hat{e}$ prediction too (see Figure 1).

function HybridBiasedKNN(tIDte ∈ TestSet, k){
    $\hat{e} = 0$; extract mIDte from tIDte, extract uIDte, extract mIDte content from IMDb
    /*compute similarity for all movies */
    foreach(mID ∈ TrainSet){
        S[mID] = similarity(mIDte, mID);
    }
    /*get k most similar movies */
\[ \tilde{S} = \text{getKMostSimilar}(mID_{te}, S, k); \]
/*get all tweets about movies in \( \tilde{S} \)*/
foreach({uID, mID, e, s}):
{uID, mID, e} \( \in \) TrainSet \( \land \) \( \tilde{S}[mID] = s \)
\( \hat{e} = \text{bias}(mID_{te}) + \left( \hat{e} / \text{sum}(s) \right) \)
return tID_{te}, \( \hat{e} \); 

Several meta modeling techniques were used to derive final predictions based
on hybrid k-NN and off-the-shelf algorithms predictions. We have experimented
with stacking with random trees, linear regression in cross-validation like setting and also
tried several variants of averaging selected predictions (omitting portion of highest
and lowest predictions for each tweet).

4.2 Results and Discussion

Table 2 contains results of several variants of hybrid k-NN algorithm as well as best
aggregated predictions (for the sake of clarity we show only a fraction of results expressing
different aspects of the data). Generally spoken, the best performing individual recommender
was SVM followed by several variants of hybrid k-NN. Almost all experimented settings of hybrid k-NN outperformed other standard machine learning
methods (Table 1). Surprisingly, stacking based ensemble did not predict well, probably
due to dependence of the results on user, which is hard to express with decision
trees. Also linear regression did not improve results, but averaging results of selected
algorithms provided a significant improvement over the best individual recommenders.

While evaluating Hybrid Biased k-NN we focused mainly on the utility of each attribute, using of user bias and also ways to combine results from multiple algorithm
settings. Only a fraction of our results can be shown due to the space reasons. We can
state that most of the attributes used as sole similarity measure provided good results
especially IMDb metascore, director, country and language) – see Table 2.

Table 2. Results (nDCG@10) of Hybrid biased k-NN algorithm using only single content-based attribute to compute similarity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Avg rating</th>
<th>0.7918</th>
<th>Movie name</th>
<th>0.7947</th>
<th>Language</th>
<th>0.8005</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Awards</td>
<td>0.7652</td>
<td>Date</td>
<td>0.7962</td>
<td>Director</td>
<td>0.8029</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Metascore</strong></td>
<td><strong>0.8057</strong></td>
<td>Genre</td>
<td>0.7919</td>
<td>Actors</td>
<td>0.7930</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td># of ratings</td>
<td>0.7964</td>
<td>Country</td>
<td>0.7984</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

One of our research questions was which value to use as user engagement \( e \). The
experiments showed that if using directly sum of retweets and favorites, the algorithm
is highly dependent on using user bias. Another option was to use rank of the tweet in
the list of current user’s tweets ordered by user engagement (rank of the tweet should
better reflect considered success metric). Under this setting was algorithm less depen-
dent on using bias, however overall results were slightly worse.
Another question was how to interpret if all tweets of a user have constantly zero user engagement. Omitting those users from the training set however resulted into the decrease of performance so we suppose that even these tweets carries some negative evidence. Comparing with off-the-shelf algorithms, almost all variants of Hybrid k-NN achieved better results.

The neighborhood size $k$ between 50 and 100 provided good results. We also tried numerous variants of combining attribute similarities within the Hybrid k-NN algorithm (omitting some attributes, weighting schemas) and ensemble methods (stacking, linear regression), but so far the best results was achieved by simple average of single attribute predictions omitting single top and bottom result – see Table 3.

Table 3. Results of Hybrid biased k-NN algorithm. No bias stands for omitting user and item bias from the algorithm.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method</th>
<th>nDCG</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid k-nn (Metascore, Language, Director, Country, Date, # ratings)</td>
<td>0.7927</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hybrid k-nn(Metascore, Language, Director, Country, Date, # ratings), no bias</td>
<td>0.7792</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Linear Regression (Metascore, Language, Director, Country, Date, # ratings)</td>
<td>0.7913</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AVG (Metascore, Language, Director, Country, Date, # of ratings), omit best and worst prediction</td>
<td><strong>0.8134</strong></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper, we presented our solution to the RecSys Challenge 2014. After analysis of the task, available data and current prediction techniques, we proposed a variant of k-NN algorithm leveraging content-based similarity of movies. The algorithm performed comparably with the best examined prediction techniques and the best results were achieved after averaging results of multiple runs of hybrid k-NN and SVM. Our solution was placed ninth in the challenge leader board. Some of our ideas didn’t work as we expected, namely using more advanced ensemble techniques and using ranks of the tweet instead of its user engagement resulted in worse predictions.

There are several directions of the future work. In our research so far we did not pursue temporal dependence at all which could also affect user engagement. The defined movie similarity should be also examined and tuned. We could also try to employ tweet similarity instead of movie similarity (we didn’t so far for the sake of computation effectiveness). Also other procedures to aggregate results from multiple algorithms should be examined. Last but not least enhancing current dataset with e.g. DBPedia popularity measures should be considered.

Concerning data structures for similarity search and indexing – the query object is usually multimodal ([2]). Our objects have simple attributes and metrics is easy to compute. Our query is initiated by the whole user’s history, in contrast with [21], [3]. Moreover the metrics is dynamically changing because of bias is changing. It is a challenge to consider index structure for fast k-NN for online usage.
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Abstract. We present UnifiedViews, an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) framework that allows users to define, execute, monitor, debug, schedule, and share ETL data processing tasks, which may employ custom plugins (data processing units, DPUs) created by users. UnifiedViews differs from other ETL frameworks by natively supporting RDF data and ontologies. In this paper, we introduce UnifiedViews and discuss future features of the tool towards simplicity of use for non-RDF experts. We are persuaded that UnifiedViews helps RDF/Linked Data publishers and consumers to address the problem of sustainable RDF data processing; we support such statement by introducing a list of projects and other activities where UnifiedViews is successfully exploited.
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1 Introduction and Basic Concepts of UnifiedViews

The advent of Linked Data [1] accelerates the evolution of the Web into an exponentially growing information space where the unprecedented volume of data offers information consumers a level of information integration that has up to now not been possible.

Suppose a consumer building a data mart integrating information from various RDF and non-RDF sources. There are lots of tools used by the RDF/Linked Data community\(^1\), which may support various phases of the data processing; e.g., a consumer may use any23\(^2\) for extraction of non-RDF data and its conversion to RDF data, Virtuoso\(^3\) database for storing RDF data and executing SPARQL (Update) queries [2,3], Silk [6] for RDF data linkage, or Cr-batch\(^4\) for RDF data fusion. Nevertheless, the consumer who is preparing a data processing task producing the desired data mart typically has to (1) configure every such tool properly (using a different configuration for every tool), (2) implement a script for downloading and unpacking certain source data, (3) write his own script holding the set of SPARQL Update queries refining the data, (4) implement

\(^{1}\) http://semanticweb.org/wiki/Tools
\(^{2}\) https://any23.apache.org/
\(^{3}\) http://virtuoso.openlinksw.com/
\(^{4}\) https://github.com/mifeet/cr-batch
custom transformers which, e.g., enrich processed data with the data in his knowledge base, (5) write his own script executing the tools in the required order, so that every tool has all desired inputs when being launched, (6) prepare a scheduling script, which ensures that the task is executed regularly, and (7) extend his script with notification capabilities, such as sending an email in case of an error during task execution.

Maintenance of such data processing tasks is challenging. Suppose for example that a consumer defines tens of data processing tasks, which should run every week. Further, suppose that certain data processing task does not work as expected. To find the problem, the consumer typically has to browse/query the RDF data outputted by a certain tool; to realise that, he has to manually launch the required tool with the problematic configuration and load the outputted RDF data to the store, such as Virtuoso, supporting browse/query capabilities. Furthermore, when other consumers would like to prepare similar data processing tasks, they cannot share the tools’ configurations already prepared by the consumer.

The general problem RDF/Linked Data publishers and consumers are facing is that they have to write most of the logic to define, execute, monitor, schedule, and share the data processing tasks themselves. Furthermore, they do not get any support regarding the debugging of the tasks. To address these problems, we developed UnifiedViews, an Extract-Transform-Load (ETL) framework, where the concept of data processing task is a central concept. Another central concept is the native support for RDF data format and ontologies.

A data processing task (or simply task) consists of one or more data processing units. A data processing unit (DPU) encapsulates certain business logic needed when processing data (e.g., one DPU may extract data from a SPARQL endpoint or apply a SPARQL query). Every DPU must define its required/optional inputs and produced outputs. UnifiedViews supports an exchange of RDF data between DPUs. Every tool produced by RDF/Linked Data community can be used in UnifiedViews as a DPU, if a simple wrapper is provided\(^5\).

UnifiedViews allows users to define and adjust data processing tasks, using graphical user interface (an excerpt is depicted in Figure 1). Every consumer may also define their custom DPUs, or share DPUs provided by others together with their configurations. DPUs may be drag&dropped on the canvas where the data processing task is constructed. A data flow between two DPUs is denoted as an edge on the canvas (see Figure 1); a label on the edge clarifies which outputs of a DPU are mapped to which

\(^5\) [https://grips.semantic-web.at/display/UDDOC/Creation+of+Plugins](https://grips.semantic-web.at/display/UDDOC/Creation+of+Plugins)
inputs of another DPU. UnifiedViews natively supports exchange of RDF data between DPUs; apart from that, files and folders may be exchanged between DPUs.

UnifiedViews takes care of task scheduling, a user may configure UnifiedViews to get notifications about errors in the tasks’ executions; user may also get daily summaries about the tasks executed. UnifiedViews ensures that DPUs are executed in the proper order, so that all DPUs have proper required inputs when being launched. UnifiedViews provides users with the debugging capabilities – a user may browse and query (using SPARQL query language) the RDF inputs to and RDF outputs from any DPU. UnifiedViews allows users to share DPUs and tasks as needed.

The code of UnifiedViews is available under a combination of GPLv3 and LGPLv3 license\(^6\) at https://github.com/UnifiedViews.

2 Related Work

There are plenty of ETL frameworks for preparing tabular data to be loaded to data warehouses, some of them are also open source\(^7\) – for example Clover ETL (community edition)\(^8\). In all these frameworks custom DPUs may be created in some way, but the disadvantage of these non-RDF ETL frameworks is that there is no support for RDF data format and ontologies in the framework itself. As a result, these non-RDF ETL frameworks are, e.g., not prepared to suggest ontological terms in DPU configurations, a feature important when preparing SPARQL queries or mappings of the table columns to RDF predicates. Furthermore, these frameworks do not have a native support for exchanging RDF data between DPUs; also the existing DPUs do not support RDF data format, URIs for identifying things according to Linked Data principles. Therefore, further, we discuss the related work in the area of RDF ETL frameworks.

ODCleanStore (Version 1)\(^9\), was the original Linked data management framework, which was used as an inspiration for ODCleanStore (Version 2)\(^10\), the student’s project implemented at Charles University in Prague and defended in March 2014. UnifiedViews is based on ODCleanStore (Version 2). Linked Data Manager (LDM)\(^11\) is a Java based Linked (Open) Data Management suite to schedule and monitor required ETL tasks for web-based Linked Open Data portals and data integration scenarios. LDM was developed by Semantic Web Company in Austria\(^12\). They currently decided to replace LDM, used by their clients, with UnifiedViews and further continue to maintain UnifiedViews together with Charles University in Prague, the Czech Linked Data company Semantica.cz s.r.o.\(^13\), and Slovak company EEA s.r.o.\(^14\).

\(^7\) http://sourceforge.net/directory/business-enterprise/enterprise/data-warehousing/etl/
\(^8\) http://www.cloveretl.com/products/community-edition
\(^9\) http://sourceforge.net/projects/odcleanstore/
\(^10\) https://github.com/mff-uk/ODCS/
\(^11\) https://github.com/lodms/lodms-core
\(^12\) http://www.semantic-web.at
\(^13\) http://semantica.cz/en/
\(^14\) http://eea.sk/
DERI Pipes\textsuperscript{15} is an engine and graphical environment for general Web Data transformations. DERI Pipes supports creation of custom DPUs; however, an adjustment of the core is needed when a new DPU is added, which is not acceptable; in UnifiedViews, it is possible to reload DPUs as the framework is running. DERI Pipes also does not provide any solution for library version clashes; on the other hand, in UnifiedViews, DPUs are loaded as OSGi bundles, thus, it is possible to use two DPUs requiring two different versions of the same dependency (library) and no clashes arise. In DERI pipes, it is not possible to debug inputs and outputs of DPUs.

Linked Data Integration Framework (LDIF)\textsuperscript{5} is an open-source Linked Data integration framework that can be used to transform Web data. The framework consists of a predefined set of DPUs, which may be influenced by their configuration; however, new DPUs cannot be easily added\textsuperscript{16}. LDIF provides a user interface to monitor results of executed tasks; however, when compared with UnifiedViews, LDIF does not provide any graphical user interface for defining and scheduling tasks, managing DPUs, browsing and querying inputs from and output to the DPUs, and managing users and their roles in the framework. LDIF also does not provide any possibility to share pipelines/DPUs among users. On the other hand, LDIF provides possibility to run tasks using Hadoop\textsuperscript{17}.

### 3 Impact of the UnifiedViews Framework

The goal of the OpenData.cz initiative\textsuperscript{18} is to extract, transform and publish Czech open data in the form of Linked Data, so that the initiative contributes to the Czech Linked (Open) Data cloud. For this effort, UnifiedViews framework is successfully used since September 2013; so far we published tens of datasets, hundreds of millions of triples; Figure 2 depicts an excerpt of the datasets (blue circles) published with UnifiedViews and the integration of these datasets (links are depicted by blue arrows, pointing from the linking dataset to the linked dataset).

Project INTLIB\textsuperscript{19} aims at extracting (1) references between legislation documents, such as decisions and acts, (2) entities (e.g., a citizen, a president) defined by these documents and (3) the rights and obligations of these extracted entities. UnifiedViews is used in INTLIB to extract data from selected sources of legislation documents, convert it to RDF data, and provide it as Linked Data.

COMSODE FP7 project\textsuperscript{20} has the goal to create a publication platform for publishing (linked) open data. UnifiedViews is used there as the core tool for converting hundreds of original datasets to RDF/Linked Data.

UnifiedViews framework is being integrated to the stack of tools produced by the LOD2 project\textsuperscript{21}. As a result, anybody using tools from LOD2 stack, such as Virtuoso

\textsuperscript{15}http://pipes.deri.org/
\textsuperscript{16}http://ldif.wbsg.de/
\textsuperscript{17}http://hadoop.apache.org/
\textsuperscript{18}http://opendata.cz
\textsuperscript{19}http://www.isvav.cz/projectDetail.do?rowId=TA02010182
\textsuperscript{20}http://www.comsode.eu/
\textsuperscript{21}http://lod2.eu/
and Silk, has also the possibility to use UnifiedViews. UnifiedViews will be also used in the recently starting EU H2020 project called YourDataStories\footnote{https://www.insight-centre.org/content/your-data-stories}.

UnifiedViews framework is intended to be used for commercial purposes by companies Semantica.cz s.r.o., Czech Republic, EEA s.r.o., Slovak Republic, Semantic Web Company, Austria, TenForce, Belgium, to help their customers to prepare and process RDF data.

### 4 Ongoing and Future Work Towards Simplicity of Use

In this section, we introduce the ongoing and future work on UnifiedViews towards simplicity of use of the tool for non-RDF experts. Each section below describes the planned feature. In the sections below, we are talking about a \textit{task designer} – a person who creates new or adjusts existing data processing tasks. All sections contain motivation, goals to be achieved, and at least outline how the goals will be realised.

#### 4.1 Automated Schema Alignment and Object Linkage

\textbf{Motivation.} Suppose that a data processing task is created to daily extract tabular data provided by Czech Hydrometeorological Institute about the air pollution in various cities of the Czech Republic and publish them as Linked Data. Publishing data as Linked Data involves (1) alignment of the schema used for the published data with well-known schemas (RDF vocabularies) used in the Linked Data community, e.g., in Linking Open Data cloud\footnote{http://lod-cloud.net/} and, (2) linkage of the published objects with the objects...
already available in the Linked Data space, so that common objects in the datasets have
the same identifiers across the datasets. As a result, Linked Data applications work on
top of integrated datasets (thanks to (2)), which use common schema elements (thanks
to (1)).

If the task designer is a Linked Data expert, he is able to manually integrate the
data, e.g., link the RDF representation of the cities introduced in the source tabular
data to the generally accepted representation of the cities – identifiers used by the LAU
codes dataset; based on that, Linked Data applications may not only show pollution
in the particular city, but also, e.g., level of carbon emissions in that city, demographic
statistics for the population in the city, number of child inhabitants in that city, etc.

Linked data experts may also ensure that published data is using well-know RDF
vocabulary used in Linked Open Data community to publish certain types of data; for
example, the task designer may ensure that instead of automatically generated predicate
ex:firstName holding first names of persons, the predicate foaf:givenName is
used. Such adjustments of the RDF data related to alignment of the schemas or object
linkage are not trivial and cannot be easily done by non-experts.

Goal to be achieved. UnifiedViews should simplify Linked Data publishing for non-
RDF experts by:

1. Automatically discovering that certain columns in the processed tabular represent
certain types of data (e.g., cities of the Czech Republic) and automatically mapping
values in this column to URIs taken from the preferred dataset for the given type of
data (e.g., from the dataset with LAU codes). As a result, all datasets use the same
identifiers for the same types of data, which realises the data integration and avoids
costly and adhoc application integration.
2. Automatically suggest the mappings of the used RDF vocabulary terms (e.g., pred-
icated) to well-known vocabulary terms (e.g., predicates), which increases the un-
derstandability of the data and reuse of the data by various applications.

To realise 1), first, it is necessary to identify that certain columns contain certain
types of values; such identification is always probabilistic and typically based on the
comparison of the name of the column with the list of names of the RDF classes and/or
based on matching sample data from the considered column against known codelists,
such as list of Czech cities; experiments are needed to decide the particular algorithm for
identification of types among input data. Second step to realise 1) is to apply predefined
Silk [6] rules for the given identified type of data within the column of the input tabular
data. To realise 2), various schema matching techniques has to be experimented [4].

4.2 Hiding Sparql Queries

Motivation. Linked data expert is able to query RDF data using SPARQL query lan-
guage [2,3], so for an expert it is enough to have one generic DPU, which is able to
execute arbitrary SPARQL query on top of processed RDF data. Nevertheless, using

http://opendata.cz/linked-data
SPARQL query language for rather typical and simple operations with the data, such as renaming predicates or replacing predicate’s value based on a regular expression, may be considered as too heavy-weight and difficult for RDF beginners and as tedious for experienced users.

**Goal to be achieved.** UnifiedViews should simplify work with SPARQL query language by providing a set of DPU for executing rather typical and simple operation on top of RDF data; such DPU may be configured via a configuration dialog, SPARQL query behind is completely hidden from the task designer.

To realise the goal, list of typical operation should be written down and DPU should be prepared. Discussion with the users – task designers – is crucial to focus on the most typically used operations on top of RDF data.

### 4.3 Autocompleting Terms from Well-known Vocabularies

**Motivation.** In many cases, e.g., when aligning vocabulary terms as described in Section 4.1 or when configuring DPU hiding complexity of SPARQL query language as described in Section 4.2, task designer has to define certain vocabulary terms. Since the number of well-known vocabularies is quite high, task designer may easily use wrong vocabulary term or misspell the term.

**Goal to be achieved.** As the task designer is configuring DPU, UnifiedViews should suggest and autocomplete vocabulary terms from well-known Linked Data vocabularies. Task designer should be not only provided with the suggested term, but also with the description of the term, its formal definition, its recommended usage etc.

To realise this goal, data processing tasks should be prepared to populate RDF database regularly with the well-known Linked Data vocabularies – such knowledge base is then used for suggesting and autocompleting the vocabulary terms. Selected components of the DPU’s configurations, e.g., text fields, should by design support suggesting of terms from well known vocabularies – so any DPU developer may use such vocabulary autocomplete aware text field when defining configuration dialog for his DPU.

### 4.4 Sustainable RDF Data Processing

**Motivation.** As the task designer updates the task, the interconnections among and configurations of the DPU comprising that task are adjusted. As a result, task designer may introduce errors in the definition of the task yielding in erroneous or no data produced by the task.

**Goal to be achieved.** UnifiedViews should address the problem of sustainable RDF data processing by allowing task designer to define for each DPU a set of SPARQL queries, which tests that the output data produced by the given DPU satisfies certain conditions. Such set of SPARQL queries for testing data outputted by the DPU plays
similar role as standard JUnit tests – to test that any change to the DPU configuration did not change the produced data of that DPU in an unexpected way. Task designer should be supported with the autocomplete feature (described in 4.2) as he is specifying the SPARQL unit tests.

To realise this goal, every DPU detail should be extended with the possibility to define set of SPARQL ASK queries to realise unit testing.

4.5 Wizards for Simple Definition of Data Processing Tasks

**Motivation.** Defining data processing tasks typically requires detailed knowledge of the DPUs that are available in the deployed UnifiedViews instance; task designer has to know which DPUs are suitable for the task at his hand, how it should be configured and interconnected with other DPUs.

**Goal to be achieved.** It should be possible to define simple tasks without the knowledge of the DPUs, its configurations. UnifiedViews will contain so-called wizards, which provides task designers step by step guides for defining new data processing tasks – at least for typical types of data processing tasks, e.g., extracting tabular data and publishing it as Linked Data, or extracting data from relational databases and publishing it as Linked Data.

To realise the goal, list of typical types of data processing tasks should be written down and wizards should be prepared for such tasks. Discussion with the users – task designers – is crucial to focus on the most typical types of tasks. The idea of incorporating wizards to existing UnifiedViews frontend is as follows: when a task designer creates new pipeline, he may either manually define the task or start the wizard which will guide him through the process of task preparation; task designer may then manually finetune the definition of the task.

4.6 Assessing Quality of Produced Data, Recommendation of Cleansing DPUs

**Motivation.** As the goal of a task designer is to produce high quality data, the task designer should be informed about any problems in the data, e.g., w.r.t. syntactic/semantic accuracy of the produced Linked Data or completeness of the published dataset. Furthermore, if such problems may be corrected, they should be corrected.

**Goal to be achieved.** UnifiedViews should provide a set of DPUs assessing the quality of the produced data and set of DPUs being able to cleanse the problems in the data. UnifiedViews should also automatically recommend cleansing DPUs for data processing tasks based on the problems revealed in the data.

To realise the goal, list of quality assessment and cleansing DPUs should be implemented, being inspired by the list of data quality dimensions and metrics relevant for Linked Data [7]. The recommendation of cleansing DPUs should be based on the types of quality assessment DPUs which reported problems.
4.7 Evolution of DPUs

Motivation. DPUs may evolve as the time goes, different tasks use different versions of the same DPU. When the version of the DPU is updated, configuration used in the tasks must be also updated without the needed to reconfigure the DPU by the task designer.

Goal to be achieved. UnifiedViews must be able to cope with the changing versions of the DPUs; each new version of the DPU may bring changes to the DPU’s configuration. UnifiedViews must be able to automatically convert outdated configuration, so that it may be used in the latest version of the DPU.

To realise the goal, interface of the DPUs should be extended, so that DPU developers may provide a migration method converting previous configuration to the current DPU configuration. As a result, if outdated version of the configuration is encountered and should be updated to the correct version, a sequence of these migration methods may be automatically executed by UnifiedViews (if these methods are properly provided by the DPU developer).

5 Conclusions

We presented UnifiedViews, an ETL framework with a native support for processing RDF data. The framework allows to define, execute, monitor, debug, schedule, and share data processing tasks. UnifiedViews also allows users to create custom plugins - data processing units.

We discussed future intended features of the tool w.r.t simplicity of use of the tool for non-RDF experts or those not familiar with all Linked Data vocabularies, datasets etc. For each intended feature we discussed its motivation, goals and its realisation.

We are persuaded that UnifiedViews is a matured tool, which addresses the major problem of RDF/Linked Data consumers – the problem of sustainable RDF data processing; we support such statement by introducing a list of projects where UnifiedViews is successfully used and mention two commercial exploitations of the tool.
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Abstract. This paper deals with the design of an effective Android framework that will allow a developer to create Android applications easily in a short time with the help of aspect-oriented approach. Our solution enables to deal with separated aspects like security, layout, input validation, data binding and presentation independently. Our presented framework is compared to conventional development approach of mobile applications and also is compared to the framework Aspect Faces that is also uses aspect-oriented approach, but is designed for Java EE applications. Each aspect of framework was tested and it was proven that our framework is effective in the following areas. It does not slow down the developed application according to the same application created with XML, it makes the code to be more readable, and it makes development faster, and reduces the number of code lines that developer has to write down.
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1 Introduction

The main aim of this paper is to present a design of a new Android framework that will allow a developer to create Android applications with minimal effort, in a short time, and with the help of an aspect-oriented approach.

In the conventional approach, we are mixing a code of all miscellaneous aspects together in one big code. The aspect-oriented approach in a software development means that we are focusing on separated aspect. These aspects are: security, layout,
input validation, data binding and presentation. As a result, the developer using aspect-oriented approach can write less amount of code, which is moreover reusable. We also avoid a spaghetti code (code that has tangled structure), and a redundancy of code, and other bad habits in the programming.

2 Background

Within all operation systems (OS) for a mobile device, the Android is the most expanded as shown in Figure 1. Because of that, applications targeted for Android are very desirable. As you can see from Figure 1, the ratio of applications targeted for the Android OS for mobile device is steadily growing up. This is the reason why developers cannot omit the Android in their analysis.

2.1 Conventional Approach

In conventional development approach of Android applications, every screen has two parts. The first part is Java class that extends Activity class and where you can place...
your logic and you have to connect your Java class to view. That view is a second part of the screen description and can be done in XML or generated by a program. Usually, XML choice is better because you can separate, at least, layout from remaining code. The readability depends on the developer and sometimes it’s hard to maintain resulting code.

2.2 Aspect-Oriented Approach

Aspect-oriented programming (AOP) approach is a paradigm whose main goal is increasing modularity. Usually the code of applications can be separated into logical sections. These logical sections are called aspects. AOP supports separating development of any aspects option, resulting in a better code. In OOP designs, we use classes to describe only instances and their attributes. That is the representation for data only. Therefore, the best way to do things in aspect way approach is to add these additional pieces of information to the same representation (class). This is called Rich Entity Aspect/Audit Design (READ) [2,3]. Above any instance, attribute or method you can place annotation containing additional information. By this procedure, we can add all required aspects.

3 Related Works

Approach in the articles [2,3] is not the only way how to generate User Interfaces (UI) from the model. The topic of UI generated from domain objects is mentioned in [6,7]. The framework is called Meta-widget and it is based on Model driven development (MDD). The user just creates objects and puts them to Meta-widget’s framework. The UI is generated according to the model. Meta-widget supports a lot of technologies from Android, Google Web Toolkit (GWT), HTML 5 (POH5), JavaScript to JSF and JSP. Meta-widget works in three basic steps. First, Meta-widget comes with a UI component native to your existing front-end. Second, Meta-widget inspects, either statically or in the run-time, your existing back-end architecture. Third, Meta-widget creates native UI subcomponents matched to the back-end. In articles [2,3], the other aspects were added based on annotations. Meta-widget adds this information based on existing back-end of any applications.

Model driven development (MDD) is based on the idea that the model should be primary centralized place for all information. This model is then compiled or transformed by another way into the deployed application code. The benefits are reduction of information in application and concentration of the structure of information into one place. The disadvantages can be adaptation and evolution management [8]. This approach does not go well with OOP, because we need to maintain the interconnection between the models with the back-end of the application. There exist another tools, how to describe an additional information. These tools are called in the MDD the Domain-Specific Languages (DSL). Sometimes, they are informally called mini-languages, because they describe the additional information inside the other language. There are a wide variety of DSL. Domain-specific languages can be a visual dia-
gramming language, programmatic abstractions, declarative language (OCL) or even whole languages like XSLT. As we can see, some of them evolve into the programming tools that are frequently used (XSLT).

Generative programming (GP) is a specific type of a programming that generates the source code from domain-specific code. The goal is to improve productivity of developer, make the way between application code and domain model, support reuse, adaptation, and simplify management of components [12].

Meta-programming (MP) is a technique, which allows the developer to modify the structure and the behavior of the applications at the run-time. The reflection is one of the options how to implement the MP [5]. The developers can inspect the classes, the fields, the methods at the compile time and they do not even have to know their names at the compile time. The MP allows developers to adapt the application to the different situations. The bottleneck of this solution is the performance. The applications are significantly slower with the MP and are harder to test or debug than the applications without the MP. To deal with this problem the developer can use some cache.

4 Design of Aspect-Oriented Framework

![Fig. 2. Analytic model of classes](image)

The analytic model of classes is a diagram which captures a general static view of the application. The purpose of this is to illustrate types of objects, variables and their relationships. Figure 2 shows class diagram of our framework. It does not contain all of the files (classes) because there would be much more objects and the diagram would not be easy to read, but it contains all packages and main functionality.
The sequence diagram is used for a visualization of interactions between processes (objects). It also displays the right order of these interactions. It is a behavioral type of a diagram. Therefore, it is the best choice for showing how the framework works. The diagram includes parallel vertical lines called lifelines and horizontal arrows that represent the messages exchanged between them in the right order as they appear. In figure 3, there is shown basic sequence diagram of our framework. It shows what happens from the start of the application using the framework.

The mandatory action is the creation of a new Presentation object. Then, the main activity calls methods buildCache(), and setDataPresentationFromCache() of this object. BuildCache() method creates new cache from given instances. UI can be created much faster from cache, which includes information in hashmaps. The time to retrieve this information is then constant. It makes final application much faster, for example in the case of a fragment style application, where user is often sliding between screens that he/she already visited. When cache is already created, it is not created.
again. *SetDataPresentationFromCache()* method creates whole UI from cache. It means layout, data presentation and data binding. The other options of the framework are voluntary, like on the diagram. If the developer wants to validate default data in created instances, he/she just creates the *InputValidation* object and call *inputValidate()*.

The framework will care about the rest via created rich entity (normal instance with attributes and with annotations). In this diagram, it is also captured when the user changes the value of element it will call the listener which will call the *inputValidate()*.

If the user sends the form with data, it will also call *inputValidate()*.

[4.1 Usage of the Framework](#)

In the Figure 4, it is shown how our framework works all together. The basic element is entity (Java object) enriched by other information in form of annotations. Then we have to call the framework and also give over *arrayList* of instances. Everything is generic; framework does not need to know exact type of object which was inserted into *arrayList*. The last part in the figure 4 shows the result after launching the application.
5 Comparison of Aspect-Oriented Approach and Conventional Approach for Android Platform

In the conventional approach, the presentation layer was implemented in XML, the data binding in Java, input validation in Java, layout in XML and security in Java. The project, which was created in conventional way, was developed to implement one form that is the same as the first one in the example of aspect-oriented approach with four attributes (created with our framework). All aspects was coded in common way and not stored in annotations like in the aspect-oriented approach. If we want to do another form, we will have to write the similar amount of code. This code is redundant and is making application hard to maintain. The big difference against AOP is in security, where in aspect-oriented approach we just do not create particular element. Here, we create all elements and then we are changing visibility if the user has particular user role. The advantages of the aspect-oriented approach are shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Feature</th>
<th>AOP</th>
<th>Conventional approach</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Reuse</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Run-time approach</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reduce code</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Better to maintain</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Separated each aspects</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Readable code</td>
<td>Yes</td>
<td>No (depends on developer)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time to launch the form (average)</td>
<td>119,5ms</td>
<td>193,1ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Standard deviation (std)</td>
<td>5,35ms</td>
<td>14,7ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lines of code (LOC)</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>495</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Here, we can see that AOP is definitely better in reuse, reduction of the code, maintenance of the code, separation of aspects, and readability of code. The reuse in conventional approach means copy, paste and edit. That is not a good approach. From Table 1, we can also see the difference in lines of code (LOC). The AOP has 4 lines of Java code and 25 lines of Java class code. The conventional approach has 16 LOC of Java class, 377 lines of Java code and 102 lines of XML code. LOC where counted by regular expression in search function in eclipse IDE. LOC is counted from the view of developer so the body of the framework is not counted. As we know, this is example that has only 4 attributes. If this number rises for example to eight, the LOC for conventional approach will also rise by similar amount of lines. On the other hand, AOP will increase only by about ten LOC (four lines plus some annotation).

The time to launch the form is also an interesting item, because as you can see in Table 1, AOP is faster than conventional approach. The reason of this is the creation of view by XML which is slower than the view created by a program. This time is calculated when the form is first launched. When user is returning to this activity it is even faster for AOP because it is using a cache with the constant asymptotic com-
plexity of access to data. The average time to launch any form was calculated from the list of ten data that was taken as you can see in Table 2.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test number</th>
<th>Launch time with AOP (ms)</th>
<th>Launch time with Conventional approach (ms)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>128</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>114</td>
<td>171</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>210</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>222</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>110</td>
<td>183</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>126</td>
<td>175</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>119</td>
<td>201</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>121</td>
<td>188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>115</td>
<td>196</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>189</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6 Comparison of Aspect-Oriented Programming (AOP) for Android Platform and Java EE

The aspect-oriented framework, called Aspect Faces for Java EE [2,3], was created on a similar idea as for Java EE, but they are not implemented in a same way as presented framework for Android. The framework for Java EE [2,3] is called by the tag in a view part as we can see the usage in Listing 1. Mostly it is placed in JSP page or in some xhtml page. In Listing 1, there is an example how to create two forms.

Listing 1. Usage of Aspect Faces in Java EE

```xml
<!-- Form1 generated via Aspect Faces -->
<af:ui instance="#{bean.entity1}" edit="true"/>
<!-- Form2 generated via Aspect Faces -->
<af:ui instance="#{bean.entity2}" edit="true"/>
```

Instead of this approach, the framework for Android is called in Java activity class that user creates. The reason for this is simple. In Android application structure, the Java classes are mandatory unlike in Java EE where if you just want the UI you do not have to create Java bean or some logic behind. Furthermore, the XML files that represent the UI are optional, because you can create UI by a program. If you create a button to another screen in Android application, you are not connecting the button to call another view, but first, you call the Java activity class and in this class, we can choose how to create UI. In Listing 2, there is the basic example how to create form by our framework in Android.
Both frameworks are using meta-models to save information about instances that are rendered in forms and also both of them are also working in the run-time. One big difference is in the future potential of the development. A native application has the advantage against web application, that it is compatible with the devices hardware such as motion sensors, environmental sensors, position sensors, and camera. The motion sensors include accelerometers, gravity sensors, gyroscopes and rotational vector sensors. The environmental sensors include barometers, photometers and thermometers. The position sensors include orientation sensors and magnetometers. The web applications are limited in this way. Aspect Faces on Java EE can get a position from GeoIP, but nothing more. This information from sensors can be used by framework and can react to that information.

7 Conclusion and Future Work

This paper results from diploma thesis [9] and contains background of aspect-oriented approach, and describes the design of the new framework for an Android application development. We compare our framework with the conventional approach to Android application development, and to Java EE framework called Aspect Faces. Our framework seems to be fast, clear, easy scalable, readable, reusable, improves the maintenance and it was tested. The results of tests show us, that our framework enables faster development than standard conventional approach to Android application development. It is true that, when we comparing programming approach with the approach using XML, XML has the disadvantage in the speed of launching.

In the future work we will focus on extending the framework context with the hardware devices such as motion sensors, environmental sensors, position sensors, and camera. The application can then easily react to change devices position etc. Also the framework will be tested not only against XML approach, but also against another programmatic approach. Another aim of future work will be to test our framework not only by the launching time, but also by time, when screens are just changing. The expectation is, of course, that our framework will be much faster due to the cache system.
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Abstract. Interactive music retrieval systems using microphone input have become popular, with applications ranging from whistle queries to robust audio search engines capable of retrieving music from a short sample recorded in noisy environment. The availability for mobile devices brought them to millions of users. Underlying methods have promising results in the case that user provides a short recorded sample and seeks additional information about the piece. Now, the focus needs to be switched to areas where we are still unable to satisfy the user needs. Such a scenario can be the choice of a favorite music performance from the set of covers, or recordings of the same musical piece, e.g. in classical music. Various algorithms have been proposed for both basic retrieval and more advanced use cases. In this paper we provide a survey of the state-of-the-art methods for interactive music retrieval systems, from the perspective of specific user requirements.
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1 Introduction

Music recognition services have gained significant popularity and user bases in the recent years. Most of it came with the mobile devices, and the ease of using them as an input for various retrieval tasks. That has led to the creation of Shazam application³ and their today’s competitors, including SoundHound⁴ or MusicID⁵, which are all capable of retrieving music based on a recording made with a smartphone microphone. Offering these tools hand in hand with a convenient portal for listening experience, such as Last.fm⁶ or Spotify⁷, brings a

³ http://www.shazam.com
⁴ http://www.soundhound.com
⁵ http://musicid2.com
⁶ http://www.last.fm
⁷ http://www.spotify.com
whole new way of entertainment to the users’ portfolio. In the years to come, the user experience in these applications can be enhanced with the advances in music information retrieval research.

1.1 Recent Challenges in Music Retrieval

With each music retrieval system, a database of music has to be chosen to propel the search, and if possible, satisfy all the different queries. Even though databases with immense numbers of songs are used, such as the popular Million Song Dataset [1], they still can not satisfy the need to search music in various genres. At the time of writing of this paper, the front-runners in the field as Shazam Entertainment, Ltd., are working on incorporating more Classical or Jazz pieces into their dataset, since at the moment their algorithm is not expected to return results for these genres [22].

Let us now imagine a particular scenario – the user is attending dance classes and wishes his favorite music retrieval application to understand the rhythm of the music, and to output it as a result along with other information. Can the application adapt to this requirement?

Or, if the user wishes to compare different recordings of the same piece in Classical music? Can the resulting set comprise of all such recordings?

There are promising applications of high-level concepts such as music harmony to aid the retrieval tasks. De Haas et al. [2] have shown how traditional music theory can help the problem of extracting the chord progression. Khadkevich and Omologo [9] showed how the chord progression can lead us to an efficient cover identification. Our previous work [13] showed how music harmony can eventually cluster the data by different music periods. These are just some examples of how the new approaches can solve almost any music-related task that the users can assign to the system.

1.2 Outline

In this work we provide a survey of the state-of-the-art methods for music retrieval using microphone input, characterized by the different user requirements. In Section 2 we describe the recent methods for retrieving music from a query created by sample song recording using a smartphone microphone. In Section 3 we show the methods for the complementary inputs such as humming or whistling. We also look at the recent advances in cover song identification, in Section 4. Finally, we form our proposals to improve the recent methods, in Section 5.

2 Audio Fingerprinting

We start our survey on music retrieval systems with the most popular use case – queries made by recording a playback sample from the microphone and looking for an exact match. This task is known in music retrieval as audio fingerprinting. Popularized by the Shazam application, it became a competitive field in both academic and commercial research, in the recent years.
2.1 Basic Principle of Operation

Patented in 2002 by Wang and Smith [21], the Shazam algorithm has a massive use not only because of the commercial deployment, but mainly due to its robustness in noisy conditions and its speed. Wang describes the algorithm as a „combinatorially hashed time-frequency constellation analysis“ of the audio [22]. This means reducing the search for a sound sample in the database to a search for a graphical pattern.

First, using a discrete-time Fourier transform, the time-frequency spectrogram is created from the sample, as seen on Figure 1 on the left. Points where the frequency is present in the given time are marked darker, and the brightness denotes the intensity of that particular frequency. A point with the intensity considerably higher than any of its neighbors is marked as a peak. Only the peaks stay selected while all the remaining information is discarded, resulting in a constellation as depicted on Figure 1 on the right. This technique is also used in a pre-processing step to extract the constellation for each musical piece in the database.

The next step is to search for the given sample constellation in the space of all database constellations using a pattern matching method. Within a single musical piece, it is the same as if we would match a small transparent foil with dots to the constellation surface. However, in order to find all possible matches, a large number of database entries must be searched. In our analogy, the transparent foil has the „width“ of several seconds, whereas the width of the surface constellation is several billion seconds, when summed up all pieces together. Therefore, optimization in form of combinatorial hashing is necessary to scale even to large databases.
As seen on Figure 1 on the right, a number of chosen peaks is associated with an „anchor“ peak by using a combinatorial hash function. The motivation behind using the fingerprints is to reduce the information necessary for search. Given the frequency $f_1$ and time $t_1$ of the anchor peak, the frequency $f_2$ and time $t_2$ of the peak, and a hash function $h$, the fingerprint is produced in the form:

$$h(f_1, f_2, t_2 - t_1)|t_1$$

where the operator $|$ is a simple concatenation of strings. The concatenation of $t_1$ is done in order to simplify the search and help with later processing, since it is the offset from the beginning of the piece. Sorting fingerprints in the database, and comparing them instead of the original peak information results in a vast increase in search speed. To finally find the sample using the fingerprint matching, regression techniques can be used. Even simpler heuristics can be employed, since the problem can be reduced to finding points that form a linear correspondence between the sample and the song points in time.

2.2 Summary of Audio Fingerprinting and Benchmarking

Similar techniques have been used by other authors including Haitsma and Kalker [6] or Yang [23]. The approach that Yang uses is comparison of indexed peak sequences using Euclidean distance, and then returning a sorted list of matches. His work effectively shows how exact match has the highest retrieval accuracy, while using covers as input result in about 20% decrease in accuracy. As mentioned earlier, there are many other search engines besides Shazam application, each using its own fingerprinting algorithm. We forward the reader to a survey by Nanopoulos et al. [14] for an exhaustive list of such services.

To summarize the audio fingerprinting techniques, we need to highlight three points:

1. Search time is short, 5-500 milliseconds per query, according to Wang.
2. Algorithms behave greatly in the noisy environment, due to the fact that the peaks remain the same also in the degraded audio.
3. Although it is not the purpose of this use case, an improved version of the search algorithms could abstract from other characteristics, such as the tonal information (tones shifted up or down without affecting the result, we suggest Schönberg [16] for more information about tonality). However, the algorithms depend on the sample and the match being exactly the same in most of the characteristics, including tempo.

In the end, the algorithms are efficient in the use case they are devoted to, but are not expected to give results other than the exact match of the sample, with respect to the noise degradation.

Interestingly enough, a benchmark dataset and evaluation devoted to audio fingerprinting has only commenced recently\(^8\), although the technology has been around for years. We attribute this to the fact that most of the applications were developed commercially.

\(^8\) http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/2014:Audio_Fingerprinting
2.3 New Use Cases in Audio Search

There are other innovative fields emerging, when it comes to audio search. Notable are: finding more information about a TV program or advert, or recommendation of similar music for listening. Popularized first by the Mufin internet radio\(^9\) and described by Schonfuss [17], these types of applications may soon become well-known on the application market.

3 Whistling and Humming Queries

Interesting applications arose with the introduction of „whistling“ or „humming“ queries. In this scenario, the user does not have access to the performance recording, but remembers the melody of the music she wants to retrieve. The input is whistling or humming the melody into the smartphone microphone.

3.1 Basic Principle of Operation

In their inspiring work, Shen and Lee [18] have described, how easy it is to translate a whistle input into MIDI format. In MIDI, musical sound commencing and halting are the events being recorded. Therefore, it is easily attainable from human whistle due to its nature. Shen and Lee further describe, that whistling is more suitable for input than humming, with the capture being more noise-resistant. Whistling has a frequency ranging from 700Hz to 2.8kHz, whereas other sounds fall under much smaller frequency span. String matching heuristics are then used for segmented MIDI data, featuring a modification of the popular \texttt{grep} Unix command-line tool, capable of searching for regular expressions, with some deviations allowed. Heuristics exist also for extracting melody from the song, and so the underlying database can be created from real recordings instead of MIDI. The whole process is explained in a diagram on Figure 2.

The search for the song in the database can be, as well as in Section 2, improved by forming a fingerprint and creating an index. Unal et al. [20] have formed the fingerprint from the relative pitch movements in the melody extracted from humming, thus increasing the certainty of the algorithm results.

3.2 Benchmarking for Whistling and Humming Queries

Many algorithms are proposed every year for whistling and humming queries. There is a natural need in finding the one that performs the best. The evaluation of the state-of-the-art methods can be found on annual benchmarking challenges such as MIREX\(^10\) (Music Information Retrieval Evaluation Exchange, see Downie at al. [3] for details). The best performing algorithm for 2014 was the one from Hou et al. [8]. The authors have used Hierarchical K-means Tree (HKM) to enhance the speed and dynamic programming to compute the minimum edit

\(^9\) http://www.mufin.com
\(^10\) http://www.music-ir.org/mirex/wiki/MIREX_HOME
distance between the note sequences. Another algorithm that outperformed the competition in the past years, while also being commercially deployed was MusicRadar\(^{11}\).

Overall, whistling or humming queries are another efficient way of music retrieval, having already a number of popular applications.

4 Cover Song Identification Methods

In the last years, focus has switched to more specific use cases such as efficient search for the cover song or choosing from the set of similar performances. As described earlier, the exact-match result is not satisfying if we, for example, search for the best performance of Tchaikovsky’s ballet, from a vast number of performances made. Although not geared on a microphone input (we are not aware of applications for such use case), this section provides an overview of recent cover song identification methods.

4.1 Methods Based on Music Harmony

The task requires a use of high-level concepts. Incorporation of music theory gives us the tool to analyze the music deeper, and find similarities in its structure from a higher perspective. The recent work of Khadkevich and Omologo [9] summarizes the process and shows one way how we can efficiently analyze the music to obtain all covers as the query result. The main idea is segmenting music to chords (musical elements in which several tones are sounding together). The music theory, as described e.g. by Schönberg [16] provides us with the taxonomy of chords, as well as the rules to translate between chords. Taking this approach, Khadkevich and Omologo have extracted „chord progression“ data from a musical piece, and used Levenshtein’s edit distance [11] to find similarities between

\(^{11}\text{http://www.doreso.com}\)
the progressions, as depicted in Figure 3. A method of locality sensitive hashing was used to speed up the process, since the resulting progressions are high dimensional [5].

Another method was previously used by Kim et al. [10] at the University of Southern California. The difference between the approaches lay in the choice of fingerprints. Kim et al. have used a simple covariance matrix to mark down the co-sounding tones in each point of the time. Use of such fingerprints has, as well, improved the overall speed (approximately 40% search speed improvement over conventional systems using cross-correlation of data without the use of fingerprints). In this case, the fingerprints also improved the accuracy of the algorithm, since they are constructed in the way that respect music harmony. They also made the algorithm robust to variations which we need to abstract from, e.g. tempo. This can be attributed to the use of beat synchronization, described by Ellis and Poliner [4].

4.2 Benchmarking for Cover Song Identification

Same as in Section 3, cover song identification is another benchmarking category on annual MIREX challenge, with around 3-5 algorithms submitted every year. The best performing algorithm in the past few years was from The Academia Sinica and the team around Hsin-Ming Wang, that favored the use of extracting melody from song and using melody similarity [19]. Previous algorithm that outperformed the competition was the one made by Simbals\(^{12}\) team from Bordeaux. The authors used techniques based on local alignment of chroma sequences (see Hanna et al. [7]), and have also developed techniques capable of identifying plagiarism in music (see Robine et al. [15]). On certain datasets, the mentioned

\(^{12}\) http://simbals.labri.fr
algorithms were able to perform with 80-90% precision of identifying the correct covers.

5 Proposals for Improving Music Retrieval Methods

We see a way of improvement in the methods mentioned earlier. Much more can be accomplished if we use some standardized high-level descriptors. If we conclude that low-level techniques can not give satisfying results, we are left with a number of high-level concepts, which are, according to music experts and theoreticians, able to describe the music in an exhaustive manner. Among these the most commonly used are: Melody, Harmony, Tonality, Rhythm and Tempo. For some of these elements, it is fairly easy to derive the measures (e.g. Tempo, using the peak analysis similar to the one described in Section 2). For others this can be a difficult task and there are no leads what is the best technique to use. As a consequence, the advantage of using all of these music elements is not implemented yet in recent applications.

In our previous work we have defined the descriptor of Harmonic complexity [13], and described the significance of such descriptors for music similarity. The aim was to characterize music harmony in specific time of its play. We have shown that aggregating these harmony values for the whole piece can improve music recognition [12]. The next step, and possible improvement can be comparing the time series of such descriptors in music. Rather than aggregated values we can compare the whole series in time and obtain more precise results. Heuristics such as dynamic time warping can be used easily for this task. We now analyze the method and its impact on music retrieval. As the future work, experiments will take place to prove the proposed method.

Also, we see the option of combining general methods for cover song identification described in Section 4, with the use case of short recorded audio sample from the microphone. One of the possible ways is abstracting from tonal information and other aspects, as described briefly in Section 2.2. Recent benchmarking challenges for cover song identification are focusing on analyzing the whole songs, rather than a short sample. We believe that a combination of methods described in previous sections can yield interesting results and applications.

6 Summary and Conclusion

We have provided a survey of recent music retrieval methods focusing on: retrieving music based on audio input from recorded music, whistling and humming queries, as well as cover song identification. We described how the algorithms are performing efficiently in their use cases, but we also see ways to improve with new requirements coming from the users.

In the future work we will focus on the use of high-level descriptors and we propose stabilizing these descriptors for music retrieval. We also propose combining the known methods, and focusing not only on the mainstream music, but analyzing other genres, such as Classical, Jazz or Latino music.
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